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Over Seventy Years in Music

Sir: In the June issue of ETUDE
there
was an article,
"Seventy
Years of Music." I think I can equal
that. I will be 80 years, next January . .My Mother and Father were
both teachers of piano and voice.
I played in Concerts when I was
three years old. At the age of six
1 played (left hand) all the duets
in the- book; at the age of thirteen,
I had two piano .pupils. Later, I
studied voice and organ at Oberlin Lonservatory,
then played in
church in Akron, Ohio.
A few months a~o I played the
piano in Santa Barbara,
California, and got paid for it and enjoyed it. Now T am playing Co-

• Easy German Classic Songs
compiled and e d'ue d by Walter WGolde
dl
English translations by Constance
ar.e
.
different, classic
Here is a new collection that con~allls':~i\ompositions
ofselections for your vocalSr~pertOire. Mendelssohn. Brahms
fered are by S~Ub~~th c eU:~~~ntlyeasy [or the inexand. Frandz, ,all a E:c~lle:;
for studying German lieder as
penence
smger.
well as for concert and recital purposes.
.
$1.50
431-41002
.

• Art Songs for School and Studio
Mabelle

Glenn

and Alfred

Spouse

.
. h
431-40092
$1.25
Med~um Hlg ··········431-40093
1.25
Medium Low. . . . . . . . . .
1 25
di
H' h
431-40094.
Second Year
Me I,um
19 ··········431-40095
].25
Medium Low
··
.
.
f
h
tire field of vocal literThe loveliest selectl?ns
rom t e·1en b two authorities
in'
ature have been skillfully compr e d y..
. n
the realm of school music. pro~edure, diction, inrerpretatro
included in this excellent Iol io.
First Year

• Singable Songs

Martin

price. Viennois, Clair de Lune,
Waltz oj the Flowers, Liszt's 2nd

$1.25
,
_
431-40120
High
-.. ......
431-40121
1.25
Medium
_......
..
Particularly
appropriate
for first year study, th~s IS one of
the most resourceful and useful books of Its kind. Thirty
familiar songs of high musical standard.

• Oratorio Repertoire
Medium
.411-40034
$1.25
One of the very few satisfactory
collections suited t? .the
teen-age girl. None of the texts treat of romance or religion.

• Classic Italian Songs
Mabelle
Volume

Glenn

and Bernard

Taylor

Medium High
.431-40102
$1.25
Medium Low
.431-40103
1.25
Volume II
Medium High
.431-41000
1.25
Medium Low
431-41001
1.25
A fine collection for younger artists! Eighteen songs with
interesting,
modern accompaniments.
Clear phrasing marks
assure artistic interpretation.

........••...•••..•........
Soprano
Alto __ .
...•..
: ............•.....
. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .•..
Tenor
..............
_
Bass

icholtu Douty
1.50
411-400-1
1.50
41:~~~
1.50
.. .41
1.50
411-40051

Contains
the greatest
selections
in the ~~rtoire
of ~~
oratorio!
Classical
masters and modern
~rlleT5 all r~p s.
sen ted in this accurate and eh larl collection. Translation

I

• The Youthful Baritone
411-40042

_

_.1.00

_

A splendid collection
of twelve 5On~ of limited range (no~e
above D) with eloquent
program appeal.
balanced chOI(~
of folk songs and work of prominent
rner'ican compost-no

• French Art Songs
Mabelle

Glenn

and Bernard

Taylor

Medium High
.431-40109
$1.25
Medium Low
431-40110
1.25
Another in this excellent series of Art Songs. Selections of
the French School from Marie Antoinette's
C'est mon ami
to songs of the gifted Charles-Marie
Widor. Reflects the
best in French musical art.

• Songs of Charm
High
Low

.. _

_
_

_

.411.40035
.411-40036

$1.25
1.25

Excellent
for recital or studio UR
mong contemporary
composers
represented
are O'Hara,
alter,
pross, Mana·
Zucca, Dichrnont,
Cooke, Huerter,
Cadman,
etc.

·Sold only in U.S.A.

THEODORE

from a natural source of memory,
and not from reference books. My
students
all enjoy and profit by
this page~ and speak of liking it
better than other informative
efforts, as it has humor that is appealing and human.
We look forward to many more
ETUDES-and
thank you.
Mrs. William B. Willison,

Sturgis, Michigan
Sir: Let me offer you 111 y most
sincere
congratulations
on the
growing
development
of
your
ETUDE, especially upon the daily
increase
in its circulation
among
the musicians,
music teachers, and
music
lovers
of this
country
(Japan).

I've been an ETUDE subscriber
for twenty-eight
years, but for a
while 1 couldn't read ETUDE beAnnie Laurie Kilbourn. cause of World War 11. Nowadays
Central Point, Oregon
I can read it every month in turn.
So I am delighted with your magaArticles
zine and I am eager!')' awaiting my
Sir: ] wish to express my apprenext issue.
ciation for the articles and songs
I have been quqting several arin your magazine.
They are very
ticles so often to my students, as I
interesting.
I have been getting
am a teacher
of music ill Suma
ETUDE since 1949 and still can
Municipal
Upper Secondary
High
find a few minutes each night to
School. In view of this fact, and
sit down and play your beautiful
in order to meet the requirements
pieces: Each magazine
has good
of us, allow me to suggest that it
and different articles. I hope that
would add much to the usefulness
ETUDE will last forever .
of your valuable magazine, if you
F rancine Herman
could spare
columns
for stories
Brooklyn,
N eu} Yark
suitable for us, such as an article
on educational
problems;
for inSir; I cannot tell you how much
stance, How to Teach the Chorus,
constructive
benefit
I have re- School Band, Orchestra,
or comceived from each issue of ETUDE.
position
and arranging.
l\'I y teaching schedule is full, and
Therefore
I write to tell you
I have my reading
hours rather
how much I enjoy your magazine.
far apart, but this magazine
alI look forward
to it every month.
ways is read!
Sometimes
your music isn't too
1 am especially benefited by Dr.
good and other times the whole
Dumesnil's page-"The
Teacher's
music
section
appeals
to me. I
Round Table." It is not high-hat,
wish you would put in more modbut always remains 011 a high level
ern music.
of good taste, for discriminating
Thank you and your staff.
musicians.
His knowledge
seems
Y oshiho I kuma
so spontaneous, as though it came
Kobe, Japan

I

THE COVER FOR THIS MONTH

PRESSER

. GUIOMAR NOVAES pholoEraphed at l~e Slllinway by Adrian Sienl

Choose
of the

the piano
world's

greatest

artists

Polonaise (parts of it) and others.
I hope to return to Santa Barbara.

Mason

• Songs for Girls*

EDITOR

CO.,

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

ETUDE, on its cover this month shows the Danish National Sym.
phony Orchestra of the State Radio, which this fall is touring
throughout the United States. The orchestra is conducted by Erik
Tuxen and Thomas Jensen. The photograph on the cover, secured
through the courtesy of the Danish Information Service, was taken
in the concert hall of the Danish State Broadcasting
House in
Copenhagen.

ETUDE-OCTOBER

for your

home

--------------------Why do leading pianists,
music
schools and broadcasting
stations
use the Steinway?
Because
no
other piano can match its tone,
response or stamina.
These also are the reasons the
Stein way is the one perfect piano
for your home!

In addition, the Steinway is
the only Vertical that brings you
the Diaphragmatic
Soundboard,
which helps produce
such bigpiano lone, or the Accelerated
Action, which aids beginner and
experienced
player
alike
in
achieving
sensitive
touch.
So
magnificently
is the Stein way
The Sieinway is used exclusively by
Curzon, Four Piano Ensemble, Horowitz,
Landowska, Levant .. Rochester Symphony,
Rodzinski, Artur Rubinstein and many,
many others. Over 1000 music schools and
music departments of leading colleges use
the Steinway exclusively ..• _Only the Steinway
is used by nearly all of the nation's leading
orchestras, radio and television stations.

Vertical
constructed
that,
proper
care, it will serve
family for generations!

with
your

That's
why, even though
the
. initial
cost may be higher,
the
Stein way Vertical is, in the long
run, the most economical
piano
you can buy!
Our booklet, "How to Choose Your
Piano," contains valuable information.
For a free COpy, write Steinway & Sons,
Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th sr., New
York 19. Your local Steinway dealer
(listed in the classified teJephone
directory) can deliver to your home a
superbSteinway

venjegj

for as lIttle down as ...
Liberal time to pay. Slightly

$14750
hig~er;n

theWesl
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THE INTERMEUO
It remarkably beautl!ul
plano In contemporary
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mahogany and walnut.

Not one ...
not two ...
but three
superbly beautiful new consoles. styled
by renowned Lionel Algoren for JESSE
FRENCH ... and each an outstanding
example of the designer's art. One of
them will surely satisfy yOUY special preference for enduring beauty and musical
excellence ... at a price that's surprisingly small. Inspect them today at your
dealer. , , see how you can own a n~w
Jesse French console so easily ... with
only a small amount down and low
payments to suit your budget,

Ellcelfence

FREE BOOKLET
guides you in
selecting the very best piano
for your needs and budget,
Check the coupon below for
yourcopyof"Howto
Choose
the Best Piano."We will also
send, free, a copy of "Music
in Your Child's
Development, "Mail the coupon now I

Since

C',M·O ..."O

·"N;c~'a, SIt",itll.l:y

l\IUSICAL ODDITIES, ,
... DiI'e Alldcr,oll
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MARY VIVIA
$3.50 a year in U. S. A. and Possessions'
also in the Philippines
Co t R·
C b
Do
Rcp~blic,
Guatemala,
Ha~ti, Mexico,
Nicaragua,
Panama,
Re' ublj~ a
lea.
u a.
minic- .. n
Spain and all South AmerICan countries
except the Guianas'
$3 ~5
of .HoCduds.
Sall'Jdor.
foundlan.d;
.$4.50 a year in all other co.untries.
Single copy price:
P:i~~ed ~ndUNe"",.
ManuscrIpts
or art should be accompamed
by return postage
ETUDE
In
.' .A.
for return of unsolicited manuscripts
or art.
.
assumes
DO reSPOnSibIlity
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the

of opera

history

Quartet
Quartet

Walter

Recordings

of

.. 200 YEARS OF
AMERICAN MUSIC"

will

INIJUX

(Oceanic,

Viennese

$435

To Introduce These
Distinguished

only

_.SUlT~]~.
INDIAN

in A, Op. 18, No.5
ill F Minor, Op. 95

Barylli,

Regularly

Yours

SI,riug QUllrtel in B-flat,

t Continu

SIZE, 33 ';' rpm

for

Op. 1.30

SUITE

J
SYMPHONY NO. 4

by EDWARD MacDOWELL
Ever since Its first performance by the
Boston Symphony Orchest ra In 1896,
this lovely and melodic suite has been
a great concert hall fnverf te throughout the world. Each of the fascinating
five sections is based on genuine rndtcn
themes-legends,
festivals, war dunces,
romances alld sorrows.

violin-

ed on Page 7)

'-

lE(. Oind"

MTlIA)

509 fath A~·
It_

TOf"k 11. N.1.

The October "composer
of the month"
is none other than the noted pianist and
composer, Franz Liszt. Famous as the creator of the symphonic tone poem, he reo
mains one of the most unique figures in all
musical history.
Respected as a man and artist, he was
entirely free from envy and jealousy;
he
was worshipped as a teacher and friend hy
his many followers; he stood Sllpreme as u
pianist, composer and conductor. Liszt was
born at Raiding. Hungary,
October 22.
1811; died at Bayreuth, July 31, 1886. His
first lessons were with his father, and s-L1ch
progress was made that at nine years of age,
the boy appeared in a concert at Odenburg, playing the difficult
Eb Concerto by Ries. In 1821 the family moved to Vienna, where
young Franz had lessons with Czemy. It was here also that he hud
his memorable meeting with Beethoven. Refused admission 10 the
Paris Conservatory on the pretext that it would vio'Jate a rule pro·
hibiting enrollment of foreigners, Liszt. following the death of hi;;
father, settled in Paris and embarked on a teaching and performing career that brought him into prominence among the highe81
musical and art circles of the time. For more than a decade he
reigned as the greatest pianist who ever lived. I-Ijs generosity in
assisting fellow artists knew no bounds and his reputation along
this .line equaled that of his fame as a musical personality. As a
composer he stands jn a prominent position in Jl1u:;ical history,
His creation of the symphonic poem grew out of his real1zation of
the immense possibilities of program music.
In ]870 he conducted the Beethoven Festival at. Weimar, foUow.
ing which he spent each summer .in this place, The last years of
his life were djvided between Weimar. Pest, and Rome, His death
in J886 occurred in the midst of the \Vagner Festival.
Li;:;zt's Consolation, No, 4 is included in the music section of
this. month's ETUDE, on Page 28, Also a Master Lesson by Cuy
Maier, on lhe Consolation, No.4 will he found on Page 26.

by HOWARD HANSON
The deeply expressive Pulitzer Prize_
winning
work by one of Amerlca's
foremost composers. Since its lIrst performance on Dec. 3. 1943 by the Boston
Symphony
Orchestra.
the Symphony
No.4 has lieen regarded as "one of the
noblest
works ever written
by an
American'" (Serge KouuevitBky).

E:TliDf:--OCTOBlR 11>

department
ot RCA Victor. are priced below
mosr L.P."s of comparable
quality only
S·1.35 for 10" records, and $4.95 for 12"
records.
Thc American
Recording
Society
Philharmonic
Orchesrra
enga~es the finest
:lvail:ible
conducrors
and arClsrs to assure
}'ou of (he moS( sensitive and rewardinl::
performances.
And to capture concert hall
brilliance,
all r{'cordings are made with the
latest high-fideliry
equipment,
and pressed
directl)· from a limited number
of silverSputtered m:J.swrs.
HOW THE SOCIETYOPERATES
Your purchase of either of the Long Playing records
offered abo ..e for only $1.00
does nor obligate you to buy any additional
records from the Society-ever!
However,
we will be happy to extend to you the courtesy of an Associate
Membership.
Each
month,
as an Associate Member,
you will
be offered an American Recording
Society
recording
by
famous American composer,
at the special Club price. If }'ou do nOt wish
to purchase any particular record, you need
merely return the special form provided
for
that purpose.

THE LAST WAR a great
musical
awakening
has electrified
the music·
Joving world-a
sudden
realization
that
the foremost
music
being wriuen
today
is America" music-and
that American
composers
have been writing
enjoyable
melodies,
important
music
for the pasl
200 yellrs! In all the great concert
halls
the most famous
orchestras,
conductors,
soloists, chamber
and c-horal groups are
performing
this
music
for
delighted
audiences.
INCE

S

And now an outstanding
musical org:J.n·
ization has embarked
on a program
of
creating
hi~h fidelity
recordings
of 200
years of American
music!
Every form of
musical expression
is included
in this program-symphonic.
choral,
insrrumental
and
chamber works,
folk. music, thearre mu~ic
. .. music of America at work and at play;
music of America
growing,
laughing ...
music born of the 10\'e of liberty and rhe
IO\'e of fun. the love of good Jiving and
the IO\'e of God. W'hate\"er
your tasteshere is music for you!

a

FREE RECORDSOFFERED
\'\Iith each (wo records p'urchased
at the
regular club price }'ou Will receive 3n additional record of comparable
quatity ABSOLUTELY
FREE.
However, because the number
of records
which
can
be
pressed
hom
silver·sputtered
masters is necessarilr
limited,
we urge you to .mai the cou·
pon at once!

HOW THIS MUSIC CAME TO BE RECORDED
Recently,
the directors
of the renowned
Alice M. Ditson Fund of Columbia
Uni.
versity awarded
a substantial
grant which
made possible the founding of the American
Recotding
Society, whose sale purpose is
to record and release each mOnth a new
high. fidelity
full-frequency
recording
of
American music, on Long Playing records,

..~..-_---------_._-----------------_ ...
ARE THE RECORDS EXPENStVE?
No, to the comrary. These recordings, which
are pressed for the Socicty by the custom
THE AMERICAN

RECORDING

AMERICAN lIECORDING SOCIETY
100 A¥enue 01 the Amerius, New York 13, N. Y.

SOCIETY,

Dept.

740

E-I0

•

100 Avenue of the Americas, New York 13, N. Y.
ulNDIAN SUITE", by McrcDowell
0 "4th SYMPHONY", by Hanson
(Check one)

o

•
;
I

Pleas~ send me the reeord cheeked a1.Jore,for which I enclose $1.(/0 n fUll payment As an
AS5OClnt~ Ml."mber In the American Rl.'Cordlng Society. 1 will receh'!." the Soclet}'·.'!Publlcatloll
which 1I"l1l gil'e me n(h'ance notlce of each nell' monthl}' Socletj' 1,ong-l'la}'lnK seloctlon which
I am entitled to purchase at the SVl.'Ciallllember;;hipllrice Or only $4.95 for 12" records $435
for.1I)" reeords plus a few cents for U.S. tax and l;hlpping. However. I may lIl"ClinetOllu'rch~!;e
lUI} or all Soclet}· rl.'Cords olTered to me. With
each two Society rl.'COtlllngsI do purchase }'OU
11"111send me an additional .record AllSor.UTELY
FREE.
•

•

Name...
Addreu....

C'I
I

...,--ETUDE-OCTOBER
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itz. Students

welcome this recording.
LP disc.)
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HOW
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222;'
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70

I Dept. £101 Elkhort, Indiana ............. JJ
obligation, send me these free
I Without
booklets:
I o "Music in Your Child's Development"
I
I o "How to Choose the Best Piano"

I

lodo"

Perhaps

10"

(,

CHOOSE

& SONS

satisfactory.

best known aria from the opera is
Dioinues du Styx which is here
sung by Ethel Senser. Others in the
cast are Enzo Seri, Bernard
Demigny, Jean Mollien, and Jean
Hoffman; they are ably supported
by the Paris Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus, under the direction of the capable Rene Leibow-

Beethoven:

"Alceste"

A full-length
recording
of this
classic work is now available in a
performance
which in the main is

CO .. INC.

• Mogoz.ioe
teaching

PIANO

Gluck:

:I
:I
4

1875

r----------·
I
I
JESSE

B. F. WOOD

I
· . ,George

entirely

THE

24 UOOkLlI'4£ A~E.
,

\..----R:anos
FarMUJical

PIANO METHOD

direct ,.lotion,hip b!lween
".isua' flO'. end piano ley, A weolth
of illustration,
with (I minimllm 01
t.rt mak.· thes. l,,,ons wonderiul~
c100r
for individual and dol' le,"
sions. .. MAGIC
KEYS" open the
door to ol,m'lItary
piano ploying
-ask
any tooch.r!
each ~1.00

MUSIC

G'-lJ
J~Frenchssons
FamauJ

LOUISE CURCIO

A VISUAL

S01lg Cycle

level y work of Robcrl
Schumann is given a meritorious
recording as sung by Pierre Bernac
with Robert Casadesue providing
most artistic and sympathetic piano accompaniment. Mr. Bernac
sings with great intelligence
and
catches the delicacy and charm of
these beautiful songs most effectively. Indeed his voice seems especially suited to most of the songs
in the cycle. (Columbia
disc.I

Shows

DEP,,"nTMENTS
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A. iriend asked Masseuec bow
he managed to compose so much
while maintaining
a full teaching
schedule at the Paris Conservatory.
"Very simple,"
replied Massenet.
"1 work while you sleep."

......and all their lives
fh(J1T thank!IOU

Jr- their-ksonic/

When Eugen

By

NICOLAS

SLO~IJUSKY

All through life the joy
of music. wiII be theirs ...

a new

poise, an enviable popularity,

a

deep satisfaction from the pleasure
of music ...

with the Acrosonic

by Baldwin. Its exclusive FullBlow Action and singing tone
speed learning and enjoyment.
Watch your child's hidden
ability respond to the Acrosonic.
Give your child this chance ...
write today for our booklet
"Planning Your Child's Future."
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DRASTIC

A with

music critics
appreciate an artist's

successfully
the

famous

applied

to th

talent,

June

13, 1896:

by Ole

Norwegian

was

Bull,

violini

t.

he was visited
by a newspaper
writer
who had basely
rnisrcpresented him in the public
print.
My father
requested
him to rctract
what
he had writt n. H
refused to do so. 'Vhercupon,
my
father
seized
him by the
'ollar,
and throwing
open
the wind h',
held hilll outside
at arm'
length.
It is needless to say that the critic
very SOOI1 changed
his mind."

•
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eminenl
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Flonzaley

Quartet

played

classical music.
But when the musicians struck
the first notes of a
Schoenberg
Quartet,
the
dog
raised a violent
howl. No amount
of persuasion
would
make
them
desist. It must be said that their
opinion
was amply
confirmed
by
the audiences
at the early perfor~l1ances of Schoenberg's
works,
"".hIch we~e im ariabl}
accompamed by notous
howling.

Boston TranJcript 01

ailing
yesterday on mYesii.
mabl
fri nd and lifetime col.
I ague, ~Ir. lVulf Fries, I learned
fr m him that the young I,d,
'8 rch r' who ran into him in
Harvard
qual'.
throwing him
\ i 1 ntly to the arth and sma5hing
a pr IIy go d violon ello, h.d ..
)' I d ·Inr d her If. It would.
a I roper thing [ur her 10 I") dam·
ag . Mr. Fries r eived a biOI
on th b. k of lh had. ohliging
him to .. (8)' in bed a whole \fM
11 l t In nt ion a Illightly sprained
ankl
and stiff ned arm. \Tho
onlin d 10 his bed, he ;off","
th
1 Q;"
£ t \\' C neerl en~~'tIn nls for \\!hi h h had rehear5tli
h
ell m") be an illlalidI,
lifc. Th illlm diale pecuni.ry"
10 \lr.
ri
exeeed' T. lla<v
th t lhi. little nol will me<! lit
C)'
of lhoung
lad aad ill
.h
i .bl
and "illing to d.1It
I.

£nir

Swiss violinist
and one of the
original members
of the Flonzaley
Quartet;
reports
a canine
reaction
to modern
music.
He had three
dogs in his villa in Switzerland.
They were trained
to listen to rehearsals
without
a wbine, as long

as lhe

by Thomas Ryan in,

letter

His son, Alexander
Bull, proudly
recalls the episode in an j nterv i w
published in the Boston Transcript
of November
27, 1892.
"~Vly father
was a man of 'irnmense physical strength.
He had
a very deep chest, and a nerve n 1
easily disturbed. On one oc aston,
while he was playing in 1\1a lr id,

ALFRED

reported

of dealing
who fail to

thing."

Both th injured musician If '
F ri~. and th ,ilmatory.1 lit
lett r. Thomas R ·an. \fere orie-ill.
memb r of a slrin en_
formed
in Boslon in 18-19" lit
"M ndelssohn
Quintette 0.1<:
\\lull
Fri
"n. lhe brother;
ugu_t Fri
,the 6~1\iolini.4.
the en_ rnble. Thomas R)-an.d
l

pln'ed
the "jol. nnd doubkd
the larinet, WR the manager
th 1\1 nd ].. ohn Quintelle.
da it 'HtS a famous organiDb\
which
xU:nded it.s tou~ to ~
th n
ild
est. 10 lhe Sand"
L1ands (the pr
01 Hawaiil ..j,
tralia and New Zealand. They'"
survi-·ed
their fame. Wulf f"
died in 1902. and R)an. in ~
It is not known \\ hether the .
scorch r" e\-er m8de petu~
a1llend~
for the ~m8~hing of
"pr Uy good ,iolonccllo. lf
d ntall).
a "scorcher"
is ID
slang CJ pression meaDing out
drives
a carriage with t'l;W
speed.

I.,

p

Baldwin

Elec/ronic

Organs

Like all mortals;
musicians
are
apt to meet with accidents,
causing injury to themselves
and often
to their instruments.
One of the
most unusual
of such accidents
is

4
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d'Albert sent his
biographical
notice to Alfred Einstein for the 1927 edition of Riemann's Dictionary:
he asked that
only his celebrated
wives should
he included.
Einstein
graciously
complied
and listed only three
wives out of six in the article OIl
d'Albert. The most celebrated
of
them was d'Albert's
first wife, the
Venezuelan
pianist
Teresa
Carreiio. It was about her that a Berlin
critic once wrote: "D' A lbert's first
wife played his Second Piano Concerto at the third Philharmonic
Concert."

Engen d' Albert is a perfect
subject for a flamboyant
biography.
So many
extraordinary
events, apart from his matrimonial
redundancy,
were packed into his
life that there is no need to romanticize the facts, a practice that is
almost compulsory
with biographers when they write the life of
Beethoven, Schubert
or Chopin.
He was born in Glasgow in 1864,
where his German
father was a
leader of dance bands in the salons
of the British aristocracy.
At the
age of seventeen, d'Albert
played
his Piano Concerto: which aroused
such enthusiasm thal the staid Lon·
don journals
proclaimed
him a
genius, a new Mozart, or at least
fl new
Mendelssohn.
But young
d'Albert repaid the country of his
birth with astounding
ingratitude.
He wrote to the editor
of the
"'Musical Standard:':
"I scorn the
title, English
pianist.
Unfortunately, I studied for a considerable
period ill that land of fogs: but
during that time I learned absolutely nothing. Only since I left
that barbarous
co~ntry,
have I
begun to live. And I Jive now for
the true, glorious German art"
The letter was written in Cerman: for in the meantime d'Albert
had gone to Germany and had become a militant German
patriot.
The teachers he so bitterly scorned
were two great Englishmen,
Arthur
Sullivan and Ebenezer Prout. Yet,
on the evidence of his early music,
he must have learned a great deal
in England. His First Piano Concerto, {ull of luscious harmonies,
and resplendent
in pianistic
bra.
vura, is an extraordinary
accom.
plishment for a young boy. But
the longer he lived and the more
ETUDE-OCTOBER

wives he married, the less exciting
were his numerous
symphonic,
pianistio
and
operatic
works.
When he played his Second Piano
Concerto in America in 1905, it was
described
by a New York critic
as "a masterpiece
of the commonplace, packed with shopworn ideas
from old curiosity shops of Brahms
and Liszt." Another
critic said
that d'Albert's
music consisted of
-'\Vagnerish
bits of harmony
in
Brahmsian
surroundings."
Eugen d'AJbert died in Riga,
Latvia, in 1932, during the divorce
proceedings
brought
against him
by h is sixth wife.
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IS A QUESTION
stump the experts: What

The solution to
your teaching
problems •••

Note these

EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES-
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Exercises itl
MelOdy
Writing_
By BERNARD WHITEfiElD

to
fa-

mous British composer conducted
the band in a lunatic asylum? The
answer
is: Elgar.
He was the
band leader of the Worcester County Lunatic
Asylum
Band
from
1879 to 1884. Apparently
his association
with maniacs
did not
depress him unduly. He even wrote
a piece for the band, entitled Quadritle for an Eccentric
Orchestra.
Elgar
was quick at repartee.
After he conducted
his "Cockaigne
Overture"
a wag remarked:
"Cocajne is an anaesthetic;
so why
don -t you put a subtitle, Chloroform?"
"Ether
would do,"
reo

plied Elgar.
The word Cockaigne,
of course,
stands for the land of the Cockneys, and Elgar's "Cockaigne Overture" contains
tunes whistled by
London street vendors advertising
their wares.

When the famous scientist
Lord Kelvin perfected his "sounding machine"
for taking deep sea
measurements,
he -was asked by
one of his associates
the purpose
of a coil of piano wire in the construction.
Kelvin
replied
that it
was for
sounding.
"Sounding?
What
note?"
persisted
the inquirer. "The deep C," Lord Kelvin
quipped.

In 1907, George Bernard Shaw
was asked by Colonel MapJeson,
the impresario,
to write the libretto for an opera to be commissioned
to Saint·Saens.
Shaw
replied in his characteristic
manner: "Unfortunately,
I have a prior
engagement
with Richard Strauss,
which is at present rather hung
up by the fact that I want to write
the music and he wants to write
the libretto and we both get along
very slowly for want of practice."

Note these ALL·INCLUSIVE features'
• BOOK ONE (20 Complete lessons)

Exercises
for Self
Expression_

Pitch.and the Staff, Names of the Piano Keys,
Finding the Keys, The Treble Clef, The Bass
Clef, Notes on the Staff, Keyboard-Staff Chart,
low Notes on the Treble Staff, Low Notes on
the Bass Staff, Notes on the Brace, Octaves,
214 Meter, 4/4 Meter, The Dotted Half-Note,
The One-Beat Rest, The Two-Beat Rest, The
Four-Beat Rest, Eighth-Notes, You Begin to
Compose,You Compose a Melody.

• BOOK TWO (21 Complete lessons)
A Single Eighth-Note, Sharps, Flats, Sharps
and Flats, Accidentals, The Natural, Counting
Eighth·Notes, The Dotted Quarter-Note, The
Tie, Intervals, The Names of Interva'ls, An In·
terval Trick, The Story of Scales and Keys,
Ledger lines, Counting and Beating 2/4 Time,
Beating 3/4 Time, Beating 4/4 Time"Harmonic
Intervals, We Compose Two Melodies, Composing with 4ths and 5ths, Composing with Mixed
Intervals.

• BOOK THREE (20 Complete Lessons)
Sixteenth-Notes, 3/8 Meter, Composing Three
Melodieswith 3rds, Composing Three Melodies
with 4ths and 5ths, Composing Three Melodies
with 3rds and 4ths, Composing Three Melodies
with 3rds, 4ths and 5ths, A New Interval-the
6th, Composing with Mixed Intervals, Composing Downward, Composing Upward, A Story
About Chords, The Four Voices of a Common
Chord,TheThree Positions of a CommonChord,
Chord Positions in Other Keys. The Perfect
Cadence, The Minor Mode, Major and Minor
Thirds, _Major and Minor Sixths, Major and
Minor Triads, How to Make a Melody-Shape
.andHarmonize It.

Each Book $'.00
ORDER TODAY!
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BOOKSHELF

Oh! You're A
J MUSICIAN
Yes, you too can learn tospealc
a toreign language like ana·
uve-crascer,
more easily than
you ever dreamed posslblewith the nmaz.lngly successful
books and records QngllHllly
developed for the U. S. oovt .
and State Dept. Already used
and endorsed by thousnnds of
schools and colleges, business
firms and home students!
DOUBLE TRAVEl ENJOYMENT AND
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES!
The Holt SPOKEN LANGUAGE
Courses
start
you speaking

immediatelY - with accurate
pronunciation. natural inflection. You simply li~ten to nnlive speakers-and
then repeat,
ri~~~li~:e Y1~~mCO~~I~I~d
p~~;n~
cal phrases to fluent and natural conversations. You learn to

spcaklikeanativewlthanative!

WRITE

FOR

FREE

BOOKLET

Glen

to

"There's Been
Nothj"J!. Since
The Classics"

Michaels'

book

r.

$1

LOO~HS & CO., 201 DEVONSHIRE ST., BOSTON, MASS.

'0;

I·

STUDY OF MUSIC
EXALTS LIFE.

MARKS PIANO LIBRARY
SCHER, W m.: Wintry Days*-

for

BEGINNERS

To My French Doll-Bees
A-Buzzin'-Busy
.Bunny- Ta My Little White Kitten.
Blue Sea
COBB, Hazel: School Band-Tarantella-Deep
-Masked
Rider.
VAN NORT, Isabel: The Flower Fairy-Stepping
High.
STILWELL, Leota: Jolly Men Are We-The
Attic
Playroom-Marching
to the

KEVAN,

Music-Singing
in the Garden.
G. Alex: The Fox Hunt-Train's
Comin'.

all Grade

* "COULD
YEAR"

11/2

I

BE THE

A'

each .35<
PIECE OF THE
GUY MAIER

EDWARD B, MARKS MUSIC CDRPDRATIDN
RCA Bldq.,

Radio

City

KEYBOARD HARMONY
FOR THE PIANO

New York.

N. Y.

STUDENT

THE

ABC of KEYBOARD HARMONY
by

THOMAS

fducational

6

TAPPER

Series No. 'f4!)

Price JI.25

Garvin

and

Hand

I when

the

harp

ich

r

I

or

early forms of the piano.
The tone color of th piano
so distinctive that it tands
lit in
the tone mass. ]n the am pasages it is conspiclloll
above all
instrllments
by its clear ringing
beauty in andante passages. H wever, when employed
a a sol
instrument with the mod rn s)rm·
phony orchestra
in a great
11certo the combination
is icleal.
If you happen
to have had th
opportunity to hear such a piani t
as Camille Saint- aens play n
f
his piano concertos
wilh a greal
symphony
orchestra
you were
probably

startled

by

the

fact

that

you were hearing a cluet between
the soloist and the orchestra. Tha~
however, had not been the aim of
most composers of concerti.
Miss Garvin's
well
presented
book has to do with the concerti
of the Romantic period when the
concerto was developing
into a
de?nite form. She has made many
POll1ts extremely clear to the students of works of Hummel. Web.
er, lVIendelssohn, Schuman~. Chopin and Liszt. The book i~ def.
initely
instructive
and
helpful.
The.re is a vast leap from Hum.
mel's Opus 89 to Ravel's Concerto
for Piano and Orchestra
written
ab?ut ~931. It is a leap from an
llmnspued
formal
classic to a
of

high

order,

and

the

one.
2.50

The OJ'gan
By William. Leslie Sumuer

William Leslie Sumner.
ly organist

Boston, Mass.

.....

Bach

of

rhapsody

THE ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT CO., Inc.
nG Boylston St.

of

leap IS a spectacular
Vantage Press

Ordinarily the young student of piano defers too long making
acquaintanCe
with the
preliminary fodars of Harmony.
!n this book every page of text is. self.explon?tory; direo::tians for use. are. cbundant:
there
IS a ca~stant appeal to the creotl~e fo~ulty In the makIng of melodle~. In original chord
connections, and other appeals to InventIveness.
(Schmidt's

Rom.lnlie

Only a very few of the Master
Composers of the last century have
used the piano as an orche lral
instrument. This was not so in the

keyboard

~I

I

the

many of the great compo cr conducted their works seated at the

;::1''''''
'11M!.!

;'fi:"

The Beginnings
of
Piano Concer-to
By Florence Hollister

days

,

1~::';::;01: "

. The

of

Alan DlI1m-"Oh! You're
A Musician is a work of
great originality
and
humor."
For vour own Enrcrtammcnr or a
Gift to a friend.

Ii?'~
.
I"

ANDERSON

recommend

Send $1.00 to the Publishers

or ony one of
21 vo!uoble
lon9uage~

.'1.

DALE

(Continued from Page 3)

rlrawings;"

FRENCH
SPANISH
ITALIAN
GERMAN
RUSSIAN

ft:~~~~cf~';·~;gl~Ol~li·~l~ai~~'a~~~
at a rraeucn of the cost YOU
would pay for a tutor or lan_
guage class.

THE

pleasure

Records

•
•
•
•
•

By

A Booh: of Cm"roons 1,y
GLEN MICHAELS
Pillll Hjlldemj,'~- "It's a

On
Long-Playing
or 78 RPM
Vinylite

New Records

at King's

Professor at
[ott ingham
niversitv, has pro.
duced one of the most voluminous
and
hoJarly works upon the or.
gan your reviewer has seen. It is
really

former-

Col1~ge,

Lon.

London;

a remarkable

hi'tory 01the

in trument,
the principlesof its
C nstru
·ti n and its use. The lIork
i, pi ndidly documented and ,·h'l
i~more unusual in a work IIhich
might
hal e been impo<siblype.

dnnt

i . it i. rcally \ ry readable.It

will

r main

boohf
rcrcrcnee-mo~t
\aluable to organ.
ists. It ilil complete \filh littlean.
dotc~ thot re mo~tpicturesque.
For in~tAncc. \\" find that in 16M

a remarkable

l

organ

1)10) ing

II'a prohibited lor

chu reh • T\ i c. in England. At
\~'cstlllin"lcr wc read liThe roldieT3
f'

·,thorn

componic
I I)

and

.. \\ere

d "'" the
burnt
it
t od: th
and p""
Ie hou.

Caewood;'

fluartcred

in the

hur h "here they brole
ro)1 about the altar. and
in the pia", where it
Ir ked IIlltheorgam
n d the pipes at sew,l
_ f r I'ots of Ale. The,.

put n
me of the inging.~teD\s
urpli
nd in olllemptof that
anon i all hal il , ran up and dolO
the hur h: he that wore the sur·
pli es were the hare. the restwere
the

hound

.-'

The rebe.lljon against music in
the chu reh wos e"en commenteil
upon
by Erasmus
who \\101.:.
~vrhere was no music in 51. Pauls
time. Vlord nowadays mean nol.h·
ing. They are meer sounds roil.·
ing upon the ear, and men are 10
leave their work and go to church
to Ii-ten to wor noisesthan were
ever heard in Greek and Roman
Theatre."

fter the resloration. great mUll'
hers of organ
were built and rebuilt. One interesting point broug~
out is that Pedro De Gante. a pneil
and mu ieian who founded the
best music on the American Coo·

tinent

don; Membre d'Honneur des Amis
de l'Or~ue, Paris; Hon. F eHow of
the Institute of Musical Instrument

_

Technology,

lexico, was possibly

in

I

half· brother
of Charles V. . d
His chapters upon the stud) an
use of the organ, and the organ;
the new world, are especially .
uable.

Philosophical

Library
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ist. is known to America only
th;ough his recordings, which reveal him as a serious, meticulous
artist. In these recordings made
by the string quartet bearing his
name. the Beethoven music is presented with style and a complete
knowledge of the requirements of
the scores. One disc is given over
to the Op. 130 while the other two
named works are paired 011 another
disc. (\Vestminster,
two
discs. )
Liszt : Sonata in B minor
Punemillee

Played by the late Simon Barere,
these recordings were made during one of the last Carnegie Hall
appearances of this sterling artist.
Barere was a pianist who brought
a great amount of artistry to his
playing and this recording made
under difficult conditions is sure to
find favor with many. (Remington:
one disc.)
Ravel: Pitmo Music

Robert Casadesus has recorded
all of the piano musi6 of Maurice
Ravel, including the four-hand
numbers Ma Afere COye and }fabariera. in which he has the assistance of his accomplished wife,
Gaby. These are masterful interpretations played as only Casadesus could play Ravel. Everything
seems to be in good taste and done
just as Ravel would wish. This is
. a recording of genuine value to
the connoisseur. (Columbia. 3 LP
discs).
MessageI':

.
"il1ollsieur

Beaucaire"

This light typically

French

op·

eretta in a somewhat abridged
version is now available on rec·
ords. The capable cast includes
Michel Dens in the title role; Rene
Lenoty (Molynenx) Gilbert-Moryn
(Lord Winterset) ; Martha Angelici ·(Lady Mary Carlisle); and Liliane Berthon
(Lady Lncy). The
Raymond Saint· Paul Chorus and
Lamoureux Orchestra are conduct·
ed by Jules Gressier.
Handel:

(Pathe·Vox.)

Sellen Concertos

for

F{ute

(/lui Harl'sicilOrtl
Bach: Six Bach Sonatus

Some of the most gratifying
melodies of Handel are to be found
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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in the Seven Concertos which have
been excellently recorded by two
artists of their respective instruments; Julius Baker: flutist, and
Sylvia Marlowe,
harpsichordist.
The same two sensitive musicians
do outstanding work it! the Bach
Sonatas, (Decca, two discs.]

students
t~ke.

(
!

Mendelssohn: Overture to (I "MitlSUlluner Night's Dreaw"
Webe..: Overture to "Oberon"

can bear and correct their own misMagneCordette

catches every audible

}

reserves it for study and
.
sel [rnprovemen
usic analysis, public
spea .·ng, foreign I uages: dramatics, radio I
workshops, school ,rograms or events I
- all can be recorde
nd reproduced just as
the sounds were create
with realistic brilliance ..
SOUIl

)

teaching load is lifted when your

m

Designed for t
professional but riced
forp"",budet, MagneCordett
is
sim e to operate, easily moved~m
//
room to room, and will ac apt
o your present sound sy,:s em.

Here is an excellent recording of
two favorite works. The Mendelssohn overture is played by the
Berlin Philharmonic conducted by
Ferenc Fricsay and the Weber
work is performed b~·the same
orchestra
conducted
by Eugen
Iochum. (Decca one lO-inch disc.)
;11 F
The Paganini Quartet has made
a new recording of this Ravel opus,
and a combination
of sensitive
playing and intelligent engineering
has resulted in a .performance
which presents the true Ravel.
(Victor, one lO·inch disc.)
RlH'el: Q,ulrtet

Beethoven:
RonHlllce

ROlllalice

No.2

teach them to

1 in G

No.

LEARN

ill F

Among the most gratifying of
violin works are the two Romances
of Beethoven. They are here presented on splendid recordings made
by Joseph Fuchs with Thomas
Scherman and the Little Orchestra
Society. Mr. Fuchs is among the
foremost violinists of the present
and his Beethoven pla ring is all
that it should be. Violin students
would do well to secure this record
and make a serious study of it.
(Decca-one
lO·inch disc.)
Mahle":
8YIII ph OilY No.
fJhollY of a Tll.Qus(IIl(l)

8

EAR

with

professional tape recorder
for education

(Sym"

This stupendous work has been
given a truly outstanding record·
ing in this 2-disc set as performed
by the Vienna Symphol1~·. the Vi·
enna Kammerchor: the Singaka.
demie, and the Vienna SaengerKnaben, with the necessary soloists. All under the very capable
direction of Hermann Scherchen.
This is a big order and all concerned deserve cOlllmendation for
the manner in which the recording
has been accomplished. (Colum·
bia, two l2-inch discs.)
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Our local distributor
will be happy to make a
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MICHA'EL AARON
Best Known Piano Course in America
GRADE ONE
Captures pupil's interest at once, keeps it, wirh excellent introduction to J R's of music-Recognition,
Reading,
Rh'(fhm-:-?nd
fundamentals
of playing.
Also covers visual rrcnsccsttlcn.
Chords, Musical Dictionary.
.
$1.25

•

GRADE TWO

•

Stimulating
progress pottern
established
expands,
including
Minor and Chromatic
Harmony. Chord Construction
'

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to Teach-Easy to Learn

•
•
•

PIANO MIETHODS~

in Grode
One now
Scales, Theory and
.
$1.25

GRADE THREE
Musicianship
begins with Chromatic
Studies. Cadence Chords, Augmented
and Diminished Triads.
. .... $1.25

GRADE FOUR
•
Emphasis
on technic,
composition
and formal values which student can
grasp. These are fine for recitals. $1.25 •

GRADE FIVE
Newest
addition
fo Series.
Material
encourages
musical initiative,
playing more ambitious
works.
Through Melody" proves itself again

ADULT PIANO COURSE
Book Two Just Published!
Comprises special material to stimulate ond sustain interest of older beginners and teenagers,
as well as.
adults
••.•.
. $1.25

ADULT PIANO COURSE
Book One
Fundamentals
of music and piano
study for mature viewpoint. Progress
is integrated
with adult thinking and
application
... $1.25

GUY
"Scholar ••

authority

••

student's
"Technic
$1.25

•
•
•
•
•

MAIER

distinguished

VOUR CHOPIN

interpreter

of the masters"

BOOK

•

23 selections creamed off the top of Chopin's Preludes, Nocturnes, Waltzes, Polonaises, Etudes, Sonatas and aecssclses.

$1.00 •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

YOUR BACH BOOK
24 compositions chosen from Suites, Portitas, Two- and Three- •
Voiced Inventions, "Goldberg"
Variations,
and The Well-Tempered Clavichord for intermediate
and early advanced students.
$1.50 •

YOUR MOZART

Guy Maier establishes
the imp ecce- •
ble standards
students will aim for.
These are compositions
in YOUR.
MOZART BOOK on two 10" Long
Playing Records
... $3,95 each.

THINKING FINGERS
(Written with Herbert
Bradshaw)
Finger exercises for intermediate
and
advanced
pianists
$1.00

IT'S EASY TO READ
(Written with Memo Beyers)
•
"The best beginner's
book to teach
fluent reading."
., .•.....••
, .$1.50.

MARVIN

KAHN

•
•
•
•

Practical Books for Populor Piano Playing

•

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO POPULAR PIANO PLAYING

•

Covers early rudiments of music, to swing and Boogie Woogie.
Concentrates on simple chord formations which are vital port
a,f popular playing end improvisation.
.
$1.25

•

RECORDS

YOUR MOZART BOOK
The original text on Mozart-approved
first editions of shorter, lighter favorites with a key to expressing the
composer's subtleties.
. ... $1.50

CHORD CONSTRUCTION AND HINTS FOR
POPULAR PIANO PLAYING

THE

The

Philadelphia

•
•
•

HAZEL

COBB

LOOK AND LEARN
First approach to note reading emphasizing keyboard study of two
octaves above and below Middle C. Drills and Drawings. $1.25

LOOK AND LEARN
WORK BOOK
(Written
with EUl:Jenia Robinson)
Direct and effective steps to notereading,
$.75

LOOK AND LEARN
WORK BOOK II
(Written
with EUl:Jenia Robinson)

Note-counting,
as well as reading
•
developed
in clear charts and dia:
grams
$.75 •

• MILLS MUSIC,

tt • • • • • • • •
I

I

8

•
•
•

INC.

1619 Broadway
New Yo;k 19, N. y,

• • • • •

•

•

Orchestra

which opens its 53rd season in October will present
several outstanding choral
works
during
the season-this
because
of the great suecess of a number of such programs
aiven last
year.
These
will
in~Iude Honegger's
"Jeanne
d'Arc au
Bucher," with Vera Zorina as narrator the Temple University
Choirs,
and 'the S1. Peter's
Boys' Choir;
Mahler's Second Symphony,
with the
University
of Pennsylvania
Choral
Society; the Brahms
Requiem, with
the Delaware County Choral
ociety.
Guest conductors
will
be Pierre
Monteux, Paul Paray, and Alexander
Hilsberg.

by the Aspen Festival Institute tl
' .,
?pera
was sung by a cast whi~~
included
Anne BolJinger
L I·
•
' t.eSI!
Chabay,
Richard Leach with t~
Aspen Festival Orchestra, conductJ
by Joseph Rosenstock.

The tioentv-one-year-olti

urvey made by the American

A

Symphony

Orcheltra League

conductor

oj

{Ill

im.portatit television opera premiere

reveals
garding

some interesting facts rethe make-up
of the pro
grams of smaller orchestras thraugh.
out the country. Th composer mM
fr qu ntly heard was Mozart, which
may h a urpriee 10 some. Thenell
mo l orr n played were Beelhal"en,
'\ agn r, and Tchaikcveky, witb jl)o
honn
IrauIIS being fifth and Baeb

discusses

the problems

of

ixth.
The Nation.al M,uic Com p at
Interlochen,
Michigan
presented
in
August
the Berlioz
Requiem.
I .
cause of the large enrollment
in the
camp, the Requiem
was perform d
with all of t he elements
called Ior
in the score: a 250 piece orchestra.
sixteen tympani
players,
four brass
bands, and a 500 voice chorus.

Riccardo
lJlartill,
numbered
among the earliest
American
tenors
to sing leading
roles at the ferropolitan Opera,
died in
ew York
City, August 11. at the age of 77.
He was born Hugh Whitfield
Martin, but took the name Riccardo
for
his early appearances
in Verona.
Italy. He sang at the Metropolilan
from 1907 to 1918. He created the
principal
roles in several important
American
Opera
premieres.
The Nation.al Associlt/.ioll for
ltfusic Therapy wiJl hold its third
annual meeting
in Topeka, Kansas.
October 30, 31, and r ovember 1 in
the Hotel Kansan.
Applications'
for
active, associate.
or student
membership
may be made to Mrs. H.
Dierks, 5050 Oak Street. Kansas City
7, Missouri.

Joseph

•
•

WORLD

Wagner

has .been re.
engaged
as conductor
of the Orquesta Sinfonica
acional de Costa
Rica for another
season.
1aeslro
W~gner who has been conductor
of
thIS organization
since 1950. is the
first native-bom American
to become
the permanent
musical
director
or
a Latin Amel'ican
Orchestra.

"The Farmer cuul the Fairy"
a new ch~mber opera by Alexand~r
Tcherepn1l1
of the . DePaul
Un·.Iver.
sl.ty S~hool of Music
faculty
was
gIven Its world premiere
on August
13, at th~ Aspen
(Colorado)
Summer MUSIC Festival.
Commissioned

Edwin

n.

Fiuitlger, a Chicago

r i announced

coml>O-

The Young Conductor

as the wiD.

n r of th W, W, Kimball A•• ~
of
200.00, in the annual contM
!OJlOIl'Wf

d

T • h r
b

n

by the Chicago Sjngin~

uild.

an annual

This Award b.
event

for the pa.'1

from

15)'.r.
DOUttl'; coIn's Concertn
and Chamber (lrcbesta

Luigi

r Plene

gi\' n it American premiere an
Aug:u"t 16, by Ihe ~BC
ymphony, conducted by
~r8 "imo r cia. ".jIb the compo5f1
at th piano. TIli.. marked the noted
Italian
COml>O r' fir.51 appearanre
a 0. pianist in LhiJ:i country. Dalla·
piccola. ahhough not well·knon in
Am rica. i r garded 85 one of the
leading
present da)' composers 01
Iioly.

(Ill

.interview with Thomas Schippers
lIS

told to Myles Fellouies

we

alurdoy,
umm r

The

Berkle)'

ummer .1l1Uit
this past summer b)' Harold Berkley. at Bridglan
eadem)'.
Long Lake. Maine 'Iii.'
one of th
most ~ucces£ful in the
hi tory of thi school. An added lea·
lure will b had great appeal wa5 an
ex IJnn~ion or the chamber mUBC ac,
tivities to permit \acationing ama'
l liT chamber
music players to par·
ti ipat
in regular supen,jsed .'6"
$.ion~,

chool, conducted

a~sistant cODduc:r
and drillma!:ter at. ~
ni\"ersity of ~lichigan. has re5l~
. .
a~;:oCl!1t
to accept the paS-Ilion as !
professor
of mu~ic and direclOJ ,0
uni'-ersity
bands at the Uni\'er;]!I"

lacl.· K. Lee,

or

bands

or Arizona.
Peggy
A1In Alderma". 21.!:
old vocalist of Winston.Salem, ~a
Carolina
i .the l\"i?ner ~f.the ~
annual Mane MorTlsey Keith
(ColUmned on poge 5il

'·1..
1

1

NEW YORK CITY CENTER Im;-

entation of Menotti's
"Amahl and The
Nigbt Visitors" (April 1952) provided dual
interest in the first stage performance
of an
important new American
opera, and the
emergence of a conductor
to whom Virgil
Thomson ascribed "nascent
star quality."
This rising luminary is Thomas Schippers,
born in Michigan
twenty-one
years ago,
eighteen of which he has spent with music.
Mr. Schippers gave evidence of unique endowments before he was three, began piano
study at four, and gave his first concert at
the quite early age of six.
At fourteen
he was on his own. He busied
himself with teaching
and accompanying,
and looks back upon one happy year when
he did ll.athing but study piano with Olga
Samaroff, and composition
with Vauclain.
At sixteen: Schippers
allowed
himself a
period of self-testing as organist and choir
director in a Philadelphia
church, where he
became fascinated
with conducting.
The
next year, he was coaching
at the Metropolian Opera. When Schippers
,vas eighteen, he entered the Young Conductor contest sponsored by Eugene Ormandy and the
Philadelphia Orchestra.
"I entered the con~
test rather illegitimately,"
Mr. Schippers
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(;vJlfe~~e~: ··rel had no conducting
experience whate\'cr-hadn't
learned baton technique-but
I had a solid background
of
theoretical
subjects. Most of aU, I felt I had
to take a chance and see what 'llOuld happen. I think you\'e got to test yourself out
in all fields to learn what's in you and what
isn't. Somehow, I got to the finalist stage
and there I stood, for the first time as conductor, facing the Philadelphia
Orchestra.
I came in second;
but with the thrilling
sound that orchestra
gave me I knew that
from then on, 1 had to conduct."
A few years later, when Schippers directed lVIenotti's "-The Consul"
on Broadway, he asked the boy who had won first
place in Philadelphia
to share his conductorial duties with him.
After a period of conducting
oratorio,
Schippers became conductor of The Lemon·
ade Opera. Next came a piano tour of South
America.
On the day of his departure,
he
was engaged to direct "The Consul," and
four days after his return,
conducted
his
first rehearsal of this work, with Toscanini
among
those present. Schippers
was then
nineteen,
After conducting
"The Consul" to enthusiastic acclaim, he went to Italy as musical
director
of the film version
of Menotti's

1952

_

·'The MediullI;' and remained abroad eighteen months absorbing
music and art and
conducting
in London,
Paris, Rome, and
Geneva. Then he was called into the Army.
On the day of his discharge,
Schippers was
engaged
by the New York City Center
Opera. His other recent commitments
in~
elude
the television
\\rorld-premiere
of
"Amahl and The Night Visitors,"
and appearances at the Lewisohn Stadium concerts
and as guest conductor
with the NBC Symphony Orchestra.
"In' discussing
the young
conductor,"
says Mr. Schippers, "1 feel a hesitancy that
grows out of having no experience but my
own to draw all, and not too much of that.
However, 1 think that the conductor's
training can't be settled entirely in terms of formal studies. Of course, there must be an
enormous
amount
of study--one
lifetime
seems hardly long enough to crowd it all
in-hut
after you've got your theoretical
knowledge, there's still the questioll of what
to do with it, As far as I know, the answer
lies in two points: to aim for thorough musicianship rather than for some specific pro.
fessional goal; and to keep testing yourself,
over and above lesson assignments,
to dis~
cover your capac- (Continued on Page 62)
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building remains
as a historic monument
-full
of memories
for the Danish people.
It goes almost without saying that the
Royal Danish Ballet is second to none in
its general excellence.
Its first advantage
over commercial
ballet companies in other
countries is that it is sure of its royal patronage and does not have to depend on
popular support
in order to earn a living,
though popular enthusiasm
for it is at such
a high peak that even this would not be a
problem in Denmark.
Also, there is in the
company itself a feeling of sharing honors,
rather than allocating
homage to one par·
ticular star. Not even the splendid Margot
Lander (now retired from dancing),
nor
the present
excellent
first solo dancer,
Borge Ralov, have received the type of
publicity which might have set them apart
from their fellow-dancers.
The result is an
understanding
that each member,
in his
individual characterizations,
lends glamour
to the group as a whole. This, in the end,
makes for performances
of a very high
calibre indeed.
Small wonder that observers from other
countries have been excited and thrilled
by the Danish Royal Ballet, so far above
expectations even when those expectations
have been high!
Most often praised
is
the loving attention
given to detail-an
ancient art, by the way, which is all too
often neglected nowadays. That the Danish
dancers have mastered
it speaks well for
their perception
and for their training.
The one man responsible
Tor all this
today is Harold Lander, Balletmaster since
1932. It is he who trained pupils speoifically for the Royal Ballet and created a new
repertoire
of classic and modern works,
both serious and light. Before assuming his
present position,
Mr. Lander
was solo
dancer of the ballet and before that (in the
late twenties)
he had been on leave from
the Royal Theatre
in order to study in
America and in Russia. He was or-iginall v

The Royal Family of Denmark
has always given great
encouragement to the Ballet
and to the native
composers who write
for the Ballet.

a pupil of Hans Beck, leader of the Danish Ballet from 1894 to 1915, and one of
the most interesting
figures in its development.
When English dance critics visited Denmark in 1951, they were astounded to find
Hans Beck at ninety years of age, still alive
and mentally vigorous.
He was a pupil of
August BournonviIle
(1805-1879) who 'was,
in turn. a pupil of Vestris! The names of
both Vestris and BournonviHe
are famous
wherever balletomanes
congregate, for they
were heroes of the ballet's
early years.
Thus, NIr. Beck became a "living textbook
of Bournonville
choreography."
He was
able to recall with exactitude
the solos he
had danced
in his youth. Consequently,
when he assumed leadership
of the Ballet,
he revived all of Bournonville's
classic productions and preserved them for the future.
For, as is ,..'ell known, Bournonville
himself was the Danish
Ballet's greatest
artist. From 1829 until his death in 1879, he
was dancer,
balletmaster,
choreographer
and organizer of the Ballet. He is still considered its most important
personality
by
Danish authorities.
Early
in the eighteenth
century,
the
Danish
balletmasters
had been imported
from Italy and France.
Many of them
stayed for short terms only. However, Vincenzo Galeotti (born in Florence in 1733)
came as hallenuaster, dancer and choreog.
rapher in 1775 and remained until 1816.
He built up a repertoire
of approximately
fifty ballets influenced
by both the French
and Italian styles. His work won critical
acclaim. His successor was none other than
August Bournonville's
own father, Antoine
Bournonville.
The latter served the ballet
well in his day, during which time his famous son was born in Copenhagen
itself.
That gave the Danish people another reason to take pride in August Bournonville's
achievements:
he was not only a great artist. son of a nne artist, but a native son as

t

well.
Today, beside the balletmaster
and first
solo dancer, the ballet company
consists
of twelve solo dancers,
about thirty-seven
ballet dancers
(some of whom take solo
parts on occasion)
and several young ballet aspirants.
Conductors
of the orchestra
have been, recently,
John Frandsen,
10hann Hye-Knudsen and Emil Reesen.
When the Danish Ballet presents a work
like "Les Caprices du Cupidon et du Maitre
de Balet," which has had more than two
hundred
and fifty performances
at the
Royal Theatre in Copenhagen
alone, music
by jens Lolle is used" (Incidentally,
this
ballet and the one titled "La Fille mal
gardee" are the oldest works in the Eurcpcan ballet
repertoire,
still being
per·
formed.)
August Bournonville's
version of
the famous Taglioni
ballet, "La Sylphide"
is also still danced in Copenhagen to music
by Hermann
Lovenskjold, although Hans
Christian Lumbye was the popular Danish
composer most often credited with having
composed music for Bournonville's
ballets.
In contemporary
times, the Danish Royal
Ballet has worked
to advantage
in two
musical mediums: one, that of choreographing new works to music already written
(such as' the "Symphonie
Classique"
to
Prokofieff's Symphony Op. 25 t:n D Major,
"Morning.
Noon and Night" to Turina's
Danzas Foruosticas, "Concerto"
to Schumann's Piano Concerto Op, 54 in A minor,
"Bolero" to Ravel's musical work of the
same name. "The Sorcerer's
Apprentice"
011 Dukes'
famous
score, and "Desire"
based on Gershwin's
Piano Concerto in F;
and two, that of having modern composers
write music especially for certain ballets.
Denmark's
three contemporary
composers whose services have been used in this
way are Niels Viggo Bentzon (whose music
accompanies
the ballet "Metaphor"),
Bernhard Christensen
(composer
of the score
for "Widow
in (Con/inned on. Page 64)
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by Vema Arvey
(bc,lo~~)~Dal~:~h Royal ~allet (!ancel-s p es-forming
der 5 "Elude
set to lllUSIC b,- Czernv

ON

THE STAGE
of the Royal Theatre
Copenhagen
one night in June of
~~51 stood .8 great ,character dancer, Aage
111

Eibve, bowing to nght and left for a few
seconds. Since curtain calls in this theatre
had tong been abolished
to avoid jealous
between artists, the occasion was indeed an
unusual one. It I~larkecl the coming retireof Aa~e Elbye
after many years of
service to his King in the Royal Danish
BaH~t. .And in their box, attentive and ap.
prec~atIVe, sa~ King Frederik
and Queen
In?"nd, .hononng-by
their very presence--thIs artIst who had made such a sul,<ta t" I
"b .
~ n la
contn
L1t.lOnto one of Denmark's
fine cultural proJects.

"""!

Kuu dage Ritsager-, composer
the .Danish Royal Ballet

for

(above) Theil' Royal Highnesses,
the King and Queen of Denmal'k
and their guests, the King and
Queen of Sweden, watching the
Danish Royal Rallet in (he Royal
ThcHh'c in Copenhagen

This was only one of the many times
and the many ways in which D emnar k' s
rulers have encouraged
the arts. The result
has been that the Danish
people on the

_

whole are culturally
alert. artistically discriminating.
The Royal Theatre in Denmark has inherited
the traditions of several
hundred
years, dating back to the time of
the N?rwegian
playwright.
Ludwig HoI·
berg, III the earl)' eighteenth
century. The
Theatre
itself was built in 1748, on a site
i~. Copenhagen
donated
to the people by
~lJlg Frederik
. subsidized
at first by UlC
CIty and in 1770 taken over bv the King.
Of c.ourse the Chapel Royal Orchestra immedIately
became
attached
to the Theatre.
after
which
dramas.
operas
and baUet.s
were presented
there
con tautly, just as
they are today.
The old thealre building
~\'as s~pplanted
by a new. adjacent edifice
1Il 18/4.
This has more adequately sen-ed
the arts since its facilities
have been improved from ti me to time to correspond to
all modern
deYelopmenl.S-.
Still, the old

(e.) Scene from the
b)' Knudage Hilsager
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production

of

"Qarrtsitunt."

Hm-nld Len-

with music
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responsibility of the

never do so. It is at this time he ~ith~r
forms a taste for music study or an 'indifference, if not a revulsion, for it. He needs
the encouragement of the ~chool~, as well
as that of his parents and hIS mUSIC teacher
if these tastes are to be developed along
perfectly normal lines.
..
.
If we hope to gain the cooper attcu of the
schools in our work as private piano teachers, it might be well to examine some ~f our

private teacher to

to compare our methods and approach to
the subject with those of the schools toward

Here is one individual
who realizes the

attitudes

toward

academic

the musical program
of the public schools

the teaching

of

mUSIC

and

subjects.

I think all music teachers will agree that
modern education is many sided and that
music

can and

should

contribute

in some

way to the enrichment and happiness of
those who study it; that study of the piano
is of value not only to those who may wish
to follow; profess-ional career, but also to
any student. Only the most gifted should
make music a career. Since such talent is
very rare, we will consider in this instance

speak the foreign tongue, but speak it perfectly, without disturbing distortions of

get her themselves. Many ~iano teachers,on
the contrary, play the pieces first, before
the child

has tried

them.

If

sound.

Elena

the child has a

good ear, he will invariably try to follow
by ear, rather than trying to associate the
notes with the sounds he has heard. Good
reading o demands that the eye be trained,
rather
than relying
on how the music
sounds.
Reading is the basis of all academic edu.
cation and it is only after two or even three
years of constant reading that a child is
expected to study a history, arithmetic or

Nik.ol a id i, Famous

of the l\lelropolHan
(below)

contralto

Opera

as Am.neris in '~A'ida~'

other text books. Reading
music should he
the basis for all music study, It is the key

that will unlock the greatest musical treas.
ures. Yet there are in tances where well.
known piano teachers have taught their
pupils
to play by rot
f r as long as two
years.

Would

seho

I pupils

ver he allowed

to learn their l itt] $1 ri
in this way?
Of cour e. pupils
must be h lped over
hard spot . but t h se should be mnstered
first, before the pic e is attempt d, just as

PIANO STUDY and the SCHOOLS
by

CECILE

HINDMAN

WE

PIANO TEACHERS often complain
that the schools do not take music
study seriously, that they do not cooperate
with the private teacher or even regard the
study of the piano as desirable. This is no
doubt true in many instances, but it is possible that there are two sides to this question. Should we not ask ourselves whether
piano teachers are not at least partly to·
blame for this situation?
Academic circles have not always regarded music study lightly. In ancient Greece,
music was considered as important as
mathematics, philosophy or physical training. During the Middle Ages, also, music
held a high and honored place in the uni.
versities. Today, our universities recognize serious music study and many of them
have exceptionally fine schools of mllsic.
But what of our grade and high schools?
It is during the years when a child is in
these grades that he either acquires a good
foundation in music or he will probably

only the student who has no thought of
making music his life work. Our premise
is that music should make his life fuller
and happier. Does it? When such a large
number of students never get beyond their
first or second year of music study, how
could it?
When a child enters the first grade in
school, he is expected to have a vocabulary
sufficient to understand the explanations of
the teacher and to grasp the meanin a of
the simple stories which he will be tauaht
o
to read. Applying the same principle to the
study of music, before a child begins piano
lessons, he should have had the experience
of singing many children's songs, of participating in rhythm bands or other rhyth.
mic exercises and of playing singing games.
Singing is the basis of all music, j list as
speech is the basis of all language.
At school, the teachers begin to teach
children to read in the first grade. The little
pupils learn to recognize two and three leta
ter words, then they combine them into
simple sentences. New words are added as
fast as they can be assimilated. But the
teachers do not read the stories to the children before they try to put the words to-

Cecile Hindman was the first American
woman .to rece~ve the Certificate des Hautes
Etudes III MUSIC History and Musicology at
the ,Sorbonne
of the University of Pa' rlS. 51le
1 .
slueI lee pl~no with Silvio Scionti, Moses
Boguslmvsb and Isidor Phili pp. She has
taught theory and history of music in high
sch~ols and colleges. She taught school in
Pans. At present, she has her own st d· .
New York City.
U JO m

new words nrc learned
separately before
the)' nrc in rp rated int
n story. The
school reacher docs n t rcn I along \\'ith the
pupil, prou un ing each word B he does.
Some piano teachers. h w v r, habitually
play

the melody

of a pic e al ng with the

student. This nly ell ourag s him to learn
by imitntion and do ~ not help the child 10
master principles of notat ion or to interpret Ihe music in I pendently.
If he is
taught to read the note awny from the
piano or with the pian
closed before he
attempts

to pia)'

the piece:

The Language Problem
in Singing

if he studies the

time and the rhvr" hmic fieures
before he
0
hears how they sound. he is at least learning to think f~r himself. even though the
result rnnv he lees perfect than if the teacher
played it for him.
The schools do not require a child to
memorize his reading lessons. They read in
order to learn how to read. Many piano
teachers. however. insist on their pupils
memorizing all their pieces. This very often
puts an abnormal
neryous strain on the
pupils and causes them 10 lose interest in
lessons.
It was Franz Liszl who set lhe fashion of
playing his Concerls entirely from memory
and today this is the accepled method for
public performances.
Bul since mo!.'1of our
pupils will never be concert pianiS15. why
should they be required to put 0 much time
on memorizing?
In studying literalure.
the schools mar
require pupils to memorize an occasional
poem or literary
selection. but lhcy do
not place undue importance 011 memorizing.
A good memory is an as...~t. but learning
lesson word for (Continued on Page 51)
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with Elena Nikolairl i

as told to Rose Heylbut

MOST
SINGERS
WHILE
granted that the rounding

take

for

out of vocal work includes language study: they are
seldom prepared for the varied steps the
task lnvohres. Indeed, they sometimes think
that they can manage by learning to pronounce strange syllables phonetically.
Nothing is further from the truth! It is
impossible to produce valid emotional impact in a language one does not understand.
Hence, not only pronunciation
but langu.ages must be learned, and tilis involves
three separate fields of work.
First, one must learn to communicate in
the fordgn language. Here one follows the
classroom methods of reading, speaking,
understanding, dealing with grammar and

12
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idiom-in
short: mastering
an ability to
exchange thoughts in the new tongue. This
is a very different matter from learning to
sound letters and syllables through phonetic
5vmbols.
In second place, there is the problem of
clear, unaccented enunciation. While it is,
of course. desirable that the classroom student be able to speak "ljke a native," it is not
essential; a lapse of accent lIlay cause a
smile but it will not interfere too much
with communication. In singing, slips of
accent seriously disturb the effect of the
words, and hence the impact of the singing.
Performance values are weakened in direct
proportion to the number of mispronounced
words. Hence the singer must not only

In third place, the singer has the additional vocal problem of adjusting communication and enunciation so that the pattern
of the new sounds-the
formation of unfamiliar vowels and consonants-produces
no harmful effect on tonal emission. We
have all heard singers who produce beautiful tones when they sing in their native
language, only to slip into disappointing
"whiteness" or nasality when they come to
the foreign songs. Then we wonder what
has happened to their singing. The answer
is that they have not learned to fit the pattern of unaccustomed sounds to the natural
flow of pure tone.
I have sympathy lor the American student's language problems, having had even
more arduous ones myself. Amcrican singers can occasionally find opportunities to
sing opera in English; in recital programs
they can always count on one or two groups
of American and British songs. My native
Greek is almost never used on the cosmopolitan music-stage. All my professional
work has involved learning-sometimes
Ulllearning and re-Iearning!-foreign
Ianguages.
After- early work in Greece (sung mostly
in Greek, with the occasional introduction
of Italian and French), I went to Vienna
where I soon received my first important
contract with the Vienna Opera. This necessitated singing and communicating in
German, of which I knew not a word. I was
to remain twelve years at the Vienna Opera
-but the first weeks were so disheartening
that I several times found myself on the
point of giving up and going home. Besides
the normal difficulties of learning, all at
once, to work and live in an absolutely
strange language, I struggled with the vocalist's special problem of being compelled
to adjust the shape of German sounds to
my Greek voice.
The important thing is to adjust the
sounds to the voice-not
the voice to the
sounds! Of course I had an excellent German teacher, and I enjoyed the added advantage of working under Bruno Walter
who helped me greatly. But the weight of
the work was on my own shoulders. I wanted not only to obey instructions; I wanted
each sound to be absolutely right, in my
own ear as well as in others'. Thus, I paid
more attention to the words than to tone.
And soon my breath seemed to be giving
out! That was a serious thing, and I made
a fresh start, not only doing what I was
told but trying to analyze exactly what was
causing me trouble.
And so 1 found the key to my language
problem. What I did was to stop making
word-sounds until I had carefully analyzed
the differences between Greek and German.
I .oon found this (Continued on Page 49j
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Bread and Butter Music
An Editorial
By James Francis Cooke
AT THE HIGHLY

n

SUCCESSFUL

con-

vention of the Music Teachers'
National Association
at Dallas, Texas, last
March, I talked with scores of piano teachers from all parts of our country who were
seeking advice upon their practical
problems in the conduct of their business affairs.
These prohlems had little to do with technic
or musical interpretation.
Most of the teachers stressed the need
for securing
more attractive
sheet music
for their pupils: of the type they called
"bread and butter" music. That is, music
which draws pupils to the teacher by its
inherent melodic interest and keeps up this
interest until the pupils arc prepared to do
more serious work. One teacher said, "That
type of music is just as important
to us,
in a practical way" as is the merchandise
on
the shelves to a shopkeeper.
We earn our
living through it."
Now do not get the wrong idea. Every
tea(;her worth his salt knoll'S that he does
not deserve the name of an educator, unless
he has set up adaptable
patterns of exercises, studies and compositions
from the
classic, romantic
and contemporary
literature by means of which he can prescribe
for special individualities
as would an experienced physician prescribe for a patient.
The teacher
must
not put every pupjl
through an arbitrary
pedagogical
wringer.
H the teacher's
only objective is to teach
the pupil a dozen or so pieces, he is not
making a musician
but a kind of human
juke box.

The teacher should look forward
to pro·
viding the pupils with an aIJ-aro~nd
hackaround of musicianship
which WIll enable
to grasp the great possibilities
of the
art and thus progress
toward that future
mastery when he can go ahead on his own
power, without
an instr.uctor.
."Br~ad
and
butter" music is something
quite different.
It is music of the delightfully
brilliant
melodic class (sometimes, however,
of the
nostalgic
type),
but always
with an intriguing charm, impresaiveness,
and polish
which hold and stimulate
the pupil's
interest and also the interest
of the parent
whose taste has not been trained
to appreciate
more
complicated
music ". The
teacher who takes a "snooty"
attitude
toward such parents
often has to cut down
on his own bread and butter!
:Music, after all, is an art and not a
science, although
it is founded on a scientific basis. It is an art which differs in the
case of every human
individual.
It is /lot
an art based
upon
simian
mimicry
like
that of the tiresome
mimics we see almost
nightly on television.
It is an art of individual
expression.
That is what makes
music
study
and
l1lUS1C
teaching
so
interesting,
Great art is immutable.
Its fundamental
ideals, principles
and objectives
remain the
same through centuries,
although the media
ancl technic employed
tllay change to fit the
era in which it develops.
If Beethoven were
to come back" despite his deafness, he would
hold his ears in holy terror
if he heard

him

ragtime,
jazz. swing, boogie,
bands.
There has l~ng
been a conspiracy
to canonize these musical contraptions
but they remain the same
despite the efforts to gloss them with trick
orchestrations.
The world must go ahead,
however,
but we rnust first escape from the
boiler factory era. Always the bCl'itand only
the be t survives.
\Ve cannot
cling everlastingly to the art
of yesterday.
At thi
tim \Cr~ Iew people
can read til Engli h of eolTrl'Y haucer
some

of the

woogie,

Lee-bop

(l340?·1400)
w lth c rnfon and pleasure.
Yet the basic liternr]
art of haucer is
organically
analogous to the great art of
today. The precious
past remains inviolate,
'Vho in 1952 would trn te a -pccimen of
the irnrnortnl
16th
ntuq'
art of Hembrandt,
Tttien
or
nlnsqucz for the best
painting
of any mod Tn \Ir l1Ii~l? \e\er.
thcless,
we must be eager to find new vo·
cabularies
in musi·.
I ut \\ ha, the right
to insist that they ar
lIol Ihe incoherent
roarings
of eli tort d m ntnliti ~.
The average AlTIeri an tcadlrr tnllllot af·
ford in ever) illstan
to tca·h IIlU~ie c'l:c1u·
sivcly to suit hi own ta~te, lIi~ ohligation
is to develop
the 11 d~ arid la ..tf":- of his
dienls_ This doe
110t III .!III thnt he must
pande!" to hi~ backward
pupil~ \\hcn they
dernand
tra h. The fam u European publisher
Silllrock
wa
once a~kcd why he
published
the numerous
light pianoforte

pieces 01 Carl Bohm 01
fame.
I can

,ill IUe die \'acht

lie replied:
-., publish Bohm so that
afford
to publbh
Brahms." It took

Bl'ahms

"f publish
Bohm so that I can
alfurd to publish
Brahms."
-Simroc1c
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libes, Moszkowski, Rachmaninoff, Tchalkovsky, Claude Debussy, DaFalla,
Ibert,
Sibelius, Maurice Havel and also the many
types of excellent salon compositions
pro·
duced by Amcrican and British composers.
The experience
in the matter of "bread
and butter music" of the hundreds of thou·
sands of peoplc who have subscribed
to
ETUDE since 1883 is revealing. NIany suoscribers have been attracted
by issues of
the magazine
in which one or two pieces
of a less pretentious
musical type were de·
liberately
inserted
by the editors.
These
did not appeal to the "highbrow"
teachers.
However, through
these simpler,
obvious
pieces, many persons gradually became interested in music of higher and more djfflcult artistic
type. Mr. Theodore
Presser

used to say that ETUDE is the ladder

(t·.) Cad Bohm
(I.) Johannes

time for general public, musical appreciation to rise to the level of Brahms, although
in the case of Beethoven, most of his works
were immediately
and enthusiastically
received during
his lifetime.
"Bread and butter music" includes the
high class, readily
assimilated
compoeitions of educational
worth, some of which
are classed as "salon music." Nearly all of
the masterpieces
of Frederic Chopin were
first heard. in the salons of Paris and other
European centres. His works were impressive, charming,
and were none the less entertaining if they were immortal. The name
·"salon" is capable
of wide application.
Other compositions
would include works
such as the lighter pieces of Bach, Beethoven, Haydn.
Mozart,
Couperin, Scarlatti,
Schumann,
Schubert,
Mendelssohn,
Grieg,
Sinding, Schlitt, Chaminadc, Poldini, De-

ETUDE-OCTOBE"
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up

which many climb from Slreabbog
and
Sidney Smith, to the heights."f
Bach, Beethoven and Brahms.
It is extremely
difficult for the teacher
to carry in his memory all o[ the effective
tcaching pieces he requires for his personal
needs, It is for this reaSOH, that a private
personally classified note book of available
enjoyable compositions
is important.
Just
such a note book, as weJl as a duplicatc
kept in a safe, was for years a valuable
possession of the writer. The note book was
the result of long research
in l.ibraries.
music stores and in the catalogs of various
publishers. 1t was an individual possession,
second in value only to the general listing
of the standard
works of the great literature of music which, 01 course, may be
found in many published
books. Such a
personal note book is as important
to a
teacher as a tool chest is to an artisan.
From my earlier
experiences
in music
teaching 1 believe that you wiIJ find it very
profitable to devote a great deal of study
and research .in making a list of the salonlike compositions
needed for your persona'i
studio use. such as the works of Isaac AIbeniz. Anton Aren(Collfinued on P. 58)
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Corner

on SCALES
Part 2

by ELIZABETH GEST

W HJ LC THERE

is great variety in the

arrangement
of black and white keys
in scales when played on the piano,
the
underlying
patterns are extremely
simple
and never change, and if a few facts are
kept in mind, this simplicity becomes 1110re
apparent. A~JI1 major scales the pattern is
always two whole-steps-c-one
half-step, three
whole-steps and one half-step (to shorten
this for pupils, three wholes and a half, two
wholes and a half}. B-To
construct 3 rninor scale, merely lower the third and sixth
degrees of the major scale by one- half step,
which, on paper, is done by inserting
an
accidental
on the sixth degree as the borrowed signature
takes care of t.he third
dtgree;
(the accidental
will be either
a
sharp or a natural,
governed by the signature. C~The
pattern of the chromatic scale
is exclusively
a half-step pattern. D~ The
whole-step ·scale divides into two designs,
one using the group of three black keys,
the other, the group of two black keys.
Josef Hofmann
says. "I consider
the
practice of scales most important. not only
for the fingers but for the discipline of the
ear with regard to the feeling of tonality,
understanding
of intervals, etc," Therefore~
being the foundalion
of tonality they should
be frequently 'heard j as the foundation
of
keyboard manipulation
they should be felt
in the fingers; as the foundation
of sightreading
and memorizing
they should
be
seen in notation.
The plan of using staff signatures
for
written music is something
the Creeks did
not give us-they
had their 0\\"(1 complications with their staffless notation.
Since
we have twelve starting pla(;es, or keynotes,
for major scales, we have twelve signatures,
plus three more for the enharmonic
scales

C·flaL 11: C�sharp·D·Aat:

and

F·sharp,

C-nat.
making
fifteen
signatures.
Quite
enough! I-lad there been fifteen more used
for 1111norkeys we would indeed be involved
in complications.
So, what to do about minor signatures?
Merely borrow t.he major
signature which comes neJrest being a perfect fit. and this is always found one·andone-half step above the minor keynote wc
are using, and called its relative major. The
minors borrow from their relative majors,
and the majors lend their signatures to their
relative minors, a vcry satisfactory arrange-

ment. However, as the borrowed signatures
do not quite fit the situation,
the seventh
degree of a minor scale 111UStbe raised one
half-step, by means of an inserted sharp or
natural, keeping the letter- name the same.
This matter,
while simple, seems froquently to be inadequately
explained
to
pupils. Casually ask an adult, or any pupil
coming for his first lesson after previous
study elsewhere, to play the scale of C
minor, and you will probably find yourself
saying: "Ah, that was well played but it was
the scale of A minor, I asked for the scale
of C minor." As each scale has two modes.
the major and the minor, and changing
tlH'
modc does not change the key. it has become the custom today to present the minor
scales with their parallel, or tonic, majors.
which begin on the same key, have the S3m(dominant
triads.
but use diHerent
signatures; the othe; more confusing
plan of
presenting
the minors
with thcir relative
majors, which start on different keys and
are really different
scales using the samc
signature,
has fortunately
gone into the
discard, though it does still persist ill some
localities. Dr. Goetschius,
in his "Structure
of Music," says, "'To ascribc the origin of
any scale to another scale is absolut.ely illogical. C major is the key of C and A
minor is the key of A. Fundamentally
they
have nothing to do with each other except
that they belong to the same famjly
of
keys. "
Everyone is farnil-iar with Bach's frequent
use of parallel
Illodal interchange.
particularly at the end of his cOlnpositions
whcre
thc minor mode suddenly
and gloriously
changes to the tOlll'C major chord. Beethoven
and other cOl1lposers were fond of shjfting
from major
to 1l1inor~ The Coriolanu~
Overture.
for instance,
where Beethoven
seemecl to feci both modes were of equal
importance.

Cesar Franck enjo~red
ing modes somewhat

(Colltinned

noating amid cllallgas though he could
Of/.
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June Larsen with her apple box cello, and
Nolene Jensen playing her bamboo flute.

It is important that the vocal artist
seeking public success, should be an expert in

Building the Concert Program
from an interview with Eleanor Steber
as told to Annabel Comfort

HERE IS NO greater aid in consistently

T

maintaining

policy

a career

of interesting

than

program

to have

a

building.

The performer,
in order to be successful
over a period of time, must be able to please

a large musical public, aside from his own
artistic calibre. To achieve this, he must
present entertainment
of diversity and constant interest. If he plans to build a concert
program for what ever the occasion Illay be,
he should remember
that it must be balanced with heavy and lighter works-works
from the various periods, the classical, 1'0-

Eleanor

Steber, noted soprano
Metropolitan Opera

of the

Here she is shown in the role of Marguerite
in "Faust"

mantic, and contemporary.
I like variety. In that way, the interest
of the audience is kept alive all through the
recital. There has to be an ebb and flow. If
you sing four heavy arias during an evening, all written in the same stvle and
mood, your audience will become ti:ed. One
has to build peaks, and climaxes, and then
must choose songs of a more relaxed nature.
.H the program is built only on climax. it
will be sure to lose its effect. as no audiel;ce
can remain keyed up through an evening of
high pitched entertainment.
Similarly, no
program should be built entirely of lyric, or
:elaxed pieces, or it will lose its potency. It
IS balance, and the combination
of the dramatic, lyric, melodic, dynamic, and poetic
elements, that will add up to satisfying musical fare.
Some ~usjcians
build beautiful
progr~ms, while others have no conception of
this fine art. The secret is (1) to pick the
meat of the program, the arias and the
supporting songs, (2) to know how to open
a program, and (3) how to close it.
. The prope~· opening song, if it is the
r-ight song, will establish the mood, the tone
of all that is to follow. It will be the fcunda.
tion on which the program will rest. Thi.s
opening song .will vary with different programs, depending on what you have selected
for t?e ma~n wor~. From the strictly per~ornlln~ POInt of VIew, the opening number
IS very Important,
and for a very simple rea~on. The performer goes onto the stage. He
IS not warmed
up emotionally, technically,
or vocally, and as yet, he has not reached
his audience. Therefore, don't lead off im.

mediately with what requires tremendous
control, or great agility. In short, use an
opening number in which one i in full
command of technical re ur es.
Many recital! t have told me that they
feel more comfortable when they open with
a slow legato number.
orne may feel
nervous about singing n usteined number.
and want !o U cOl Hod III/bal', Lyre. by
Handel, because it doe not call for such a
sustained line, ev n though it takes consider able breath. J might
ugge I Wi,h Ver.
dure Clad Ir 111 Haydn'
H
reati n" for the
young singer. This is a g od opening selection, and is slow and legato. More experienced artist would p rhaps lake a different
road entirely.
The closing ong j equally important. It
will be the final crowning tau h. and will
be like the end of • phra e. A it is the last
song, it should provide a fitting climax for
the evening. You sh uld leave an audience
with a showy, exciting, finale. It should
show off the performer to hi greatest advantage, and make the audience clamor for
more.
The program that I have been singing
recently is an interesting one because of its
diversity. The opening number is a brilliant
and demanding aria from [etastasio's "Didone" which is almost never ung. I follow
it with Die Forelle which is familiar and
loved. Then I Tn A bendroth, one of the most
beautiful
of all Schubert's
songs, and
scarcely known, followed by Das Lied im
Grunen, also Iiu.le known. I end this first
group with the brilliant, and well known
Rasllose Liebe, thereby giving the audience
both new and familiar songs of Schubert.
In order to get away from the hackneyed
or?er of program building, I then use an
ana from Rossini's
"William Tell." and
close the first half of the program with a
French group, aU of which are unfamiliar
to the average concert public. This group
comprises Debussy's Le Balcon from Cinq
Poemes of Charles Baudelaire. ,lIon Amour
est bon a dire by Virgil Thomson, and
closing with three lovely songs from the
Auvergne
by
Cantelouhe,
PaJso pel
(Continued on Page 58)
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(stnudtug, 1. to r.) June Johnson, Deanna Larsen, Nolene
Jenscn.
(scaled, I. 10 r-. ) AI·nell .lnppscn, Clco Larsen
plnyi ng their flutes.

Music for the Making
How a wide-awake school music teacher developed
interest among her pupils by teaching them to
create their own instruments

Bruce Orchard (standing) and Dec
Pulsipher, with theh- cignr box aud
gourd gultars,

by l\iarijane

Morr-is

SHADOWED by the blue immensity of
the Wasatch Mountains and spread out
on the sunny slopes, is the Peach City of
Utah-Brigham
City-c-locarion of Box Elder High School, where an enthusiastic,
dark-haired music teacher has made learning music painless for hundreds of students.
"Each individual," says Marie Thorne
Jeppson, whose ancestors helped settle the
Beehive state, "is innately creative, and art,
handicrafts, and music are avenues of expression leading toward the realization of
the full life."
She began evolving this philosophy years
ago in a one room school house at Promontory, Utah, when the subject of teaching
music to a music-hungry eight grades pre·
sented itself.
Most teachers faced by such a predicament probably would have taoght singing

ETUDE-OCTOBER
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and little more. Marie, however, on the
strength of youth and disregard of expertence, organized a school orchestra. She and
her handful of students, 20 miles from the
nearest town of any size, repaired all the
old instruments available in the scattered
community and then supplemented their
"orchestra" with others they made.
Now, some years later, it is truly a joy
and inspiration to witness music in action
under the guidance of a teacher who firmly
believes that schools exist for the purpose
of educating all children, and of educating
the child as a whole; that the attainment of
a rich, abundant life, and the full realization and expression of individual uniqueness and potential capacity toward the furtherance of his own and the social good, is
the birthright of every person.
Proof of the way Marie puts her beliefs
into motion is to watch a disinterested, unresponsive class be transformed into one of
eagerness and anticipation as they work
during class and often on their own time
creating their own musical instruments.
The self-created instrument represents
research into the primitive types and a
study of the best of modern types both in
the methods and the materials of crafts-

manship. It is unique and highly satisfactory hath in educational value and enjoyment. When a student holds the finished
product in his hand, be it flute, drum, Pan
pipes, cymbal, xylophone, a cigar box guitar, a gourd ukulele, or a stick fiddle, behind that instrument is a workable knowledge of many things pertaining to music.
Marie's students learn the importance
attached to music and to the various instruments through all the ages of civilization. They absorb, as they create, the lesson
that certain instruments have been associated with women and others with men;
that the brass instruments have been peculiar to royalty, calling dead from tombs,
healing the sick and many ceremonies
people have considered important.
"The pulse beat of music is rhythm and
that is also fundamental to life." Marie tells
her classes, adding: "Everyone is born with
rhythm and anyone who thinks he isn't
need only to consider his heart beat, peristaltic action or his breathing."
When the student plays his instrument,
he learns that sound is vibration. He learns
coordination
of fingers, breathing and
tonguing.
Marie found as (Continued an Page 56)
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The noted harp virtuoso discusses interesting facets concerned with playing

ToRe
or

Not to Be
a
Piano
Teacher
Part 2

by

BERNARD
KIRSHBAUM

WORKING

creatively

in the field of

teaching is essentially one of moulding
a given personality toward ideals, goals, and
objectives that make the problems involved

in playing the piano meaningful and worthwhile of mastering.

This

type of teaching

is

indirect at its best. Any direct effort to
mould personality is apt to meet with strong
resistance for no one likes to feel that someone is prying
into his inner being. We
must, in fact, drop the word teach when
talking about shaping up a personality
for
effective work at the piano.
The word now becomes contagion. The
type of person the teacher is, gradually
penetrates the pupil according to his sensitivity, and he comes to strive to be likewise
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in some manner. This form of education
is
called oontaai on and
results
simply
by
being in the ~resence
of another who is interested in our welfare. Parents have a very
stronz influence on their children over and
a
.
.
above what education
they strrve to impart,
simply by their constant
presence.
Their
very attitudes
and habits often have more
of an effect on the lives of their children
than anything
they directly attempt
in the
way of instruction.
So it is with the piano teacher. His ideals,
goals, enthusiasms,
seriousness
of pur pose,
love for music, and sincerity,
have a culminating effect on his pupils as time goes
on. A teacher who does not practice
what
he preaches cannot be said to be very sincere. To speak about regularity
in practice
when the teacher himself has not been too
faithful at it, is certainly
not being very
sincere. The kind of a person the teacher
is
eventually has a greater
effect in overcoming any personality
defects of the pupil
than any direct criticism
or advice.
To one who looks upon the role of piano
teacher as simply one of telling and showing others how to play the piano, the above
discussion
will appear
meaningless
and a
waste of time. But considering
the large
number of students who start to take-lessons
and drop out before
accomplishing
very
much, and those who have come to have a
positive hatred for music from their experiences in studying,
it does not appear
that
telling and showing
others how to play is
all there is to being a teacher.
And that is very true. The missing
element is personality.
Unless the teacher has a
dynamic personality
which reveals itself u nstintingly, the pupil derives little motivation
to pushing onward from one level to another
of the climb toward accomplished
performance. An effective
personality
is revealed
in terms of ideals, goals, enthusiasms.
seriousness of purpose,
and sincerity. To 'top it
all a sense of humor can make the lessons
delightful
as well as absorbing.
:)0 much for contagion.
Let us return
to
insight
which
stems
from
an intuitive
psychological
understanding
of the pupil
at hand. It is this insight which determines
the procedure
at the lessons and the work to
assign. Treating
all pupils alike denotes
a
lack of ability to distinguish
the essential
differences
in personalities.
Such a lack
hinders one from doing the most effective
kind of teaching.
The greater the lack. the
less talent one may be said to have' for
teaching.
There are teachers
known for their temperamental
outbursts
or for their extreme
kindness.
Treating
all pupils with hitinsr
a
~arcasm or extreme meekness and kindness,
IS equally
wrong. There are pupils who reo
spond only to a scolding
or rougher
treatl11~nt; there are others
who are petrified
With fear at the slightest hint of irritation.
To trea.t pupils without
the recognition
of
these dIfferences
in temperament
is a sign
of lack of talent for the highest type of

teaching.
To allow pupils to remain as they
are is an equal sign of such lack. The pupil
who responds
only to rough treatment must
gradually
be brought
around where he responds to less forceful
measures. The pupil
who cannot
bear a harsh word, must be
moulded so as to be able to stand and wei.
come constructive
cr-iticism.
Because pupils
are so different in make
up, it is impossible
to make each and every.
one follow an identical
set course of work.
Though
all may start out in a similar manner. greater
and greater
deviations will occur from any logically
planned set of lessons as the personality
differences become
more and more apparent.
Hence, there will
be pupils who pend much time at (he maslel') of scales all I arpeggios,
of sonatas.
concertos.
and arias.
while there will he

one of the oldest instruments in existence.

by Mildred Dilling as told to Betty and William Waller

THE STORY

others who will 10 little of thi kind of work.
I nsight.
uch as the tal nte (teacher has,
determines
how mu ih of the classical repertoire the indivi lual pupil can absorb and
profit Ir Ill.
hnractcr
defects such as were
mentioned
a little way back, are the main
obstacle
to going very [ar into the classical
literature.
A th t ncher is able to implant
a desire for th let
he ha to offer is able
to instill good practice
habit, and set up a
goal 01' purpo e to music
tudy. he effects
a change for the beuer in haracter. This is
creative
teaching
at its be 1. the creation
being
the
changed
personality
brought
about by a penetrating
study or the pupil
as lessons continue
an I the fitting of the
work to what pa ill" time reveals as neeessary in helping
the change along. Progress in music
rudy is secondary to this
change
in personal it , and is. indeed. the
resulting evidence
of such change. Focusing
~llention
exclusively
on advancing skills in
Instrumental
or vocal study i fundamentally bad teaching
because it ignores the most
d) namic element
at the lessons: the pupil.
What he is. determines
how well he will do
with his music study. To be or not to be a
teacher
of the first order is first of all a
question
or sensitivity
to psychological considerations
of the kind we have been talk
ing about.

into the dim past before recorded history. The first instruments
were probably
the harp, the pipe and the drum. The pr-imitive urge for rhythm was expressed on the
drum while the pipe enabled man to playa
melody, but with the harp man found a full
musical expression,
because on the harp's
many strings
he discovered
harmony
as
well as melody and rhythm.
Being more
complete, it became the best loved and most
important musical instrument
early in mankind's history and so it has continued
for
thousands of years. In the fourth chapter
of Genesis, Jubal is described as "the father
of all such as handle
the harp and the
organ." That is the earliest
mention
of
music in the Bible, but the harp is far more
ancient than that. There are pictures
of
harps with three strings
to be found on
the walls of the cavemen in France. In the
museum of the University
of Pennsylvania
and in the British Museum in London are
elaborate golden harps which were buried

with Queen Shubad in Dr of the Chaldees
about 3700 B. C.
From the harp was born the harpsichord
which later developed
into the modern pi.
ana. It is probable
the average
person
thinks the pedals of the harp make the tone

The other quality that marks the talented
music teacher
is an incessant desire for
learning.
He
is
ever 100kinO"
for causes of
.
a
things that come to his attention. This comes
naturally
to children
who are forever bubbling over with wonder and curiosity at all
the things in the world around them. This
sense
of wonder
and curiosity
is often
blunted
through
faulty teaching: uusympathetio parents.
and other factors in the environmenr.
Many children
thus grow to mao
turity with dulled
and stunted interests in
the world about
them:
with concern centered exclusively
on their own personal advancement;
with outlook
focused on impressing others with their talents and ability.
There is a place for all this in growing into
a useful trade
or profession,
but with no
general interests
or concerns,
life becollle5

too

one-sided

(Continued

of the harp reaches back

A group

of Miss Dilling's

pupils

volume loud and soft as they do on the
piano but this is not the case. There are
seven pedals on the harp; each pedal has
three
different
positions
depending
on
whether the note to be played is sharp, flat,
or natural. There is no mechanical
means
of making
the harp
sound louder
and
softer except by the force and expression
which come through the finger tips. This is
one of the important
characteristics
of the
harp, for with this means it's possible for
the player to express her every mood. For
each phase of expression
there is a different
approach
to the strings and a different at,
tack.
On the harp one plays with four fingers
of each hand. The little finger is too short.
Modern technique has dispensed with it. At
one time the fingernails
were used in playing, but now they are reserved for special
effects. The fingernails
are kept unfashionably short and the harp is played with a
smooth finger tip which nature obligingly
callouses.
Some harpists contend that there are at
least 30 different
tonal effects which one
can get from the harp, but to my taste
only a few of these are pleasing to the ear.
The loveliest sounds are the normal harp
tone in legato, staccato, etouffee (a Illumed

in recital

sound which resembles
the pizzicato of the
'cello),
and the inimitable
effects of the
harmonic
and glissando.
This last is made
by the arrangement
of the pedals so that
we can play, for instance, C# all one string
and its enharmonic
equivalent,
Db on the
next. The glissando
is often based upon
chords such as the dominant
7th and the
diminished
7th. An ascending
glissando
might then sound like this Cj diminished
chord (Ct e g Bb); as a glissando it would

be played so:

,-

t'

C~N

Fb,A~

..

Mildred Dilling, noted

•
J IIJ -

American harpist

on Page 511
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Parents and pupils alike
are greatly enthused
with the results of the
Does sin "in"
b

III

a chorus cause injury to the solo

"

voice? Read what an experienced

choral

director

PROGRESS

and voice teacher has to say on this question.

CHART-The

Double Hit

by Eugene C..sseltn ..n

Here's a wide-awake teacher
with original ideas on how to keep pupils' records

Choral Singing and the Solo Voice
WE ARE ALL beneficiaries

of the growing art of choral song. Every grade
school, high school, and college has its
choruses
and glee clubs. For the adults
there are church choirs, men's and women's
choruses,
community
choruses
of every

description. Young
singing-enthusiasm
who
this
are
ring

and old thrive upon
runs high, and he
in a chorus
well knows why

sings
is true. The rewards of choral singing
great: it can be an elevating and stirexperience
which lifts us out of the

humdrum to the heights!
A great majority
of chorus singers
probably have no desire to develop solo
voices,
singing

and for them the effect of choral
upon the voice is of little conse-

quence. But there are always some who
wish 10 become highly skilled as singers,
and our concern here is for those who have

GuslunlS

the talent and the desire, particularly young
people of high school and college age.
Learning to sing implies a number of
things. It mea ns a minimum of two or three
lessons per week over a period of several
years. It means a gradual molding of habits
and growth toward the realization of what
a free tone feels and sounds like to the
person singing it. It means the keen sense
of knowing by what he hears and feels, that
his voice is right; and the skill, based upon
experience, of how to get it right when it
refuses to respond perfectly. It means singing within the correct range for the particular stage of development the student has
reached, and singing those songs that will
build his voice and not in any manner deter
his progress.
An important consideration to teacher
and student must be that the student is an

Choir, Cust~n'us Aflolllhus

College,

51.
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By LOIS VON HAUPT

individual. and as such his singing experience will be unique and completely understandable
only 10 himself. This doesn't
mean that he will ing differently from any
other individual. though even that is pos·
sible ; but it doe mean that singing. being
the subjective process it i . can never be
handed out in a malt r-oi-Iact procedure
by one person to n ther. Ruther the student must be led to experience what is
right. and as he does so he will t»eain the
needed cont 1'01. 1\ nd each student beinze difIerent. the mean
f developing his voice
will be different.
0
Compare this with the situation which
confronts
the student when he sits in a
choir rehearsal.
The first imnortant fact is
that he can no longer hear himself. lmrnedintelv
it becomes
impossible
lor him
correctly to judge (Contilllled on Page 60)
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HE PAST two seasons .have maintained
a new record. Not one parent phoned
me to the effect that her child had not
practiced for some time; that she had
warned him etc. etc., and how about stopping lessons.
This serene situation free from such calls
is, I am convinced, the result of the Progress
Chart, the wa y it is used, and the consequent happy effect upon the parents. The
second hit, quite unexpectedly made, has
been with the student, which will be accounted for later in this discussion.
The Progress Chart was conceived with
the idea of demonstrating
to my clients
that music education is not just a progressive series of finger exercises and pieces
practiced and then forgotten, a procedure
going on and on into the gray future; but
an organized course of studies to increase
both playing skill and musical knowledge;
a course planned and one might say tailormade to fit the measurements and requirements and desires of the student. This, to
my mind, is the great advantage the private
teacher has over the music-school teacher.
that of not having to put each pupil through
the identically same course of study, but of
considering both the type of talent and the
type of goal the student has set for himself. And all this the Progress Chart can
show.
Secondly, I wanted my Progress Chart to
tell more than a grade mark for different
items. I wanted the parent to know a few
psychological factors of considerable mutual importance such as the degree of interest the pupil demonstrates at lessons, the
degree of interest shown at home, his
powers of concentration, his ability to accept the responsibility
for independent
practice also the possible presence of emotional handicaps. I n other words, I de-

T
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sired a report on progress combined with
a tabulated account of my best judgment of
the pupil's aptitude and interest. Two top
notch psychologists worked with me on the
organization of my card. The wording was
surprisingly difficult. The result not only
pleased me but also pleased them, which
gave me the feeling of security in using
it which I needed.
The more teaching one does, the less
time is left for personal contacts and consultations with parents. One, or at the most
two, parent-teacher meetings a season is the
limit of time I can spare for such friendly
and valuable talks. But the report card was
all set to fill the gap. It did. Alter the first
batch went out, 3' note or phone call came
in from every student's parent. Many
fathers wrote. Their tune was, "So this 1·S
what piano lessons mean. I am pleased to
have so definite a report on what I am
paying for," Of, "So you're teaching John
to sight-read, Hooray, I'll buy that." And
frequently, "It is so reassuring to know
from this chart that Mary is learning something of lasting value, and not just pieceswhich she forgets."
As far as parents are concerned, the Prog.
ross Chart has been my most successful
venture. Parents are happy to have visual
proof of the particular course of education
their child is following, and how that child
is progressing. A teacher recently asked me,
"Do you dare tell a parent that her child
has little or no aptitude for piano playing,
or seems to have no interest, or worst of all
that the parents are doing everything to
wreck the progress of their hopeful?"
"Yes," 1 replied, "I do." And this advice 1
offer to all teachers just starting out. 1 have
been teaching over twenty years in one community. When I began, my principal idea
was to earn the trust of my patrons so that

1 might be entrusted with more and more,
not less and less, children to teach. I wanted
parents to feel that 1 was not one to hang on
as long as possible to eacb pupil, but that I
would be the first one to inform the parent
if, for any reason, I believed the student
should stop lessons. It took a great deal of
courage the first time, when my pupils were
few and I needed more. But presently word
got about that I was actually returning
students to their parents with other recommendations, so that over the years 1 have
been used with growing frequency as a
consultant. 1 believe all teachers can grow
into their community in the same way.
Actually I have not returned many students to their parents, for when difficulties
arise (whether noted on the Progress Chart
or caught between marking periods) a consultation is requested and parents are practically always discovered to be as eager as
the teacher to do their share in making the
lessons worth while. Here again, the Progress Chart has helped, for in the column
marked "Interest displayed in the studio,"
the marks refer to the back page of the
card with a number and letter symbol. A
paragraph on this page explains that letter
A stands for cooperation,
letter B for
abil~ty to concentrate, C for responsibility
for independent practice, D for outside conditioning for or against music, etc. Any
letter used is then qualified by a number.
The figure 1 signifies negative, 2 signifies
positive to a small degree, and 3 signifies
positive to a high degree. And last of all
the sentence, "Consultation
always welcome," may be checked. There is also a
column marked "Musical interest at home
(Parent please fill in)." This pricks them
into an awareness that not only the child's
interest is important but also that they as
parents may help (Continned on Page 50)
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\'IHAT IS A SEQUENCE?

Teacher's
Roundtable

MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc.,
explains

arpeggios

and tells of a visit

to our northern neighbors

OUR GOOD NEIGHBORS
It

was

with much expectation that

I

crossed the border to attend, as guest artist,

the eighth Biennial Convention of the Canedian Federation of Music Teachers Association held in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Through hearsay and several visits to
Montreal the musical achievements of our
friends and neighbors were already familiar
to me, but I must admit that I hardly expected the kind of treat

that was in store

for me. There was something decidedly unusual about the atmosphere of that meetin
to which teachers had come from all th:
Provinces of Canada. One felt as if a hu ee
family had gathered for a reunion und~r
the sign of gentle cordiality, mutual cour·
tesy, and quiet enjoyment. The site was the
palatial Fort Garry Hotel, an ideal location
because of its extensive facilities including
even a concert hall.
To quote the words of Edna Marie Hawkin, president of the Federation, the purpose of the Convention was "to try and
make it a truly rewarding one, an advance
along the path towards a real nationalization of our profession-'nationalization'
in
the sense of a broader outlook, free from the
limited horizons of provincialism ;-to
work towards the creating and preserving
of that necessary inner harmony without
which we cannot command respect from
others nor hope to prosper as a Federation."
Words which surely will find sympathetic
echo from Roy Underwood and those who
are promoting State groups and affiliation
(Y

with N. M. T. A. "Union makes Strength,"
as everyone knows, and local organizations
can only benefit from participation in wider
activities, without renouncing any individual State prerogatives.
Under the guidance of Mrs. Eric A. Isfeld, Mrs. V. E. Fox, Mr. Russell E. Standing and the executive committee of the
Manitoba Registered Music Teachers Association, the schedule proceeded with unhurried punctuality and smoothness. Program
overcrowding had been carefully avoided,
so the sessions could start promptly and
never run overtime. The registration fee
included all events and also the meals, a
fine feature which kept the attendance together throughout the day. There was a
visit to the beautiful city of Winnipeg; an
excursion and dinner at the Motor Country
Club (formerly the historic Lower Fort
Garry) ; an afternoon tea at the Professional and Business Women's Club; a tour of
the French-speaking twin city of St. Boniface; and a Civic Luncheon offered in the
Pavilion of Assiniboine Park by Mayor and
Mrs. Garnet Coulter.
All Convention events-including
my recital of French music-were
open to nonmembers, either in full tickets or single
ones for individual sessions. The exhibits
. were lined up along the walls of the concert hall; thus the one hundred and fifty
members of my Clinic were able to secure
materials without loss of time.
Performances were of a high caliber.
During my Clinic two young men, Boyd
MacDonald of Saskatoon and Derek Bampton of Vancouver, played Bach, Chopin and
Brahms with the assurance and musicianship of seasoned concert artists. The Forum
which followed revealed much analytical
perspicacity and accuracy of diaenosis as
intelligent questions were formulated ~nd
adequate solutions were proposed.
A delegation headed hy Mrs. Frank B.
Astroth came from Minneapolis and St.
Paul: As the final dinner brought the Con.
vention to a close-too
soon, everyone felt
-eloquent
words were addressed by the
president who, in the name of all those
pres~nt, wished for the development of a
mUSIcal good neighbor policy. A friendly
message was sent to the Minnesota M. T. A.
and. hope was e.xpressed for closer coop~ratlOn and relatIOnship. May this material.
Ize soon, for nothing is more desirable than
such international exchanges.
The next Biennial will be held in Toronto. !hose of our fellow Round Tablers who
deCIde to attend will not be disappointed.
OF ARPEGGIOS
1 was always taught to play arpe<ro-ios
v~ry smoothly, 1naking no break whe~bthe
nght thu1nb passed under the third finger
and when the jourth finger passed over th
thumb in the lett hand. In a SU1JunerCOUTS:
recently, our Lnstructor told us that this

_

required entirely too much elbow and artn
movement and to release the notes and de.
pend upon the pedal to hold them. I was
never allowed to depend ILpon the damper
pedal for smoothness in arpeggio playing.
1n fact, 1 was taught arpeggios without ben·
efit of pedal. I'll admit this latter would be
easier and would probably appeal to the
pupil, but I still hesitate to allow my pupils
to play them this way. However, if it is an
accepted method, I would like to know it. I
will appreciate very l1UU:h. what you may
have to say on this subject.
(M iss) L. S., North Carolina
The way in which you "were always
taught", and have been teaching your
pupils is entirely corre t. ln my opinion
no damper pedal at all h uld be used when
practicing arpeggio t and this easier way
should be discarded at all times. moothness and legato arc the thing to look for
in practice, and if we use the damper pedal
during a performanc
it i f r the purpose
of coloring the tone, not to secure an
artificial
legato. Facility should be left
out altogether. Whi h r minds me of an
elderly farmer who on e drove his flivver
on the left side of a Kansas road. I wanted
to pass him, and honked and honked,
with no result. Finally 1 made a dash,
passed him on the right, and stopped my
car across the road a little distance ahead.
"What do you mean, driving 11 the wrong
side, don't you know your right from your
left?", I hollered at him when he came to
a stop. "Well, )'11 tell you," he countered.
unconcerned and unruffled, HI always drive
on the side _ .. where the shade is." Then
there are the people who also for facility's
sake, say "Wanna come with me?" instead
of "Do you want to come with me?"
The farmer could have caused a bad
acc.ident, and in the second example it is
plainly
a matter of murderina 0 the Kina's
.
0
English. Both come from ignorance, carelessness, and a total lack of regard either
for other people or for refined speech.
Facility is at the root of both. And now let's
exarnine the question technically:
Whoever said that "not using the damper
pedal requires entirely too much elbow and
arm movement" and to "release the notes
and depend upon the pedal to hold them"
seems to me to have spoken out of all reason .. There must not be any arm or elbow
motIon, of course. Good pianists pass the
thumb under very f1eribly, with the help of
a slight lateral motion of the wrist. The
wrist, and the fingers are the only ones
concerned.
So, continue as you have been doing,
~or you are on the right track. For the rest,
Just ~hink that there will always be people
wantmg to be out of the ordinary and
looking constantly and at all cost for ~omething "new". Take it for what it's worth.
I leave it to you to guess what I think it's
worth.
ETU DE~OCTOBER
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• I am enclosing part of an exercise which
puzzles me. The directions say that each
division is to be treated as a separate exercise and continued downward as a series
oj sequences. J do not understand this and
1 hope you will tell me what a sequence is.
Will you please tell lite also what the words
Labonim Dulce Lenimen mean? They appear on the Schirm.er Edition cover, and J
can't figure them out.
-R. J., C~li/omia
A sequence is the repetition of a melodic
(or harmonic) figure at a different pitch.
Usually there are at least two such repetitions, but often there are more, and the
sequence may well extend through an entire octave-especially
in a technical exercise. In your first example there are actually three repetitions (four appearances
of the figure) but it would be easy to continue the same process through an entire
octave. This is the case in your second
example also, but here the editor has not
helpedyou at all by clarifying the structure
by means of different notation. If you will
play the soprano voice by itself I believe
you will understand what I have been writing about; and if you will now play the
alto voice by itself you will find that it too
constitutes a sequence. But you will have
to pick out the notes careful! y in order to
understand this sequential structure.
As for the words Laborum Dulce Leni.
men, they are taken from a sort of motto
used by Horace in his "Carmine." The
original motto was 0 Loborum Dulce
Lenimen, and these words mean "0 sweet
solaceof labor."
-K. G.
WILL TYPEWRITING
HARM THE HANDS?

AND BOWLING

• 1 have studied piano jor seven years and
next fall plan to enter a good Conservatory
of MlI,sic to take the course leading to a
Bachelor of ~lusic. 1 have been told that
t,ypewriting and bowling will injure my
hands to the extent oj straining certain
muscles. 1 plan to bowl only once a week.
Will you please give Ine your opinion on
this m.atter?
-R. C. H., New York
1 myself have used a typewriter for over
twenLyyears and have noticed no straining
of any muscles; in fact, I rather think that
the exercise my fingers receive in typing
tends to strengthen them for piano playing
rather than to harm them in any way.
Concerning bowling, T have spoken to
Dr. W. R. Morrison of the Oberlin College
Physical Education Department. He assures me that barring abnormal accidents,
you should suffer no ill effects from this
sport. The only warning he gave was that
you be sure to use a ball well within your
capacity to handle.
ETUDE-OCTOBER
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There is, of course, always a certain element of risk where the hands are involved,
and if one wants to be as safe as possible, I
suppose he should abstain from all sports.
Certainly fine concert performers must exercise extreme care. But in the case of most
of us ordinary musicians, I think the risk
of danger to the hands is small enough so
that we should, if we wish, take part in
sports to at least a limited extent, and try
to live as nearly normal lives as we possibly can.
-R. M.
TEMPOS

IN LISZT

QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS

COMPOSITIONS

• .1. What are the metronome

markings

[or the various parts o] Liszt's Gnomenreigen (Dance of the Gnomes) ?
2. In the Presto scherzando part o] this
piece, how should the two thirty-second
notes be played in comparison with the
grace runes and eighth notes which pre·
cede it?
3. What grade are the [oliounng com·
positions: a} Liszt: Gnomenreigen; b)
Moszkowski: En Automne: c) Scarlatti:
Sonata in G Minor, No. 49.
-R. T. C, New York
1. I would recommend the following:
Presto scherzando ..I. ~ 116.
Un poco pill aninuit o (each time it
occurs) J. == 132.
Sempre presto ..I. == 120.
Viuacissimo J. == 132.
Concert artists may 'play this piece faster,
and students may have to be satisfied with
somewhat slower tempi. In any case, these
tempi are not to be adhered to rigidly. Stu.
dents often have a tendency to rush the
part marked Sempre presto e staccato, and
I feel that is wrong. The character of this
passage is misterioso, not [urioso ; in addition, almost every performer needs to hold
back a bit here to get his bearings for the
next section.
2. In actual performance these two
places will probably sound the same, but
in pracLicing, one should strive to make
the correct difference. which is that in the
measures with the t\'w thirty-second notes,
the first note should -fallexactly on the beat,
whereas in the preceding measures with the
double grace notes. the grace notes should
come slightly before the beat and the principal note on the beat.
3. a) Grade seven; h) grade six; c)
. Since you have not told in which edition·
this particular sonata is No. 49 I cannot
help you: as Scarlatti wrote several sonatas
in this key. The standard way to refer to
Scarlatti compositions js by the Longo
number, as L. 22, L. 137. and so forth. If
you will either send me the Longo number,
tell me the edition 111 which Lhis sonata
appears, or copy out the first measure or
so and send it to me, I will give you my
opinion of the gra_de of this composition.
-R. M.

Conducted by KARL
W. GEfiRKENS,
Music Editor, Webster's New International
Uictionorv, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College

WHY MUST THERE BE A DISAGREEABLE
MIDDLE PART?
• I have seen many tunes that have it decidedLy disagreeable part between the melody when it appears the first time, and the
same melody 'When it comes back again.
Why don't, composers write agreeable music all the time since music should be a
leaven-a.n inspiration to the divine?
-R. P., Florida
1 am glad to know that you listen carefully enough so that )'ou are aware of the
return of the first part after the injection
of a contrasting middle part, but 1 can't
agree with you that this middle part 1S always disagreeable. What you are asking
about is the musical design called by musicians "Ternary Form" and the middle
part is inserted for the sake of variet)"
therefore it is usually quite different from
the first part. But this does not mean that
it is necessarily "disagreeable" and as a
matter of fact some of the veq' loveliest mu·
sjc 1 know has a middle section lhat is even
more beautiful than the first part. You
yourself are probably a very nice young
man, but what a dreadful world it would
be if everyone were exactly like you!
"Variety is the spice of li-[e!"
-K. G,
Because of the demands on Dr.
Gehrkens' time, correspondents
are requested to make their questions as brief as possible-not
more than 150 words, please.
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VIOU-,,,,ST'S

Architecture and the Church Service

More Hints
on

by ALEXANDER McCURDY

T IS RATHER

I

astonishing, when we
stop to think of it, what an important

role architecture plays in the lives of organists and choirmasters.
Architecture results in church interiors
which have good or bad acoustics-in
which the sound of the music disappears
into thin air, or reverberates like a yodeler's
voice among Alpine peaks. It results in a
well-placed set of organ pipes, or in an instrument cramped into a small, inadequate
space which creates the general impression
that someone is playing organ music on a
radio in the next room.
Most important
of all, architecture
reo
sults in a design for the church itself which
either facilitates an effective service or
makes such a thing next to impossible.

The generation of organists who grew up
in churches designed on the circular,
"Akron-plan" auditorium know how difficult it is to make the service dignified and
cohesive in such a setting.
In these churches, choir and organ were
placed to one side of the pulpit, or sometimes directly behind it. There was, as a
rule, no attempt to make the service formal;
the ladies in the choir wore big hats and
elaborate dresses; vestments were almost
unknown.
Some choirs were in full view of the
congregation. Others were hidden by the
rail. When they sat, they wonld be hidden
completely; then up would pop four, eight
or a dozen heads. The goings-on behind the
rail could be fearful and wonderful at
times.
Despite its shortcomings, this arrangement for the choir had the advantage of
placing singers, organ-pipes and organists
in the same general location. The organist
could see his singers, the singers could
watch the organist's beat and all could hear
the organ.
Possibly a less desirable arrangement is
the gallery choir in the rear of the church.
The music sometimes becomes remote and
impersonal. It no longer seems a part of
the service.
Even worse from the musical standpoint
is the locating of choir and organ in different parts of the church. This creates
problems for the organist and choirmaster
which seem endless. There are churches
which have a chancel choir and chancel
organ, but with the console elsewhere-sometimes in a rear gallery. In a situation
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of this kind it is next to impossible to
achieve any sort of ensemble.
I know of one church where the actual
organ-pipes are located directly over the
pulpit, in the front of the church, and the
console and choir-loft are in the rear of the
building. This creates an almost hopeless
situation. Because of the time required for
the sound to travel the full length of the
church, choir and organ are never in step.
The congregation
hears the choir, then
hears the organ an instant later, or viceversa. And because of the organ's uncertain
support, the choir is off pitch much of the
time.
Nowadays the trend in church-building
is away from the "Akron-plan" auditorium
and toward the chancel with divided choir
stalls. Churches these days are spending
enormous sums of money to build hand-

Developing

some new buildings.
They have stainedglass windows which are works of art; large
organs which would not be out of place
in a cathedral; and the finest altar appointments.
I am sure th is is a reaction against the
type of church-building
which prevailed 25
years ago. A fter all, there wasn't much
about an auditorium type of church which
could be called beautiful. Most of us approve this new trend for aesthetic reasons,
and are glad to have the chancel choir. It
does, however,
present
problem
which
seem at times to be beyond solution.
When a choir has been informal. without
vestments, singing from an inc nspicuous
corner of the chur h, it j a big undertaking to put the choristers in a chancel and
see to it that they look well, sound well
and lead a (Continued
on Po e 63)
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VIBRATO

by Harold Berhley

"I have a little trouble getting the students relaxed and started on the back and
forth motion of the vibrato. Do JOl~ know
of some little tricks or something that might
help beginners on the vibrato to loosen up
and get the motion down? l'd greatly appreciate your advice. (2) What do :YOl~
think of the Schrruiieclc technical studies?
You never mention diem, and I luure been
1~ondering if I could use them instead oj
Sevcik as I thinl: pupils find them. more
ituerestin

-c. R., New

York

If a student's hand is not relaxed, he is
likely to have trouble with the beginnings
of the vibrato) especially in the first position. In such a case it is probably better to
let the vibrato wait until he is playing in
the third position, meanwhile giving him
exercises that will relax his hand.
A tense hand is usually caused by the
subconscious tightening
of muscles tlwt
should not be working. For example, if the
second finger is stopping a note, the other
three fingers should be quite relaxed. Very
often, however, they resemble pieces of
wood-the player's hand speedily becomes
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stiff, and a vibrato is quite out of the question. One can say, then, that a "must" for
acquiring the vibrato is the development of
independence in the fingers. A good and
rather amusing exercise for promoting a relaxed hand and independence in the fingers
is to play scales in slow whole notes, stopping each note as strongly as possible with
the finger responsible for it-meanwhile
flicking the other fingers loosely in the air.
This is an exercise that can be used by students in quite early grades and also by
much more advanced players. But-it is not
as easy as it sounds! To keep a firm grip
with one finger while the others are wriggling around in the air is quite difficult at
first. It is worthwhile to persevere with the
exercise, however, for it always brings results.
Many exercises have been written with
the idea of developing independence in the
fingers, some of them very complicated. It
has been found that the complexity of these
exercises often tends to stiffen the hand
rather than to relax it. It is my experience
that if a student practices slowly, aiming to
keep relaxed each finger that is not actively
engaged, he will soon acquire a strong yet
relaxed hand.
It was implied above that a hand which
is tense will not vibrate easily. That is truc.
But the contrary is) unfortunately, by no
means always true. There is many a student who has a naturally relaxed hand but
who tightens up the moment he begins to
vibrate. The cause of this is often psychological and, as was pointed out in the article
on Vibrato in the October 1947 issue of
ETUDE, it needs to be treated with the utmost tact. If the vibrato does not come
easily to a pupil: never make an important
issue out of it. Treat the 'matter casually.
so that his psyche and his physique may
relax to the new idea.
Meanwhile there are one or two little exercises that will probably help to develop a
feeling for the backward and forward motion. The first was devised by Achille Hiverde, a violinist well known in Europe
early in this century. As will be seen from
the examples, the second, third or fourth
finger is held firmly (but not sounded) on
the A string in the third position, while the
first finger (which is sounded) is moved
backward and forward a tone and a half, on
the D string, by a rocking of the hand in
the wrist joint.

The motion produced in this way is not:
of course: quite the real vibrato, in which
the hand must swing a little sharp of the
true note as well as a little below it, but
it does de\'elop a sense of the correct mo·

FOIUJIU

ticn. It should be made very slowly at first,
the speed being gradually increased as the
flexibility grows.
This same exercise can be used to devclop the arm vibrato-e-a iter the wrist vibrato is fairly well mastered-if
the first
finger is moved back and forth entirely by
the Illation of the ann, without any independent movement in the wrist joint.
After the Rivarde exercise can be played
at a fair speed) the teacher should have
the pupil 'stop the second finger E in the
third position, and then, holding the pupil's
forearm lightly but firmly, get him to roll
the hand back and forth over the rounded
tip of the finger. Other exercises were suggested in the 194,7 article, to which our
readers must be referred, as 1I0t enough
space is available to go into them here. But
the exercises outlined above should produce
marked results if thoughtfully and tactfully
explained by the teacher.
(2) It is true that I have not often rnentioned the technical exercises of Schrndieck, but this must not be taken to mean
that I do not appreciate their merits. Definitely I do. There are certain types of
students for whom they can be immensely
valuable. However, my experience has been
that the Sevcik exercises-not
too many of
them at one time!-plus
a judicious selection of studies produce the same results in
a shorter time. That is merely a personal
experience and opinion, and it may well be
that some other teachers have reason to
think differently. To me there is no doubt
that the SevCik exercises are more thorough, more complete, and more scientifically arranged. But if a pupil won't study
them with interest and intelligence, then he
must be given something that will hold his
interest. In the last analysis, however, it is
up to the teacher to awaken in the pupil an
understanding of the technical and, where
possible, the musical values of the exercises he is studying.
An Amateur- Asks for Help
"l am strictly an amateur violinist, but f
don't play uadly.· People who 'know have
said f play well jar an arnateur-which
m.ay
mean anything! ...
I am not taking Lessons at present, but am working at yonr
edition oj the De Beriot Studies and at the
C minor Sonata of Beethoven ....
But
f am not pleased with. my playing o] double
stops and L [eel / need some basic work on
them, particularly on thirds and octaves.
What material would you suggest? I don't
care how elementary it is) provided 1 could
get from it the sense of security I lack at
present.
-A.L.H_, Calif.
I wish I had sufficient space to quote
(Continued on Page 64)
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Sarabande
From "Second French Suite in C minor"
Bach was a master of the small dance forms
10 reveal the important
melodic tones buried

clearly

in the ornamented

demonstrates.

top voice. Grade 4_
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Play it with a warm, singing tone, being careful
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TWO MASTER LESSONS
W

SNOBBISH,

highty-tight y
teachers
turn
away
disdainfully
from light music, they often turn
their students a wa y from the piano. Since
each pupil wants to find joy, stimulation
and emotional release in piano playing, the
teacher must help him find these according
to his own lights. There will be plenty of
time to raise artistic levels as the student
progresses. Teachers
are wise who feed
sentimental music with good "tunes"
to
their pupils;
for materials
of this kind
are needed to bridge the appreciation gap
between oom-pah stuff, and serious music.
An ingratiating
example of such recreation music (I dislike the term "salon
music," for such a label is now meaningless) is James Francis
Cooke's Sea Gardens in this issue of Etude. Its vivid cover,
poetic setting and haunting
rnelody invite
the student to bring life, color and drama
to its pages. After the lines of John Keats,
which are set at the beginning:
"Oh ye! who have your eyeballs vexed
and tired:
Feast them on the wideness of the sea."
Dr. Cooke offers this romantic setting:
"Far down in the rainbow gardens of

the deep, the Sea
Fairies float among the brilliant coral,
red and white, fringed with anemones
of amethyst and gold amid the emerald
grasses waving, eternally waving ...
Jeweled fish float in and out among the
sparkling caverns of the depths ...
Ceaselessly, silently the Sea Fairies swim
to and fro ...
"Storms lash the waves along the rocky
shore . . . The crashing surf dances
furiously along the strand . . . The
Fairies hide in fear
.
"Again the calm
the sun shining

through the turquoise
water . . . the
palms splashing
in the foam . . . the
perfumed breath of coral reefs ...
and
the Fairies listening to the faint voices
from another world . . ."
Then without musical
introduction
the
theme of Sea Gardens begins its dreamy
swaying. The gentle undulations should not
be disturbed by too much rhythmic license.
If some time is "stolen"
in the second
measure, it must be returned
by a slight
retard in measure 4. Those straight eighth
notes of the melody
Ex.l
I ~
I

-i

&~ 1 J

contrasting
with the succeeding
triplets,
give ample curve and flow to the melodic
line.
Take out the "duet"
measure (8) and
practice it hands singly and together
to
assure its smoothness
. . . In measure
15
I can't resist a sudden pianissimo and a
longish wait (f':"\)
on the last chord
Play measures
17-21 slightly slower and
richer, like a resonant
baritone solo ...
Practice the "storm"
{m. 22-29) with swift,
relaxed skip-flips and dashing chords ...
Do not try to play this second too precipitately ... better to hold it solid, steady,
sonorous.
What a stunning
effect that tremendous
thunder clap makes in m. 29 where the C
Major chord, like a command from the
Almighty, bids the storm to cease and the
dazzling sun to shine!
It is a thrilling

change of key and mood ...

minished

sevenths

(m. 33-34) ...

Hold down

the damper pedal here as long as possible
and give plenty of tone and time to the

repeated C's [m. 29) _ .. then let those
lovely augmented triad shapes [m. 30-32)
melt into the descending
chromatic
di-

have had drills in augmented
and diminished seventh chord,
you will find these
measures
a cinch!
M. 35 and 36 offer an exquisite modulation to the theme's
rocking return. II like
to play it quite pianissimo
now.]
., At
the end there is no coda, but I make an-

other long hold

("')
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gently emphasized
...
Play the hesitant
syncopations
in m. 3, 4, 8, and 9 with slight
rubato wavering ... m. 10-14 must be sensitively articulated.
If you will say:

,

Ion J:

,.....t

The top voice of all the chords should be

•

.

2
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It

time more fervently
uttered, creates a tender and touching
effect.
Often I think of this Consolation as a
farewell to the passing of a loved one ...
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Cordens awhile I
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CONSOLATIO
NO_ 4 I
D-FLAT
Because Liszt has indicated quasi adagio
and con divozione
(with devot.ion) at the
top of this piece, is it necessary to drag
out its choral- like phrases
interminably,
as most players
do? Taken at .1=69-76
and felt in alla breve (2~) meter, its prayer
of aspiration
(measures
1 and 2) each

i

.
.

·

on the last chord of

.---

[fo~:res1_

I'

the second last measure
... whereupon the
colors fade, the swaying
dies, the dream
picture dissolves-all
in a single measure.

After

I

z

--- +

r

13

X

•
-:

J.

"Sing to here, and then it fades a-way"
resting
long and strong
on "here," and

playing

the last part

;.

of the phrase much

softer,

you will know what is meant by
"activity and passiv- (Cant. on Page 59)

3
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If you

think you, too, will find its theme singing
inside your heart for a long time ... That's
what it has been doing to me!
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A Maater Lesson by Guy Maier appears

on page 26 of this issue. There

Quasi adagio (J 069·76)
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Menuetto
From Symphony No.5
As a symphonist Schubert was influenced
by Mozart and Beethoven.
While the music of Symphony
No.5 is undoubtedly
Schubert's OWn
the ideas and formal approach owe much to Mozart. Compare this movement with the Menuetto from Mozart's
Symphony
in G mino;
(Etude, June 1952) and note the striking
r es embl a nce in character
of ideas and the handling
of the fo r m . Grade
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YOU MAKING?
. Yourmusical knowledge-your
position and
Incometoday-ore
the result of the training
~ou have given your natural ability. Addihanoi training will open up new fields. new
opportunities. greater
income and higher
slandingin the musical world.
. This valuable training, through our Exten~lonCourses, may be taken at home with no
~terf~rencewith your regular work just by
evolmg to self·study· the many minutes each
d.aythat ordinarily go to waste. The progresSIVe
h music'
lOn, as busy as he may he, reo I·
lzes
~ e value 01 such study and finds the time for
I\Well paid positions are available to those
w 0 are ready tor them.

YOU can do it loo! It's up to YOU!
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST HOME STUDY CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
EQUIP YOURSELF FOR A BETTER POSITION
A proof of quality is important tor one interested
in further musical
training. Our
courses offer you the same high quality of
preparation which has developed and trained
many successful musicians and teachers in
the past.
NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
The Council is an Association of which we
are a member. It includes the outstanding
correspondence
schools in the United States
with headquarters
at Washington, D. C. Mem·
bers are admitted only after rigid examination
of the training courses offered.
.
Weare
the only sc hI'·
00
givmg mstruchon
in music by the Home-Study Method, which
includes
in its curriculum all the courses
necessary
to obtain the Degree of Bachelor

of
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difficult sounds. Select sounds (one
at a time)
which do not occur in
your own language.
Take, for instance,
the
German
O. Vocalize
through
all three registers of your
natural
range,
on a alone. Then
combine the 0 with consonants, preferably t.hose which are also strange
-ode,
sprode, rnoglich, etc. If this
exercise
is difficult at first, begin
vocalizing
on a familiar vowel and
gradually
shift into the 0 while
singing. It is impossible to tell you
iunu to form the O-each
mouth
must find its own way of shaping the
sound. And a keen ear and an alert
mind enter the process quite as much
as the organs of speech. Some students find it helpful to shape an 0
by mechanical
means-that
is, to
sound a clear A (as in age) and
while sounding it to change the lips,
shaping
them as for an
(as in
Oh). The sound that comes out in
sounding
the one vowel while shaping the other. is a good approximation of O. But each singer must
find the sound in his own way. The
point is that it must be learned, and
it must sit naturally
on the normal
flow of tone.
After German, I had to learn Italian. In Vienna, most operas are sung
in German;
but after the war, it was
decided to sing a few Italian operas
in their language
of origin. Accord-
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was chiefly a difference of sharpness.or hardness. Greek, like Italian,
has·all pure vowels and soft con sonants-likl~ the tit sound, to offer
one example_ Accustomed
to these
softersounds, and to the mouth positionsneeded to produce them, I was
using all my breath on the explosive
GermanD's, T's, Sch's, etc. Once I
understoodthe difficulty, it was comparativelysimple to utter the sounds
withoutletting go of my breath, and
so to resume my normal and natural
flow oftone.
This problem of adjusting strange
sounds10 correct and natural singingtone is aided, of course, by study
and exercises; but the singer must
at all times he able to help himself
through the techniques
of correct,
natural singing. The correct singing
tone must come first; then the new
soundsand words must be made to
fit.or sit. on it.
One helpful exercise is to sing a
legato phrase in the new language,
makingenunciation as perfect as one
can hut not concentrating
on it. Instead. concentrate on tone and on
meaning-ask yourself exactly what
the phrase has to say, and try to express it. By working slowly, always
with legato tone, vocal line and
wordstend to fuse.
Another good dri ll is to vocalize
(an eight tone scale) on the new and

French voice, the problem being to
get nasal pronunciation
without nasality of voice, all the while maintaining good forward resonance.
After
the nasal vowels have been analyzed
and practiced, they, too, should be
combined with consonants for vocalization-man
amant; for instance.
Also, vocalize words like innombrables, incalculables,
making certain that the nasals, the open vowels,
the difficult D, the mute E's, all receive proper
enunciation
without
harming
normal
flow
of
tone
(through whiteness or nasality) .
The important point in singing in
foreign languages is to adjust the
two elements of tonal emission and
word pronunciation so that they complement each other in a natural and
unified flow. It is, of course, indispensable to have a good teacher, who
understands
problems of t.one and of
language, and who can act as check,
or control, upon the sounds which
come out. This is important! In the
last analysis, however, the student
must find his own salvation through
unremitting
hard work. I think it
highly advisable to begin Janguage
study early in one's course of work,
and to learn at least two new languages. And never lose sight of the
fact. that the language
problem is
really three-fold-f1uent
communication, unaccented enunciation, and the
adjustment
of strange speech-pat.
terns to free-flowing and well-resonated singing tone.
THE END

ingly, I learned Amneris ("Aida")
in Italian under German coaching. I
had done a little singing in Italian
and found the purity and softness of
the language quite compatible with
my native Greek. However, I was
later to find that the German coaching had had its effect. When I came
to the Metropolitan
Opera, where
most operas are sung in their language of origin under the coaching of
extremely competent natives, I found
myself having to un-learn my Viennese Italian, and re-learn the role in
Italian Italian!
English had to be mastered, tooand at the same time! Fortunately,
I had little difficulty with English.
Though it has no pure vowels, the
consonants are neither too hard nor
too soft; and it was a joy to discover my native tit as part of the
language!
French
offers
few consonantal
problems,
hut a large variety of
open, closed,
and
nasal
vowels.
Words like cluumanie or Helene
offer a whole field of study in themselves. In the first word, the initial
sound of sh must be neither too hard
nor too soft in attack;
the first A
must be well open without bringing
whiteness to the tone; the nasal an
must be nasal in sound but not in
voice; and the final mute e must be
barely aspirated. In Helene one finds
exam ples of all three E sounds;
open, closed, and mute. The French
nasal sound is difficult for the non-
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Are you teaching now?
If so, how many pupils have
you?
Do you hold a Teacher's Certificate? ..
Have you studied Harmony? .. , ..... Would you like to earn
the Degree of Bachelor of Music?
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These fine numbers will be at your
music store and we suggest that you
stop in and look them over.
First Grode Piano Solos
~4045 Early Morning Rooster, C.
Hoger;
<:-4046 Manh of the Rubber Boots. G
noncrs
4041 Puneh and Judy. G.
.
Rogers
4048 Rain on the Roof. C.
.
Hoger,;
4049 Tiddlywinks,
F.
.
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"4050 A Western Story, Om.
. .. Hnger,;
~4051 Circus geenes,
C.
. ... \loger>
"4052 Spelling Fun. C.
. .}loger;
4058 The Pied Pipers March. C...
Krcvh.
-4059 The Gum DrOllTree. F
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.Hucd
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G..
.
Kraft

Fh-st.lnto.Second Grode Piano Solos
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F.
The Waltzing
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Second Grade PiCino Solos
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Eb.
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Century Edition Is Only 25¢ A Copy
Our Graded-and-Classified
or our
complete catalog
listing over 4000
numbers is FREE-at
your dealer or
on request from us.
.
CENTURY MUSiC PUBLISHING
CO.
41 West 63rd St" New'York 23, H. Y.

UNDERWOOD

FINGER
FLEXOR
Controlled
Resistance

• Strengthens weak jaints.
• Cultivates finger independen,e.
• Can be used in spare time.
Conveniently carried in pocket ... complete in plastic container with explicit
directions.
$1.95 postpaid
Send cosh, money order or check.
Quantify
discounts
on request.
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NEW ISSUES

HIT

or dampen this interest. In other
words the Progress Chart awakens
parents to the fact that music educalion deals with a living child, not just
a pair of hands, a keyboard and an
instruction hook with sound effects.
It proclaims: "Here is an adventure
into a new realm of beauty. The
teacher offers these many avenues of
choice, an experienced guide along
them, and the desire. with your help
to make it a happy experience and
one of lasting value,"
The organization
of the subject
matter on the Progress Chart is, of
course, important. However, the way
the teacher makes usc of it is also
of equal
'importance.
Measur-ing
seven by six and a quarter inches,
the card folds in the middle producing four pages. Pages two and three
are used together as one big page.
Besides the title, page one carries
the name of my studio and places
for the name of the student, the season (1952-53), and marking period
(with me a two-month period).
Inside, the double page carries the list
of teaching
items followed across
the page with four columns
for
grade marks. It wm be easier for
both parent and pupil to follow the
elements of your teaching if they
are listed in or under department
headings.
Mine are this way. The
first heading is Technic under which
Scales, Arpeggios. Studies may receive a mark. Keyboard
Harmony
comes next under which Ear-training, theory papers_ chord
study,
hal·mony. and creative work may one
or all receive a mark. depending
on
what you are teaching. The fourth
department
is headed Rhythm and
the sixth Sight Reading neither with
any subheading. Fifth comes Interpretation under which is listed Tone
color, Phrasing. Pedal, and Musical
feeling. Memorizing is followed by
Repertoire.
Student's
Responsiveness, Musical Interest in the Home,
with a final space for General Comment.
Page four ha,'3 already been described
(except for the system of
marking that I use). The organization, except for the -psychological
angle is not new. Every teacher
would possibly vary it here and there
to suit her teaching philosophy.
On
the other hand the Progress
Chart
may he distinclive in the way in
which I put it to use, This I should
like 10 share with you. for herein
lies the reason for its popularity
wjth the students-the
second of
the double hits.
With each new pupil and before
the first lesson, I show a Pwgress
Chart to student and parent. I explain that it contains the elements
of a general standard musical educalion. or it may be marked in part
to indicat.e an accent. or a complete

course in sight rca ding or keyboard
harmony.
These
courses
arc Irequently chosen
by the teen-age.rs
who have an eye on popular mUSIC.
The card next. appears after the student has started lessons. He is given
the warning that next week we shall
fill out your progress
chart at your
lesson. And so we do. During that
particular
week. part of each lesson
is devoted to fill ing out the grades
on the chart. No mark is written in
until the pupil has either suggested
to me what
he thinks
the mark
should he, or, after the standards
of
achievement
have
been explained,
aurees with me that the mark I sugg;st meets with his approval.
The
fact that the cards are never marked
ahead of time combined with the (a t
that the pupil is interested
in his
own progress and really likes 10 talk
it over with the teacher,
these fa ls
combjne
to make
the use of the
Progress Chart a good and popular
idea from the student point of view.
This brings
me to the final item
for consideration-the
marking
sy~tem that I use. I use 51.. for ~low
progress,
SA. for satisfactory
prog·
ress, EX. for exce-ptional
progresO!
and NM. for no mark (progress
Tating to be given later).
This is an
easy system to use, but I may change
overnight if I decide there are more
advantages
to the number
system.
In this item I claim neither originality nor that I have the only answer. In fact, I believe some pu pils
might do better work for a more definite symbol of improvement.
This
factor each teacher
mu~t work out
in his own mind.
In any case t.he Pro~re~s Chart i..
not. something
to hand to a ~tlldent
wit.h a glare or a ~ll1ile and a USee!"
attitude. Shared with the ~tlldent. he
takes pride
both in vour intere~t
and in the mutual desi~e to make it
a record to be proud of.
Like the Aria da Capo. 1 am once
more back at. the beginning.
Since
using these Chart~.
my clients
arc
much
more
relaxed
about
their
child's pro gress. TI
. ley d0 not worry
over .a short period of litlle or no
practlce as this may be a natural
and tem-porary lull. The Chart and I
both seek to explain
that in mu~i("
t.he progress
can bCC:1 be
.
f t.
1
..
~ef'n. In
alc, on y fairly
seen in nothinf!;
s 100·ter than a two montl
- d
S'
.
1 perlO
.
IOce an entire
~rlicle
would
he
needed t.o deal WIth them
let
only
too

remind
teachers
that' parents
me
I
want eSSons to be succes~ful and
are glad of your adVice and
0to. folJow it. The conference
i~a~I~:
tbmg. and the combination
f P
ress Chart and con{erenc
.0
ro~~
be to
I [b
e Ju~t can t
ppe~
or
uilding a feelin
(
mutual
Jnterest
..
.
g 0
I'
. cOoperallon
and
goO( WJIl between
t
1
.
and parent
eac leT. pupil.
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(Continu,ed from Page 21)

presents for the new teaching season
a selection of teaching pieces which
we think you will find interestingand outstanding.
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READINESS PR06~AN

MUSIC
By Sist.r

and unbalanced. A music teacher
with this background will tend to
emphasizetechnical matters, follow
a logically planned course of instruction irrespective of personality
difference in pupils, set up standards that all pupils must meet or
be classified as unfit for the next
grade of work, and strive to dominate the teaching situation
by impressing the pupil with superiority
of knowledge and skill. Such teaching,in the long run, does not serve
the best interests of music or cl
tbe serious pupil.
Theteacher who c ntinues to have
the intense interest in things about
him,and wonder at why conditions
are as they are, is a product of
good teaching and an environment.
thatdid not.deaden the sense of curiositywith which he was born. The
goodteacher is a student always.
If he becomes a piano leacher it
will be because music attracted him
from an early age and he found that
instrument best suiled for musical
expression. He will have studied it
withthe utmost diligence under the
bestteachers he could find or afford.
Becauseof his thirst for knowledge,
he could never remain content with
just piano lessons. He would want
to understand music thoroughly.. and
to that end wou Id become
acquainted wit.h the history of music,
aestheticphilosophy. theoretical subjects, composition. conducting
and
orchestration. The end of it. all
wnuld be t.hat he WI'lIld develop

BE A PIANO

TEACHER

from Page 18)

not into a piano player but 'into
an all round musician who would
specialize
along those lines that opportunity opened up.
Without serious application among
some of the above lines, involving
considerable
discipline
and perseverance,
one will have little understanding
of the step by st.ep processes in the mastery of problems. This
understanding
is the t.ool by which
the good teacher guides his pupils
to a plan of action against. whatever
barnes them and to eventual overcorning of difficulties. The best teachers have been through it. all themselves, have gone further than the
general
run of students will ever
attempt. and are still working away
at problems
in their spare time.
There is a final quality that marks
the gifted teacher
from the many
who give piano lessons. He is a born
educator.
He knows. wit.hout being
lold. that the end of all educat.ion
is to make men free. The end of his
teaching is to make his pupiJs inde·
pendent
of his guidance. The average piano teacher does all in his
power to make pupils always dependent
on him for guidance as to
what to do next in overcoming difficulties. This is the way to hold on
10 pupHs
year after year.
The teacher
who is a born educalor works for t.he day when his
pupils can st.and on their own feet,
set lhemselves problems and go about.
in a businesslike
way to mastering
t.hem. From the day such a teacher

gets a pupil, he is not only busy
in shaping up the personality through
the removal of character
defects,
hut he is equally engaged in developing the power to independent
thought. As this is done, the actual
work of such pupils takes on greater
and greater significance. The piano
thus becomes a means of expressing
the change in personality and power
to think brought about by this kind
of intelligent guidance and instruct.ion.
There is a striking resemblance
between all this and being a concert
pianist. The work is identically as
hard and calls for similar preparation. But where the great. teacher is
concerned with character defects in
those under his charge, the artist
is absorbed in detecting and removing defects he finds in himself.
The artist lives wit.hin himself for
whatever music he pJays is an expression of himself.
The teacher
works extrovertly;
the artist, int.rovertly; but the end result is the
same: The removal of defects that
keep personality
from being perfectly integrated and the playing of
the piano is but the expression of
whatever integration
has been affected. There is no ground on which
t.o uphold a vjewpoint that t.eaching
is inferior to concert.izing. Both, at
t.heir best, are creative
undertakings. working toward t.he end of the
greatest freedom of the human spirit
for musical expression.
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THE SCHOOLS

WHITE

from Page 12)
)

worrlis not encouraged. If music is
tallghtlike a language. with emphasison good reading. a recognition of
the melodic, harmonic
and other
ll1usi"alvalues, with only favorite
]lircesbeing memorized, it is my belief that students will not only gain
mnre from an educational
point of
view, but will enjoy their music
more.The ability to play a song at
first sight will give an adult more
pleasure than t.he piece he or she
stfllggled over some years before.
We should not minimize t.he value
of pupils' recitals. Often the appal"
lunity to play on a program will be
the greatest incentive for a pll pil to
work. Both t.he student
and his
parents (not to mention his teacher)
will derive great satisfaction
from
a goodperformance. But these pieces
shouldbe only a sample of the work
he has done and should not be allowedto take up t.oo much time from
his regular work.
The schools require the presence
of the child five days a week for five
or more hours a day. Usually the

I~!~!~:W~;~~:~~~
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piano teacher is with a st.udent an
hour or even less during the week.
He assigns
a lesson to be learned
for the {allowing week, but too often
the pu pil wastes more time at the
piano than he actually works. Many
t.imes he doesn't practice at all. If
he is to accomplish
what he should,
the mother or some other adult. must
be responsible
for the child's practicing. This is a responsibility
that
should be assumed when a child beerins to lake music lessons. Until a
~hjldis
nine or ten years old, this
is as necessary as it is for the teacher
at school to supervise his study.
Each lesson ShOllld have something
new. This gives an opportunity
to
solve new problems, develops more
facility
in reading
and also gives
the pupil a feeling of accomplishment. No school would keep a student on one lesson for twO weeks or
more, just because he mispronounced
a few words.
Yet many st.udents
spend weeks learning one piec~.
To play even moderately
difficult
music requires coordination and con-

centration
that no other subject
needs. Even a one page Minuet by
Bach demands some independence
of the two hands, as well as their
coordination.
To play the correct.
notes for both' hands, t.he correct
time, correct fingering and to watch
out {or the phrasing,
dynamics,
legato or staccato,
any change of
tempo and the pedaling if t.he pedal
is used, is no small feat. What juggler keeps t.hat many things going
at once?
Let us, as piano teachers, ask ourselves what our real aims in teaching are. Do we think first of educating the child t.o know and love
great music, or are we trying to
make an exhibitionist
o{ him? Are
we training him to think {or himself
or merely to imitate what we do?
When we teach principles and not
just pieces; when we educate the
pupil instead of trying to make him
a mere performer,
our profession
will get t.he respect which is it.s due,
both from the public and from the

schools.

THE END
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by FREDERICK PHILLIPS

TONKabinet
keeps my music
sorted •• • and
neatly filed"
says
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CONCERNING

STEEL

STRINGS

Mrs. A. A. R., Maryland.

(1) Con-

sidering how short a time you have
been studying the violin, and the
many other things you have to do
during the course of a day, I think
you have done very wel l indeed. The
fact that you are a competent pianist
has helped you a lot, of course. (2)
You can buy a set of all-steel strings
that will last a very long time without
deterioration.
They will slay more
or less in tune in even the most
humid weather.
but they will not
enhance the tone of your violin. Why
don't you try a steel E string, a steel
A, an aluminum-wound gut D. and
a silver-wound gut G? That is a good
compromise.

ABOUT

THE

VIOLA

O'AMORE

J. T. A., Louisiana.

For the information you want regarding
the viola
d'amore I suggest that you write to
Rembert Wurlitzer.
120 West 42nd
St., New York, N. Y.

A BOOK SUGGESTION
F. L. S., Illinois. There is a book
called "Violins
and Violinists."
by
Franz Varga, which I think would
appeal to you. It is not as exhaustive
as the Bachmann
book. but it contains a mine of information.
I am
sure you can obtain it from the pub.
Iishers of ETUDE.

AN INEXPENSIVE

VIOLIN

J. L., South Dakota_ The value of
a Fried. Aug_ Glass violin today is
at most $150. and only if in excellent
condition. Usually
they are priced
somewhere between
$50 and SIOO.
The vlolins of this maker are not
well liked because
the varnish
is
usually poor and the tone harsh.
A PFRETZSCHNER

VIOLIN

. Mrs. C. H. T., Iowa. It is imposSible to estimate accurately
the val
f
. r
.1
lie
o a VIO 111WJ! 101lt seeing it, but your
F. A. Pfretzschner
violin is probabl
worth somewhere
between
75 an~
$150, according to its condition. The
more cracks it has. the less it is
worth.
for your sake ' tl lat
. _. I hope,
d
1t IS III goo condit jon.

MARKINGS

MEAN

NOTHING

B. F. F., Ohio. I am sorry to have
to tell you that neither of y our VJO-

52

Iins is valuable. No.1, the one lao
beled "Copy of Stradivarius, Made
in Germany."
is certainly a factory
product
worth at the very most $50;
and No.2.
branded BOPF, is not
likely to be worth much more, The
gentleman
who .....rotc about the Tell.
tale Marks
on old Violins certainly
started
something!
He apparently
forgot to warn hi.. readers that all
old violins. good and bad. will bear
a few such mark v, and also that a
clever copyist can easily fake them.
It is quite wrong to think that he.
cause a vlolln is old it must be a
good one. There are -cores of thousands
of violin." IWO hundred and
more years old rlnu are not worth
fifty dollar .. apiece.

A PASSAGE

IN ADORATION

Mrs. W ..
J .. Wi$(on$in, There is
no reason why Ille pa-sage
in Borowski's
Adorouon you write about
sh uld not be play d in the first
position:
if. thai i<l.the fourth finger
extension
bother- III pupil. Printed
fingering should never be considered
sacrosanct. The important thing is
10 make
the music sound as well as
possible.
Nevertheless. the passages
you mention do sound better on tlle
A string.

APPRAISAL

SUGGESTED

A. F. JlIcD .. Utah. Evidently

~'Ol1

are not a careful reader of these
columns in ETUDE. If you were. lOll
would know thaI it j-= Quite impossible to give a positive opinion regarding
the make and value of a
violin merel"
hom reading a tran·
scription
of ihe label. It is g)metiroe.possible to .!'Oar what a "iolin is not.
but never what it io5. The label in
your inslrument
$ay~ it was made
by Jacobus
Isiner: the same claim
is made by the labels in hundreds
of thousands
of "iolins that ne,'er
saw Stainer's
,\·orhhop.
me of
these imitations
are not bad "joHns
.
and if you think yours has quality
you should ha"e it appraised by one
of the firms that ad,-erlise in ETUDE.

A CHEAP

IMITATiON

L. H.. Virginia. Da,"id Hopf was
one of the la~t of the Hopf family
of violin makers. and nOl one of the
best. I don't think ,·ou could value
your vioHn at more than 75, though.
as I have said so often. it is imIJOS'
hIe to give a definite opinion
violin
\'¥;thout having e.u.mined d.

00"
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• Is it proper for an organist to
play the whole hymn
throicgli,
stanzaand chorus, before the congregationstarts to sing. It has been
my goodfortune to attend quite a
jew churches, and only once did I
hear GIl organist persist in always
playingthe whole hymn, If it is
proper,I shall be glad to a/.tune my
earsto such a practice. Otherwise
I Ifill feel better about the usual
method.
-G. P. N., Or('~on
As fur as the writer is a ware,
thereis no hard and fast rule as to
the propriety or otherwise of playingthe entire hymn and chorus for
introductorypurposes. Since few of
the standard church hymns have
"choruses"in the usual acceptance
01the1I'0rd,we rather think you may
be speaking of so-called
"gospel
hymns,"which are used considerably
in themore informal and non-liturgicalservices.For hymns of this type,
it is hardly necessary to play more
than the verse, and since they are
usuallypretty well known to the
congregations, even this could be
abbreviatedto a couple of phrases
withoutdoing any serious harm. For
the standard church hymns and for
servicesleaninz toward the litur-aica l
in style, we believe it is rath~r a
regular custom to play the hymn
throughin its entirety. The purposes
of thisare two-fold: (1) to establish
the proper tempo and rhythm, and
(2) to interpret the spirit of the
hymn
and text, so that the con ureaa.00
tiOnmay be drawn into the pruper
moodor frame of mind to fYet the
maximumhenefit from the h;mn. If
Ihe "introduction" rails in these re~pects,the organist is not contributm~ as he should to the spiritual
gUidanceof the musical portion of
the service.The writer is of course
assuming that the con'lYrelYationai
mind is in tune with the ~service.
and is willing to be '·guided."
•. I have studied organ jor a short
tune,but at present have no i.llstruct~rto anSWermy quest.ions. Does the
~laptef in St.ainer's "Organ"
on
J!anual Couplers apply to a Wick
1100 manual organ?
I do understand What to use to couple one
~la/l:tGlto the other, as Great to
wet, Of Swell to Great.
-Mrs. V. S. F., Illinois
~he information
gi'ven in the
Stamer book . J d'
.
. Inc u mg the .mstructlOnSon-Manua J Coup Iers will
. apply
I
tOtleW'k
'
Ie two manual organ you

ETUDE-ocrOBF.R
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are using,
When
you are using
couplers keep in mind the principle
that the manual
which is heine;
coupled
is NOT the one you ar:
actually
playing,
but the one that
is to be added to the one you are
playing. For instance, you are playing on the Great and wish to add
the Swell
to this-you
draw the
stop or depress
the tab marked
"Swell to Great,"
simply because
you add the Swell to the Creat which
you are already
playing. Actually,
we do not believe you will find anything marked
"Crest to Swell" because it is not customary
to play
on the Swell and couple the Great
to it. If you have a coupler marked
"Creat to Pedal"
it means that the
Slaps you have out on the Crear
Organ are added to those you are
playing
on the pedals. "Swell to
Pedal"
indicates
that the stops in
use on the Swell organ are added
to those you are playing on the
pedals when you draw this stop or
tab. Should you have a stop marked
"Swell to Crear 4" it means that
when playing
the Great the Swell
would he added an octave higher,
and the stop marked
"Swell
to
Great 16" would bring on the Swell
organ an octave lower than the notes
you are playing
on the Great.

MARGUERITE

PIAZZA

-lovely
soprano
oj Melropolitl1n
Opera and ,inging star <)/ lVRCTY's "Show <)/ Shows"

"A TONKabinet is indispensable to
me for protecting all my music
against loss or damage," says Mise
Piazza. "I never need waste time
searching for the music I want. It's
always there at my finger tipsso handy!" Ask your dealer to
show you the many beautiful styles
of handy, practical TONKabinets.
They're lovely to look at-a joy to
own!
Handy
drawer.
trays like
Ihu
"lmaH
IWlld you
Ihe
music
you
"'alII.

Style 606 51"''''n is cl,~;,'sj<le hci!:bl
for
dual sen·ice.
Holds ~l"'lll 550 sbeels
01
",u.ic.
Wrile £"r lIt'aler',
nnme und piclure~ of oll,e,· style;; £o>r IlI.Jlncs. Hch""I.,
orchcstl'as,
clc.
TOllk Mfg. CQ., /9/2 N.
Magnolia
Ave.,
Chicago
14, /II.

· tS
TONK abIne

FOR YOUR

SHEET MUSIC

• (1) When pedaling, is it correct
to use both feel. or just. yOW' left
one, in solos and in hymn playing?
(2) J s it correct to feel for pedals,
or take a chance at striking
the
right. note uiiihous feeling for it?
(3) Is it correct to add notes to
chords when playing hym,ns for a
congregation?
-111. A. E., Michigan
(1) By (Ill menus
use both feet.
One of the distjnguishing
marks of
the untrained
or improperly trained
amateur
is the use of the left foot
only. If you have this tendency it
would be well to practice scale and
other studies for pedal. (2) If you
follow the advice in answer 1. you
will gradually
develop a sense of
location_ so that you will not have
to feel for the notes, and "taking
a chance" will involve but I ittle risk.
(3 ) Yes, jf the added notes are
consistent
with the harmonies.
and
the melody note is always kept on
top. Be very careful, however, with
the left hand. Adding notes in the
lower re",isters,
unless used very
"
;>paringly. o would
create
mu dd'1ness." Addjng the octave below the
ordinary
bass note is all right, but
other additions
are a little risky on
the organ.
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or two notches

and brought

up one

notch or two notches. (Add that
up!) Each one of the seven pedals
controls all the strings
of one letter on the harp;
for instance,
one
pedal controls
all the C's, another
all the D's, etc. To make D-sharp

or Dcflat, the D pedal

has to be

pushed into its notch and then all
the D strings
are set for Dcsherp
(or If.Hat, as the case may be).
You can see how complicated
this
becomes
if the music calls for

Ediled by Elizabeth A. Gest

A NEW HARP from the OLD
HAVE
YOU ever looked at the
beautiful golden harp when you
were at an orchestra
concert?
This beautiful instrument
was not
always as large as it is now, for it
went through centuries
of evolution before it reached its present
state of perfection.
Harps have been in the world
for so many centuries that no one

V. HintZe

the mechanism
of the pedal. He
worked harder than anyone
could
imagine and had aU kinds of troubles and disappointments.
However, after years of hard work, he
made a harp that could play music
over a three-octave range, and that
seemed to be a very modern
instrument,
at that time.
Later, a French musician named
Erard, also made improvements
on
this instrument,
taking up the ideas
where Hochbrucker
stopped,
and
after more years of hard work,
gave the harp the place it occupies
and gave the harp seven doubleaction pedals and a much better
sounding
board.
The harp is one of our most
complicated
instruments,
on account
of those intricate
doubleaction pedals. Most piano students

score. One

the
operetta
"Blossom
Time" written around the life,
and with the .,use of the melodies of Chopin,
Schubert
or
Grieg? (10 points)
2. If a diminished
triad contains
the notes
Ccshar p, e, B-Hat,
what is the missing fourth note?
(5 points)

@': r ~~HIV

Harp

Each title, expressed
in words uivinz
the same meaning, is to be pu; back
into the original words of the titles.
Example: There's
melody in the atmosphere-There's
Music in the Air.

3.

tians had them, perhaps as much
4.
5

as thirteen centuries B.C. The Persians and other old civilizations
had them. We have heard a great

.

deal ahout the harps of. the old
Irish and Weleh minstrels. King
Alfred the Great, in the eighth

lnuulred:

the period from evening
to morning,
There is a very long, curved
pathway.
Lumber-Jack,
do not chop down
that specimen of the forest.
An elderly
man owned
some
fields and live-stock.
T
ransport me to one of the or ig-

1. All Through the Night; 2. There's a
Long, Long Trail; 3, Woodman, Spare
that Tree; 4. Old MacDonald had a
F,arm; 5, Canoy Me Back to Old Virgmny; 6, The Old Cray :t\Iare; 7. I

a harp. (And away back in Biblical times King David played

HEARING

have a bit of trouble with just two
pedals,
but a harp player
must
manage
seven, each pedal
being
able to be pushed down one notch

l\!Iany y:ars

of hopeful

planning,

F. Ina ly the work was finish'ed.
And
N ow he lies beneath
the soil
Other works had come befor'e
symphonies

di"ine,

Faculty

Degree,
violin,

music,

JUNIOR PIANO RECITAL

of renowned
diploma,

organ, 'cello,

composition.

Dream of Jeanie with the Light Brown
Hair : 8, The Flight of the Bumblebee
9, Red River Valley; 10. A Bicycle
Built (or Two; 11. In the Hall of the
Mountain King; 12, The Swan.
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For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman,

Musical Director.
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GAME

DO

American

and

of Schools

Fairview, New .Jeesey

ina} thirteen States.
6. An aged equestrian specimen,
7. During
the night I think of a
young girl with light tresses,
8. A large, buzzing insect flying
away.
9. The lowlands lying along a colored stream,
10. A method of transportation con,
structed
to accommodate two
people,
11. In the palace of the monarch 01
the mountains,
12 . A Iarge. graceful bird. livingon
.
land and in the water.

But

Association

of the National

ing accommodations

Josephine Maci, Helen Rzempoluch,
Carol Reilly, Carol Ribaudo, Arlene
Spielman,Frances Ann Ott, Barbara
Iovennitti,John Kubeck, Mary Ellen
Anderson, Richard Maren,
Patricia
Anderson,Janet Jacobi, Joan Ceborowski, loan Molito, Barnadetta Turace,

Edward Board, Judith Trotta, Rose
Marie La Trenta, John Dummer, Martin Armone, Leonard Hirsch, Marylyn
Hzempoluch,
Edward Ciresa, Marian
Jean Crawford, Melville Bruno, Thomas
Ciresa, Katherine Hourigan. Ages ten
to seventeen.

Letter Box

ST. LOUIS INSTITUTEof MUSIC
John

For-eign

DearJunior Etude:
I ama great lover of music and play the
pianoas well. I am longing to become
acquaintedwith other music lovers who
like the great composers and know
somethingabout music and have mature
opinionsconcerning it.
MariQTraitenberg (Age 16), Uruguay

I am always glad when Etude arrives.
It's like a surprise package at Christmas-always
something new inside, I
would like to have some one write to
me.
Nita Sue Foster (Age 11), Texas

[ am studying piano and recently our
teacher,Mrs, Simpson, gave a pupils
recitaland the proceeds of the recital
are given every year to the Library. I
am enclosing a picture of the pupils
Whotook part.
Arlene Spielman (Age 10) New Jersey
I am particularly interested in opera
andcomposing and have studied piano
lor six years, I enjoy the Junior Etude
verymuch and would like to hear from
someof its readers who are also interested in opera, I hope to become a
composerin the classic field.
Lee Richmond (Age 16), Pennsylvania
1 amthe pianist of our church and enjoy it very much, [ would like to hear
fromother Elude readers.
Beverly Nichols (Age 13), Indiana

;11 Cia s AJ

The rippling brook

work approaches

marvel. Number Kine,
we ha'"e reallr heard it
.
do no more than nodi

INTH was onl)- borrowed

the music

Joh" Russitallo, Age 9, Co,''',
(Prize winner in Class C)

within

woods
Sang a melody'
Th .
'
e httle wren up in the tree

Chirpeda song for me.
Andlate one night I heard the rain
Drumming on the roof
Th
.
e world is full of music.

shop of God,

ETUDE-OCTOB£R

the

19;2
ETUDE-OCTOBER 1952

Philip

Blake,

Jr.,

President

rnni l is 5 cents; some for-

Send replies to letters in care of
junior Etude, Bryn Mawr,
Pa.,
and they will be Forwarded 10 the
writers. Do not ask for addresses,

HereI penaed my proof.
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of Music.
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5.

Jerse,· (Prize

Many
. I mghts of endless toil:

O t h er

Member

voice,

is per/ecl)

BEETHOVEN'S

VillCell.t Malatesta. - A"e
N
. e 15 ,ew
Pl'csent Dn:rConcert Harp

musicians.

artists.

COUNTRY MUSIC
AFTER

S~~""~~,~~~" ~~ ~~~, ~~~~"~ L

to and inter.

Answel's to Music Titles Game

is said to have played on

1

well played the barp is

delightful
to listen
esting to watch.

MUSIC TITLES

2.

knows exactly where or when they
were first used. The early Egyp-

upon the harp.) As time went on:
the harp of the minstrels
was not
adequate
to play the music the
comp-Osers were writing,
50 those
old instruments
had to be aban·
doned.
In the eighteenth
century, a musician in Bavaria
named
Hochbrucker
tried to make improvements on the harp and he invented

When

[_---N-O-J-U-ll-iO-r-E-tl-l-d-e-c-o-ll-t-e-s-t-T-I-'-iS-M_O_ll_t_h

r"

1. During

century,

Pay particular
attention to the
harp
the next time you attend a
symphony
concert. If you are near
enough
you might even notice
that the C and F strings are red
so the harpist
can tell j ust wher~
to put his fingers.

What
is meant by the word
poly tonal? (20 points)
6. From what is the theme given
with
this quiz taken? (lO
points)
7. What is a "miniature score"?
(10 points)
8. If a measure in four-four time
contains
eight sixteenth notes,
how may the remainder of the
mea ure be filled using only
one note and one rest? (5
points)
9. Who wrote tile opera "Faust?"
3. Is the tuba a brass or wood
(5 point)
wind instrument?
(5 points)
4. On which degree of the scale is
10. 'Vas ir Edward Elgar a com,
poser,
violinist. organist, or
the submediant
triad formed?
conductor?
(15 points)
(15 points)
Answers on next page

1. Was

today" He enlarged the pedal idea

Ancient Egyptian

ful.

Who Knows the Answers?
(Keel)

by illrlrtlla

many
accidental
or chromatics,
The footwork
must be very skill,

eign airmail is 15 cents and some is
25 cents. Consult your Post Office
before stampfng foreign air mail.

T enjoy reading Junior Etude very much
and compliment
everyone who contributes to this section, I play piano and
violin and play in our school orchestra
but I like to sing sacred music and folksongs better than anything else. I would
like to hear from some Junior Etude
readers.
Nancy Lambert (Age 14), New York
T have taken piano lessons for a number

of years and would like to be a concert
artist. I am also an accompanist and
play for my father who is a professional
singer; and I play for the orchestra in
our town and sing in our Glee Club, I
would like to hear from others who are
interested in music.
Barbara Ann Geltz (Age 14),
Pennsylvania
Answers to Quiz
]. Schubert; 2. G; 3. brass; 4.
si.xth; 5. the effect produccd by
llsing two or more key-tonalities at
the saIne time, referring to nlodern
composition, where one hand (or
onc orchcstral instl'ument) may be
IIsing Ihe key of D·major while the
othel' hand (or another inslrum.ent) is using C·major; 6. New
Wodd Symphony by Dvorak, opening theme j 7. Complete orchestral
score engl'aved in VCl'ysmall type
so it can be condensed into a small
book; 8. one quarter-note and one
([Ual.ter-rest; 9. Gounod; 10. primarily composer, though he was
a.lso Ol'ganisl and conduclol·.

Bachelor af Music Degree

in 24 Fields

Master af Music Degree in 23 Fields
Graduates
Music

Music

in public

Education
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schools.

A catalog

t nsettvnonot
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program
will be
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phases
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Preparatory,
College,
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of Music Education,
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Departments.
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leading
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Master
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Theatre
Arts.
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President
Edwin

William
Member
L. Stephen-Mgr"

AMERICAN

NASM

306 South

Phillips

Dean
Chicol)o 4, Illinois
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CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches of mustc and dramatic a rt.
66th year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send for a free catalog-Address:
John R, Hattstaedt,
Pres" 582 Klnlball Bldg" Chicago

The RICHARD

McCLANAHAN

PIANO

SEMINARS

No.1-Approach
To The Piono
No.2-Skill
With Fundomentols
A six-day program for busy Pianists and Teachers which includes doily Lecture-Demonstrations
on Technic, Interpretation,
and Teaching Materials, Children's Ploying Cresses and a Critic
Closs for Advanced
Players. Details from-John
Van Deventer
1202 Prince' Edward St
Fredericksburg,
Virginia.
'
"

~QltbtlatW Institutt nf {Dwrtr
Bachelor

of Music-Moster
of Musk-Bochelor
of Science in Educotion
(B.S. in Ed. by arrangement
with Kent State University)

BERYL RUBINSTEIN,
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MUSIC

FOR THE MAKING

(Continued

[roni Page 17)

she delved further and further into
tbis almost lost art of instrument
making that there is very little satisfactory information
available on the
construction of instruments. This left
the method she has employed-research. trial and error.
To show the fascination of instrument making that has captured the
imagination of hundreds of students,
manv parents and other teachers.
here are the exact steps Marie used
to guide her classes in the art of
constructing
soprano or "Dv flntes.
(One hundred and six flutes were
consrructed.}
Her tools consisted of a hand drill
and hits from Ji8 inch 10 1,4 inch.
some small hack saws. rattail files.
round files. a few square files, and
These
important
new publications,
razor blades. all carried in a port-'
"PIANO NOTES FOR BEGINNERS"
and'
a ble
kit. Sa nd pa per was used to
"PIANO
NOTES FIRST GRADE"
were
smooth corks and an ice pick to
written by Bette Burke and Dale Bartholmake the holes for drilling.
omew in coflaborotion
with Hugo Frey,
one of America's loremost music ed'ilors,
The hamhoo for dIe flutes was supplied hr the Bamboo and RaHan
These books ore guid'es 10 both teacher
and' student
through
the
beginning
Works
of Hoboken. New Jersey.
phases of piano study, including
sleps
(Bamhoo
proved to be the most
10 reading,
elementary
Iheory and wriladaptable
o[ all the materials used.
ten work.
Other thing,;: ha'"c included spikes,
Important
features of "PIANO
NOTES
common string. llra:--s pipcs. gourds,
FOR BEGINNERS" include: An Approoch
brass wirc. plastic". wood of differto Arm Touch.
Time Patterns.
Writing
ent types. cigar ho)\e,._ hose coupLessons • Sharps ond Flats • also indudes
numerous diagramolic
keyboord
lings, garbage pails. jce cream carand note illustralions.
Ions. jnner lubes. corks and JeatheL)
"PIANO NOTES FIRST GRADE" is a con_
The bamboo ·was hollowed oul and
tinuation of Ihe ideas presented
in the
cut in lengths of 12 inches for the
Beginners' Book.
soprano
flut.es, and ]8 inches Ior
Price 75c each
the altos at. a cost of six cents and
THE BIG 3 MUSIC
CORPORATION
eight cents. rC5pccti,-ely. (It didn't
Sale; Agent
lor Robb'n' MuSIC Corpo'Ol,on
take the students long to realize that
le<> Fe"l
In'
• Mdler MuSIC Corporol,on
799 Seventh Avenue'
New York 19, N Y
the sliortcr a piece of wond or pipe
or spike the higher the pitch and the
longer
the piece the lower
the
pitch.) Shellac was used on the inside of the bamboo to counteract the
LEARN ANOTHER
effects of expansion and consequent
by
•
cracking
due to moiSl.Llre, and the
corks for mOllth pieces are protected
{rom cracks by dipping in linseed oB.
World's-StolldQrd
CONVERSATIONAL
METHOD
They used a template to trace the
FRENCH ,\rc inll',cf;(i"l' curee', lrareL Clll·
shape of the rnollthpicce and the
SPANISH
fJ~~:~
;1,,~(l~'~~JlU:;(~;~c,
al~~I~;,glaj;~::a~~\:
position of the :-;ollnd hole. This,
GERMAN AT HOME lellrn cll.,ily. qUi"klY ~.r
however. had u' he dOIlr: a(~(:llral:ely.
RUSSIAN ~l~~',~~(')jl:~'lrW~EYo~IOt'r~ili~'~
NORWEGIAN
XHtl lIca' lla!-i"e lncn and \rOll]{'1\
I,he proper size. 1,4 inch hy %:? inch.
JAPANESE W~~r~13~
~~ll~~~~\~~;~I~~~IQ;;~~':"~'~~':
After tracing the outline of the
-29
a
million
home-Hudy
otHd~nIS.
LCinquoqes
\\"lUTE
TODAYror FHBl': BOOK.
moutllpiece
from the template. the
aVClilable
,\pprn,"c,l
ror Veterans' Tr~injlll:.
Stlldent
sawed
around the line which
L inguallhone I nstitute,
3~1G Radio
City, N. Y. 20, N. Y.
forms the top of the mouthpiece,
then sanded jt smooth, He then
Lingllaphone
In$titllte
I
drilled a hole for the sound hole or
3910 Radio City.
I
New York 20. New York
I
window with a ;;~)~inch drill bit, and
SCIl\l me your },'lH:~;
h<hlk. 1 I
with the square file he shaped it to
"·Wlt 1.0 iearn..
I
laUI;Uage.
I
% inch in length and %~ inch in
I
height with square corners. A Eter
I
I
the sound llole was shaped
and
City""
State....
...
..... .J
I
___________
checked by thc teacher, the windo"'i\T
siB was cut-first
with a razor blade,
then filed to a 45 degree angle along
the lower edge of the window.
Fjling the channel was the next
step, This is a shallow trough on
the in"ide of the Autc extending
from the outer edges of the soundhole to the top edge of the flute.
This was done with a square file to

timillImi:~
II
LANGUAGE

LlNGUAPHONE

...

-------------,

make sure the sides were perpendicular. At this point the hamboo
was laid aside and work was started
on the cork. The cork was shaped
into a straight
cylinder
that would
fit snugly into the mout.hpiece of the
flute. It was first cut down with fine
shavings with a razor blade then
sandel
with fine sandpaper.
This
operation seemed to be the tr-icky
part of the construction
for most of
the students. Many of them had to
discard the first attempt
and start
again because they failed to share
the corks to fit, or else they made
them barrel-shaped
by sanding the
edges round instead of sharp.
When the cork was fitted a small
concave slice was cut ofT the side
next to the channel
and the cork
placed in the mouthpiece.
This was
the magic moment. If a 11 was (lone
correctly, the flute had a voice. The
cork was then shaped
to fit the
mouth.
\'ilhen the student had learned to
blow It steady tone on the first 110te
of bis flute, it was tuned with the
piano or pitch pipe to "C:;." (The
"D" flut.es were tuned to "C::" instead of "D" then a smalL lit11e
finger hole was drilled
in the side
of the instrument
and tuned to the
keynote "D." The "Ci;:" is not always
accurate, according
to the teacher.
but accurate
enough
Ior the occasional times it js used. but the "D"
or "Do" of the scale js always accu·
rate.) The one on the flilte was 81·
ways lower than the desired
pitch.
so it was necessary
to saw ofT sma 11
pieces from the end of the flute unlil
the right pitch was attained.
The
pupil was then ready to start makjnn'
the finger holes.
Two rules applied here in order to
place the finger holes jn a logical
position. First, the lower hole was
to be placed
approxjmately
one.
fourth the distance
from the top of
the sound hole to the end of the
flute; and second, the top hole could
be no closer than 2Y2 inches from
t.he sound hole. Between
these two
points t.he student
made a tentative
arrangement
of six holes. He did
not make the marks too deep. however, because he mjght have to alter
theil: positions
slightly
as t.he flute
makmg progressed.
The little finger, or tuninrr hole
\\:as placed a little below and"'to th~
n~ht of. the first hole, and was
dnUed wnh a Ys inch bit. This hole
was purposely made small since the
smaller
. I
I
. the hole the less ,., rnlse{
t Ie pItch. of the tone and it was
m~,ch eaSlel- to raise the pitch bv
filmg
out
.b
. the hole than to 10wer H
y putUn:; plastic wood around it
edge.
s
0

the little finrrer 0 r t unmg
.
I After
1
,~o ,;' ,~as ~led until the flute sounded
D With It open the next I I
drill cd.
'
. 10. e was
0

As the student

scale, t.u.ning each hole. and learning
to play rt before he drilled the next
one, the position and size of the
holes became easier to estimate, and
therefore
easier to tune. The last
four holes were drilled and tuneJ
much faster than the first four.
The thrill of creation and pride
in accomplishment
which the student
experienced
.in the making of an instrument
appeared to Marie Thorne
Jeppson
a significant justification of
the activity.
even though an array
of plastic ancl metal instruments at
nominal
prices are today manufac_
tured
in abundance.
The student
seems to have a tender, loving de.
votion to the instrument of his own
rna king.
no matter how crude the
workmanship.
When be plays the instrurnent
. in addition 10 having Iashioned it himself
it appears that he
lives music more intimately and fully
than he could possibly do in playing
an instrnmcut
of commercial make.
Artistic
ability is tested when an
inst rumenr
is r-omp! ted, Each student in
Iurte'e classes is allowed
to decorute
in any form he chooses.
but in so doing must mploy the use
of different
media Bnd tedmiquesas
well as be n at and creative.
Marie and her students construct·
ed a 'Xyloph nc out of ordinary white
pine. sack twin.
lip screws and
right angles. The while pine proved
10 be on a pilr "Tjth the rose.....
ood
lI~cd comm r ially. 1t was obsem·tI
Ibul tIl hars on manufactured
x)'lo1)lIon sand mllrimbas were hollowed
out on the under side. The purpose
of this wn" nt fir~t thought to be
that o( giving r
nance to the bar.
but later
~larie and her students
learned
that this process also 1011"
el-cd the I>itch. The mallets ""ere
made
of dowcl rods. lengths 01
bl·oom~ticl.. and "'001 yam.
Almo:-t as po!)ular as the flut~
were the cigar bo\: and gourd uku·
Icle~_ The fin~cr board were plastic.
the frets.
bra~s. and regular uke
~trings
and pegs were purchased
f1·om local mm~ic ~tor~. The nech
were whiulcd out of soft ",hite pine
and the tops thin spruce.
~1arie
11m! up her instrument
building
projects characteristically:
"Unde.- the guidance of an interested
teacher whose background in the use
o[ siml)1 lools and elemental)' mu~ic
and art i~adequate. or whose inter·
est prompt,
her to male it adequale.
and when the aClivity is adju~ed to
t he degree
of deHlopm~nl of the stu·
dents.
the making and playing of
simple
mU5ical instrum~nls in the
classroom
81)pears to be a renrding projecl to all concerned. antian
enriching
conlrihutor
in the ~b~l
curriculum'"
THE DO

ILLUSTRATION

of

(Continued
arship of the National

Federation

of Music Clubs. Miss Alderman

is
majoring in voice and piano at
SalemCollege. In the 13th annual
awardof the Edgar Stillman Kelly
Scholarship, the winner is Janet
Goodman,a 13 year old pianist of
Spokane,Washington. The award in
beth cases is 250, renewable
for
threesuccessive years if the progress
of therecipient warrants.
The Audio Fair, 1952. t.o be
held in New York City beginning
October29, has been extended
to
run four days instead of three, as
in previous years. Represented
at
the Fair will be the greatest uurnherof manufacturers of high-fidelity
soundequipment ever to part icipute
in a single exhibit. All of the latest
developments in high-fidelity. a<:.well

CO",IIJETIT'IONS

Music

from
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Greatest Organ Value Ever!
NEW Low-Cost ESTEY CATHEDRAL

8)

as all other sound reproducing
SYStems will be on display. It is expected that a number of European
companies
will be represented
as
well as the leading manufacturers
of
America and Canada.
Dr. Charles
Gilber·t Spross,
well-known
pianist,
composer,
accompanist,
celebrated
for his Widely
sting Will-O'-the-Wisp,
recently completed his 60th year as accompanist
for the Euterpe Glee Club of Pouchkeepaie, New York. Dr. Sprees I~as
accompanied
scores of the foremost
artists
of his time. Many of the
greatest
refused
to have any other
accompanist.
His choral works are
greatly in demand. Congr-atulations,
"Uncle Charlie,"
as he is afIectjon~
atel y known
by members
of the
Euterpe.

(FQr details, write to sponsor

CREOn;

• Cambridge String Choir Award of 50.00 for the best arrangement
for string orchestra. Closing date, June IS, 1953. Details from .Mrs.
Rohert Conner, 524 No. 10th St., Cambridge,
Ohio.

• The American

progressed

up the

19-Helan

Horve, Shot-lI

mer
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000

Corporation,

Teacher-Salesmen
Establish a permanent.
profitable
business both in teachin9 and
in selling
Estey Or9ans.
If
you are an argon teacher
and have a car at your disposal, some choice territories are open, Write for details.
10, Vermont

Brattleboro

0 0 0 0 0 000

0 0 0 0 000

000

0 0

Guild

of Organists Prize Anthem Contest. Award
offered by The H. W. Gray Company.
Inc.
Closing date January
1. 1953. American
Guild of Organi"ts,
630
Fifth Avenue, New York 20.

,

• Northern California
Harpists'
Assocjation
Composjrion
Contest.
Two$100 awards. Closing date January 1. 1953. Details from Yvonne
La Mothe, 687 Grizzly Peak Blvd., Berkeley 8, California.
• Composition Contest. for women composers,
sponsored
by Delta
Omicron. Award 150.00. Winner to be announced
at Delta Omicron
National Convention in 1953. No closing date announced.
Address
Lela Hanmer. Contest Chairman. American
Conservatory
of Music.
Kimball Building, Chicago 4. Illinois.
• The 20th Biennial Youno- Art.ists Auditions of the National Federa·
tionof Music Clubs. Classifi'catjons: piano, voice, violin, stl'ing quartet.
Awards in all classes. Finals in the spring of 1953. All details from
Mrs.R. E. Wendland, 1204 N. Third Street, Temple, Texas.
• The 13th Biennial Student Auditions of the National Federat.ion
of Music Clubs. Awards, State and National.
Spring of 1953. Mrs.
Floride Cox, 207 River Street, Belton, South Carolina.
• Mendelssohn Glee Club. N. Y. C., second annual Award Contest for
the best original male chorus.
100.00 prize. Closing date January
1. 1953. Details from Mendelssohn Glee Club, 154 W. 18th St., New

York 11, N. Y.
• Marian Anderson Scholarships
for vocal study.
announced. Marian Anderson
Scholarship
Fund,
Anderson, 762 S. Martin St., Philadelphja
46, Pa.

Closing date not
c/o Miss Alyse

• Sixth Annual Composition Contest sponsored
by the Friends
of
HarveyGaul, lnc. Open to aJJ composers. Prize
4-00 for best one-act
~~era.Closing date December I, 1952. Victor Sawdek, Chairman, 315
ady Ave., Pittsburgh 6. Pa.

G. Jone'

Organ

E,tey Cothedrol
Motor operoted
pi v, tox & freight

$100 and publication

,

17-Roy

Estey

$1150

• Women's Auxiliary of the Toledo Orchestra
Association.
Award of
500 for 5 to 10 minute work for symp110ny orchestra. Closing date,
December IS, 1952. Details from Women's Auxiliary,
Toledo Orchestra Association, 401 Jefferson Ave., Toledo 4, Ohio.

54th St., N. Y. C.

IS--Bruno

Supreme
in tonal quality,
breathtaking
in performance,
this amazing
new
Estey CATHEDRAL model is
highly
praised
by music
teachers everywhere.
Yet a
pupil can easily play this
versatile
instrument.
Single
manual,
motor-operated,
the CATHEDRAL
is ideal
for homes, clubs, auditoriums, churches, chapels and
orchestras.
Choose
a lowcost Estey
model
priced
from $175 to $1150. plus
tax and freight. Write for
free folder
and
dealer's
name.

listed)

• Purple Heart Songwritjng
Awards. Popular,
standard
or sacred
song~.First prize. 1000; second prize, 500; fOUT prizes of $250 each.
Closmg date not announced.
Order of the Purple
Heart, 230 w.

10, II-Mydk\oy

2O--Lorha
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SENSATIONAL
PUBLICATIONS
For Piano By

MARGARET
CREATIVE

TECHNIQUE

Step by Step with Keyboard
Just

DEE
Harmony $1.25

MARGARET' DEE INSISTS
10 Minutes a Day-BUT
EVERY DAY!
is the answer to the problem,

2 SKETCHES OF THE WEST (Piano Solos 1
With Pleasant Practice Paces
LOPE ALONG COWBOY
2nd Gr.
,35
RIDING THE RANGE
2'12 Gr.
.40
2 SKETCHES IN CAPERS IN COUNTERPOINT (Piano Solos)
TWO OF A KIND
2nd Gr.
.35
COMICAL
FINGERS
2nd Gr.
,40

Something entirely

new in PIANO TEACHING

MATERIAL.

We feel that you will be interested
in examining the above publications. If your Dealer cannot supply, send your orders to the publisher.

VOLKWEIN BROS. INC., 632 Liberty Ave.,
PITTSBURGH 22, PA.
57
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BUILDING

THE CONCERT

PROGRAM

(Continned from Page 16)
Prat, Brezaoiolo, and Malurous quo
lIlJO [cnno.
Now, I must present something
more familiar, so 1. chose the well
known aria Depuis la jour by Charpentier, as an encore.
The second half of the program
begins with the beautiful and little
known lyric song of Rossini, La
Proniessa. Then, a brilliant folk song
In mezo al Mar arranged by Geoi
Sadero, and ending with what I
think is one of the most exquisite
songs ever written. Pcsscqoiata
by
Pizzetti.
My last group in English begins
with an aria from "The Telephone"
by Menotti, Hello! Hello! which is
full of humor, and is clever. Then
follows Velvet Shoes by Randall
Thompson, and a new. and as yet
unpublished song N uvoletta by Samuel Barber. It is light and airy, like
a little rondo {O!" voice and piano.
Then I add a song that pulls at the
heart strings, Walk Slowly. Dear by
Courtlandt Palmer, and end with the
brilliant Czardas from "Die Fledermaus" in English.
It is not necessary to go so far
afield in building a concert program; but four things should always
be stressed:
(1) variety_ (2) con·
trast, (3) mood, and (4) color.
These are very important
elements.
and they should
be judiciously
chosen to add up to <Ill j m pressive
whole.
You do not ha \Ie to start a program with Bach and Handel, and
sing your way through two centuries
of vocal literature. A splendid result
may be achieved by skipping from
one musical epoch to another, primarily in regard to building an interesting program, and not just rigidly adhering to a worn out cluonological order. An exception to this
may be made when one sings the
songs of one composer. or a program built on one period. A type of
program such as this should be sung
for a specialized audience, who come
primarily to hear this particular type
of music.
"
I think young singers often make
a mistake in attempting
songs that
call for more emotion a 1 maturity
than they can possibly bring to a
performance. Such works as Frauenficbe und Leben, or Dichlerliebe by
Schumann or the Erlkonig by Scllllbert to mention only a few are in
this class. If you do not understand
a song, or haven't a personal feeling
for it, don't attempt it in public.
We all know that Mozart, and the
bel-canto of the early Ita.1ians, and
certain songs of Schubert, Brahms.
and Schumann, add up to good material for the young singer. I believe
that the student should begin to explore the less hackneyed
songs oE
these same composers, early in his
ca~·eer. In building a program, mix
the unhackneyed with the familiar

songs that the audience will know
and "Jove, and make it flexible and
suited to all occasions.
One of the most encouraging
things, as I travel around the country, is to see the constant raising of
musical standards. When one gives
a concert in New York, the artist
must bear several things in mind.
He or she is singing for a very discriminating,
highly developed,
sophisticated,
and extremely discerning musical public. New York is a
world music capital. and one is ever
conscious of this in the selection of
program material. This is also true
in other big musk centers of the
United States. It has become almost
im perative in New York to sing a
program
built on unusual works.
along with accepted masterpieces.
This, the public and the critics demand. These unusual songs can he
either contemporary or ancient. but
they must have IwO attributes at all
times; they must have musical value,
and they must be interesting.
One of the heartening signs of the
times is the emphasis on present day
American
music. This is an excel·
lent trend, and should be encouraged
in every way. Our American composers in recent years have surged
to the fore, and they have important
things to express. They are of our
time, and they speak to us in forceful terms. I believe Ihal the American artist should feel an obligation
to imestigate.
study. and perform
worthwhile
works by our distinguished Americans: Chades Criffes.
John
Alden
Carpenter,
and the
younger
writers,
Samuel
Barber,
John Duke, Theodore Chandler, Paul
NordofJ, to ment.ion onJy a few who
know how to wrjte for voice and
piano.
There is still some J"esistance to
ultra modem music. This is true not
only in the smaller cities: but some
of the larger cities as well, so an
overdose of the ultra moderns would
be a mistake. Again, I would stress
variety, and different colors from the
musical pallet. To give an example
of what I mean by color, it would
be a mistake to give a complete program that would be prevailingly ~o.
mantic, and middle European. This
is great music, and the heart of the
vocal repertoire;
but to add interest.
it should be spiced with a different
sound, color, some French impl'es·
sionism, 01' a striking contemporary
song. When one adds songs "off the
beaten track" this immediately adds
freshness
and interest.
and one
school wm then offset the other. and
both will show to greater advantage.
Let me suggest two songs that you
may study, Preciosilla
by Virgil
Thomson with words by Gertrude
Stein, and The Wing from "The
Children"
by Theodore
Chandler.
These would be classified under the
unusual, and are not heard so often.

With a little cur.ioeity, one can find
many, many more. There are, as a
rule. a handful of songs by a composer, that are done to death. Usually with good reason.
They are
great songs. However, it is more enterprising
to search
out works by
the same composers,
songs with high
merit, that will be fresh and new to
the public.
I have found, and I am sure that
every artist will bear me out, that
it is impossible
to please everyone.
The only practical
solution is to try

BREAD AND
(Continued

to please as many people as possible; this is all one can do.
It is impossible to lay down hard
and fast rules, and whatever I have
suggested
here, I offer as a tentatll'e
guide. Singers are so fortunate in the
tremendous
range of vocal literature
with its richness of content, that
thousands
of variations are possible
in building
concert programs. 1£ all
of the elements that I have described
are carefully
chosen, there is no
reason
why you cannot create a
successful
one.
THE END

BUTTER

MUSIC

from, Page 15)

pieces which huv continued to be
sky, Mrs. H. H. A. Beach. Felix
"best
seller"
for years and those
Borowski,
Cecil
Burleigh.
Abram
here listed are merely typical.
Chassins, Cecile Chaminade,
Aaron
(Publishers' Code)
Copland, Charles
W. Cadman, Leo
Name
Code
Dellbes. Gabriel
Faure.
Alexander
B.ll.
Boston Music
om pan)
Gretchaninov,
Charles
T. Grilles,
John
hurch
om pan)'
J. C.
Edvard Grieg, Percy Grainger,
RuO. D.
Oliver Ditson
ompany
dolf Ganz, Benjamin
Godard,
H.
Elkan.Vogel
Company
E. V.
H. Huss, Howard
Hanson.
Anton
Carl Fischer, In ,
C F.
Liadow, Alexander
Ilynsky. Moritz
E. C.ll.
E. C. 'lark Music c.
Moszkowski, Darius Milhaud. EthelM. M. C.
Mills
'[usi
o.
bert Nevin, Christian
Sinding, Cyril
T. P.
Theodor
PI' sser Co.
Scott, Eduard
Schiitt,
Alexander
A. P.S
Anhur P.
hmidt Co.
Scriabin, Xaver Scharwenka.
Trygve
C. S.
C. chirmer, In .
Torjussen, Ernst Toch. Heitor Villa·
S&G
chro der & unther, Inc.
Lobos, Mana ZUCC<l.
C. E S.
layton F_ ummy o.
You will also want to add to such
W.H.W.
W. H. illi & o.
a list the best of the highly attractive
B. E. W.
and effective educational
pieces of
B. F. Wood ~lu,i
o.
such composers
as F. P. Atherton.
Carl Bohm. Paul Bliss. Homer
Ander:-uu.
Lefoy Thr
yncopated
Bartlett, Ca'roline Crawf·ord. Charle~
Clock
'!. I.
Dennee, M. A. E. Davis. Maxwell
Boykin.
Helen
cher:o in B Minor
Eckstein, H. Engelmann_
Mae-Aileen
S&G
Erb, Rudolf Friml, Ralph Federer.
Brown_ ArLhur L. Lor;e Dreams T. P.
Elizabeth Gest, .Frank
Gray, Allan
Burns.
Felix F10lurs 0/ ,he Fores!
Grant, Charles
Huerter.
Carl W
W.H.W.
Kern, Frederjck
Keats.' Ella Ket~
Brown. Arlhur L. The Pixies Good·
terer, T. R. Machlachla;l.
Theodore
igllt ong B. f. W.
Lack. Cedric Lemont. Francesco
de
Bilotti. An,ou TIle Firej/y C. f.
Leone, Thurlow Lieurance.
H. AlexBarnes.
Bernard WhimS)' C. F. S,
ander Matthews, Donald Lee Moore.
Cobb. Ha. I /epping Oui \L \1. C.
Jane Mattingly,
Mark Nevin. Ada
Carmi hae!. Hoagy tar DWI
Richter,
Louise
C. Rebe.
Walter
M. ~I. C.
Rolfe,. Irene
Rodgers.
George
L.
Cooke_ James Franci!S ea Gardau
Spaldlllg,
F. A. Grant-Schaeffer
T. P.
Francois Thome. Frederick
A. \':/i1:
Cadman.
had
Wakefield Al
lial.ns, Paul
\Vachs.
Louise
Dawning T. P.
Wnght, Paul
du Val. and many
Crawford.
Caroline H. On the lee at
otl~er composers of this general type_
Siceet Briar B. F. W.
fhe average
musically
untutored
Cooke. James Franci.:. While Orchid5
parent~ are e~ltitled. to the privilege
T. P.
of statmg their desJres in music
Dennee.
Chade
Taronidle A. P. 5,
"But "dcon ten s one teacher. ';par~
.
Deb,,» . Claude Clai, de LUJI'E Y.
ents h~ve no right to tell the doctor
Daniel. Kathryn
inKing Fingm
what kmd of medicine to pre"'cril
"
W.H.W.
The relation is not at all an;l
Je.
Tl
.
I
agollS.
Davis. M. . E. Arbll'.' B. F. ".
Ie wnter
las known
SCores of
Eckstein.
Muwell Prelude in plJj.
teachers
who realize
tl,,'S parent_
'j'
tel C. F.
pUpl relatIOnship
and ha\e
k'l1
EckHein.
)laxwell
pooh G. S.
fully
led the parents of tl'lelr pupils
s I. [.
Eckstein.
~Iax~-ell The Threr Tro/lJ
rom muslcal illiteracv,
fi
. I
I'
. 0 ne tnuC ..
Slca ent lUSlasm.
Eckstein, Max'fell Rhop",di, B. i
~TUDE_ with the assistance
Engelmann. H. .IIe1oJyo/ L""
vanous publishers.
has Com '1 d of
F rim]. Rudoll Volse LaciJJe C.S
short list of music of tl
kiPIde
.a
.
Ie
n
diS
FrimJ. Rudoll Ross;""Ro_"
d
cusse
III
the foregoing
ed', . .
. now bein
I onal
C..
an d w I'llC h 15
.'
. I Tl
g most wldelv
him!. Rudoll .If""n
T. p.
u::.ec.
lere
are sco res 0 f other •
(Continued on poge 61)
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TWO

MASTER LESSONS

NEW YORK COLLEGE OF MUSIC

(ConMnned front Page 26)
(Ill. 27-31)
a final

'II." in phrasing.
I·Watch out [or those down-up
(~tronu.weak)two-note phrase lines
il;m. ~l5....
:M. 16·20 are tragic
"Il,he, to Ashes, Dust to Dust"
pll;ases. the first half played with
rich.severe bass line. the last half
mnch more softly and introspectiveIy.... M. 20-24 offer a brief moment
~fsurgeand climax ....
Hold down
the damperpedal with the G Mtnor
chordharmony (m. 23·24) and keep
thetonesolid until the lone, long F
sounds.
Aftera wait on this F, play the
final statement of the prayer theme
[n. 25·27) like a tender farewell
... slightly emphasize the line ol
the Tighthand's lowest sea le voice,
. Then. like a coffin descending
into thegrave, those last bass octaves

Arved Kurtz, Director
descend

1878

YEAR

College ond Professional Courses
Class and Individual Instruction
Day or Evening
Preparatory Training for Children or Adult Beginners
Write for Cotalogue
114 East 85 Street, New York 28, N. Y.
Full or Part Time

-r--c

'~~3~~~~_
~~,f
are
•.

Chartered

75th ANNIVERSARY

inexorably

II ~J7F

I

~~

Wto

,"

my

love!"

in Ill. 31 and 32, and two beautiful
major chords (roll the last one slowly
and pianissimo
if you wish) finish
the Consolation.
You will find this piece an excel
lent introduction
to Liszt for serious
intermediate
grade students,
and a
good soft-chord study for anybody
. .. ~'Heavens!"
I hear you say, "If
I painted
such a tragic picture for
a student, he wouldn't uraut to play
the piece." ...
Right! ...
Don't
paint any picture for him; just let
him study the piece, then paint his
own!
THE END

/01'

6 cO/OJlt! piece&

pian.o, (j"aJe

2-3

IlALEIllOSl:OPE
by Miklos Rozsa
Hollywood

composer of "Quo

fnm

Vodis"

& "Spellbound"

BERCEUSE

MARCH
CHINESE

ZINGARA

BURLESQUE

MUSETTE

encl"
Order

CARILLON

40

cents

from your dealer

or directly

from

ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, Inc.
THE MAGIC
(Continued

from. Page 19)

theageof twelve when our family
moyedto Indianapolis and there I
startedharp lessons with Louise
Schell~chmidt.
After I had graduated
fromKnickerbacker Hall in Indian·
apolis.our mother brought my vio·
linistsister, Charlene. and me to
NewYork. I had lessons with Ada
Sassoli.the harpist who had toured
withMelba. then went to Paris to
studywith ·the incomparable
HenrietteRenic. She is !So great an in·
spirationthat I have gone to France
morethan 22 times to 5-tudy with her.
Asidefrom the joy a musician
~aturallyderives from music. playIng theharp ha.s O"ivenme a full and
interestinglife. O~ my concert tours
Ihavecome to know 'a cross section
ofthepeoplewho make up America.
a.nda good part of the United Na·
tlons.Se,'en times I have had the
~onorof playing at the White House.
mcludingrepealed recitals for the
Roo~e\'elt~
and three times for the
HooversOnce
.
when I was to play
at theV;1liteI·[ou<:e.I was called on
the telephone by a secretarv
and
askedto send over the key to the
harpcase so that :\'[1'. Hoover could
t~keQut the harp. I replied over
t e phone very earnestly
that I
~'ouldn'tthink of havina the Pre:::iI
huentd0 tl0t.
I would .,unpack the
myself.Th~ .reply came hack_
d are not talkmg about the Presi·
Hent.We are talkinrr about Ike
oover.the chief usher'" at the White
House."

"W~

. Inmytravels in Europe and Amer.
ICa I ha'
kl
.
hobby' 'e rec essly mdulged my
, of collectina old harp'
By
nowI h
'"
said ave so many that they are
lee" to he the largest private colIonof an'clen , an d rno dern harps
in th
mOst
\:aorl To me a harp has the
tnentd ,utlful shape of any instrueSlgnedby man, In my studio
u.

?
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25 W. 45th Street

OF THE HARP

there ,tre ancient harps from Africa,
Mexico. \Vales, Scandinavia,
France
and England,
my three Lyon and
Healy concert
harps as well as several practice
harps. Even away from
home 1 always take a harp with me
even if it is only a small Irish harp
such as tho:::e made by Melville Clark
so that I may practice when travel.
ing by motor or on Pullmans.
It is rare that a busy concert artist
find~ time to t.each but when I come
in from my tours the eager welcome
from my enthusiastic
group of pupils
make>: me happy to share the great
fundamental
principles
which
my
teacher
Henriette
Henie has given
to me.
Among
my pupils,
is the well·
known comedian.
Harpo l\brx who.
before coming
to me, was a self·
taught genius. He has gone to great
lengths
to have his harp lessons.
even to the extent of a les"on by
long- distance telephone from Hollywood to New York. He plavs entirely
bl' ear. or bv rote. as he is allergic
t~ reading
tile printed
page. However amu"ing
he is to his audiences
on the stage and in the movies, he
is a verv serious student.
Anoth~r
of my pupils. Marcella
De Cral'. while still in her teens was
appointed
assi:::tant harpist
at the
:Metropolitan
Opera Home. A great
admirer of the harp is Alec Temple.
ton. When
my record
of Pastoral
Variations
on an old Noel was reo
leased he played
it over and over
until he could play it on the piano
and declared
it his favorite record.
The magic of the harp for me has
been its power to lift me and my
audiences:
we become a part of that
stream of Oowing harp music which
has been sounding
since before the
time of Jubal to gladden the hearts
01men.
THE END

•
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CHORAL

SINGING
(Continu,ed

Selection3 for
CHRISTMAS

r'",

CHORAL PROGRAM
COMPOSER.ARRANGER

TITlE

PRICE

CAT. NO.

SATB (Easy)
Llu-istums Car-ols We Love to Sing (With stories
01" the carols) 52.50 per 100
Rendillg
Clu-istmas Fantasy
(May he sung SAB, SA or
Unison, Band ace. available)
Vel"r(lll
Go Tell 11 011 the Mountain
(Negro spiritual)
."
Fax
God Best You Morr-y, Gentlemen
(Traditional
English carol Ior four choirs: Junior,
Junior
High, Senior High and Adult mixed, Descant)
\V #
Lvnn
Holly TI'CC Carol
M:u'ryoU
o Conrle JCSll
(17th century choral style]Roff
Holy Night (Mezzo or Bar. and Mixed
quurteuc l
Adam-Holt
Silent. Night (E.G.)
. .Grubcr.Syl'c

412·40005

.05

31M0083

.22

312·21393

.16

312·40094
332·15091

.16
.18

332·40062

.12

332·0967]
332·15271

.12
.16

332·13691
332.12703
332-15095
332·15136
332.153U8

.15
.15
.12
.12
.15

.112-40109

.15

· .. Lynn

312-40086
332·40083

.18
.15

· .. Lynn

332.400085

.15

312·40099

.16

312.40063

.25

.
Handel
332·11700
]n This Night Christ Was Born (Intra it based on

.16

o

Six Old }~rcnch Christmas Carols
(E.F., First set)
.
,
Mallney
Tcn Traditional
Carols fOL" Christmas
.
Three Christmas Carols
Whi-r.e/reml
Thl'cc Chl·islmas Carols (Second set) White/lcml
TllI'ee Christmas Carols (Third set) Whitehcwl
SATB (Medium)
·Wilson

A·Rockin' All Night #
All Glory on High # Vl
(AlIslri:m Carol, Sop.) .,
All WCI'C There # ....
Candle in the Window
tSolo medium voice} #
Gloria! In Excelsis Deo

.. LplII

(SSAATTBB)
W #
(;Iol'ious Mystery
Sublime,

lerium

(SAATTBB,

Hallelujah
(II] C)
"Rodie

Chorus

Christus

.Lapo

0 l\1agnum MysE,L., Organ ad lib)
Gabl·ieli.LYIIII

from

Natus

"The

.

est")

Messiah"

# ....

Moschcui

Jesus Born in Bethlea
(Based 011 Appalachian
carol, Sop.) V;;' #
ScoU
New Yeul' Cal'ol (Mixed and Jr. choir. Sop.) W #
L)'nn
Now Glad of Hearl Be Evcryone V;;' #
PI'.wlorius-Kerll.lIt1.

332· J.0089

.12

312.400\)3

.22

312·40100

.22

312-40088

.18
.12

#

Wells ;;12·40]07
o My DeiI' Hert, Young Jesus Sweit (C"rol,
Madrigal style, Sop.) # ..
. ... Nagle 332·-1.0073
Oh, Now Be Joyful All (Sop., Ten., Piano or
organ ace. Hammond regist.ration)
Ta.ff~ 332.4(1091
One Evening in 'Vinlel' (Traditional
French)
Nowell

W #..
Song of An lndian Child #
SlOt')"
Of The Twelve (Mississippi
Dialecl, SSAATTEB)
W #

Duddy
.Lynn
Scott

.16

312.40097
332.IJ.Q084

.18
.16

312-40054

.22

spiritual,

...

.15

SATB (Difficult)
Gloria in Excelsis Dco from
lE.L..
SSATB)
Lullar. 1\'Iy Jesus
..
Men'Y Yuletide
(Christmas

"MOlSS

in B minor"

... nneh
. .. WhitehclId
song from
Little

Russia, SATB dividcd)

Gimsky_Korsakov·Schi,ulle,.

On the Twent),.:FHth
'- FUIll
(8 ]Jart)

,V.

Wcstminstcl'

of December.

College Libl'm'y

Send for a Complimentary

Copy

.22
.16

332·128't3

.18

332·13680

.30

Fum, Fum,
Schindlcr

Choir

3.12.21512
332·15200

#

of any of these

A. Cappella

selections

Educational Dept. E-l0

THEODORE PRESSER CO.. Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
~~~~~~~.~~~~~~
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SOLO VOICE
20)

Basses do not seem to suffer much
singing. True, he can still feel the
as they sing" in their natural speakvoice as he sings. and tell something
ing range,
and usually can do so
of what he is doing, but his accufreely and well.
rate, critical judgment
of his perIs there an answer to this prob.
formance is gone.
lem of forcing and injuring voices?
Then he is under the control of
Certainly
there is no simple and easy
the director, not himself.
At. least
[m-mul a whereby it mar be imm~.
this is bound to be true if the
diat el y circumvented.
There will be
director is a commanding
and forcemore
and more choral singingIl;! person, who knows
what he
wit ich is indeed to he de!'iiredwants and works for it energetically.
since
marc
people participate in
And the music he sings is no longer
creating
music
in this way than in
of his own or his teacher's
choosing .
any other.
and for sheer pleasure
The tessitura
is very likely t.o be
what cau surpass it l The responsimore severe than he has in his songs,
biJity for dealing: with the situation
with singing problems that he is not
is obviously
the director's, and there
yet ready to attempt. Or the director
a re severn I considerations
which
may have to work for a quality of
might help him to keep these harmtone which will not agree with the
ful re uh.s to a minimum.
student's
particular
needs.
CerTo begin with, the director must
tainly if there is any difficulty of
know
all he can about voices. He
keeping the voice well poised and
must hear when the lone is free. and
free in daily practice lessons, it be·
coordination
corr ct. and must have
comes almost an impossibility
when
at his command lhc mean!' of indue·
singing with a choiL
ing bis !ling rs t !ling as: freely as
The result is that many voices are
they
po~sibly can. He must ]m'e
forced. If it is a chul"Ch choir. or
respect
for whal voice~ can and
glee club which rehearses
once or
cannot
do. They arc nol machines,
twice a week, and does not cancel'·
to be put through tbeir Ilaces in an
t.ize extensively,
the adverse effects
impersonal
fashi n. A violin can
for most of the singers will be neg'
pla~' any number of hi".h A's one
ligible. However,
if it be a high
after anoth r. A soprano mll~l sin~
school or college choir with a high
only a few at n time and then re~l
standard
of perfonnance.
difficult
or sing lower pit hes. InMnnnental·
music. four or five rehearsals
a
ists can rehearse two or three how:
week, and many
singing
engage·
an hour and a half is long for a
ments. the result can in some cases
chorus.
Tnstnllll ntali;;t~ can repeat
be disastrous.
a difficult pa"&ll;C many time::. '\\01'
In one city 'where
tile writer
be unto the hoi I' direelor who take,
taught. t.here was a very fine high
his !'=-ingers time and lime again
school choir. which
rehearsed
five
through
8 se\'cre !)a;;;;atre. He mu,t
hours a week and sang concerts continuously.
After
singing
with t.his
plan to do it a little better al each
group for three years, one of the
rehearsal.
IIi
rche3r~ls
must be
sopranos
came
for lessons.
The
planned
with carc. starting \lith
throat was extremely
tense and re·
something
easy to warm up thF
stricted from continually
singing the
voices. demanding
the most inten~
first soprano
range,
and the voice
work after the rehear~1 ha<::been
had less than half its true volume
under way (or awhile. changing the
and richness. It was a two year job
routine
continuomly.
This can he
t.o overcome that condition.
done by working with different sec·
Another time a student left to go
tions.
changing
the mu~ic rather
t? a music school of good )·cputa.
frequently.
having the ~inger5 "and
t~on, as she wanted
to have more
occa~iol1all)'.
and a ,·ariet,. of otber
tIme to concentrate
on her music.
similar
de,"ice~.
Idom need the
She. was. accepted
in the concert
choir go through a long and difficult
chOIr ",~hIch rehearsed
daily for an
pice!;" without a pause. until the time
hour-Ill
the early
morning-and
of performance
approache~ and the
also sang many concerts.
She came
notes. words. and d'lJamics are well
back at. the end of the year. heartin mind.
nd alway~ mu..:t the direc·
broken because her voice was hadly
tor be C'onS<"ious of pO:::ture.breath·
f?rced, and she could
no longer
ing. loo~e jaws. free throat..:. and
Slllg. In her case it was a year before
con~quent
ease of singing.
we
hoir directing i...
fir..t and foreN restored what we had had b e f ore.
umerot.ls other similar cases mi ht
moH in"'pirational.
Thc leader mu4
be mentIoned.
g
keep his ~inger'" alert and alire. lor
In general, soprano voices seem to
only thus can the ,·oice..: be reallr
{su fIerI more
.
.than the OIlleI'S. TI le
free and used to their fulle'!'t ad\'an'
ema e VOIce ]S delicate and must be
tage. Even' "'inrrer lno,,''': that thi5
handled
carefully.
Demanding
too
i true.
~ha~ to ",ing hi~ best he
severe a . range
from tl le soprano IS
.
.
must
put him"t"H into !.he ri~l
sure
to lllJ ure some of tl,en 1. T enol'
•
frame
of mind. and ~timtllate ~5.
VOices can
d ma d e
an also be strained
imag~nation
to .feel and project~
t ense
b y too mud 1 I'llgI1 smgln
. .
emoLJonal meanmg of • ~ng. W,,---!
Al tos must beware
f
'.
g.
.
0 smgmg
1
that
every choral director Jt1fIJtl'
much m the heavy .. In.
00
c lest
VOIce.
that here is 'Where hi" ~inging plO~

and

ETUDE-OCTOBF:R
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might be harmed,
and tv act for
th.ell' best interests.
Perhaps
they
Will be put in another
section, perhaps they will be asked not to sina
as hard as the others, or not to sin ~
the high notes. In some cases where
they are serious voice students they
should be persuaded
not to sinz in
the choir until good habits of sinzing are established
and the chances
of injury
reduced.
Constant
care
must be exercised
in this direction.
In other
words, there are times
when the director
BlUSt compromise
between musical demands and vocal
abilities. He may get superior choral
results by driving hard without regard (01' the welfare of his sinzers
but j( he be truly sensitive to their
vocal needs he wiJ1 set as his goal
II maximum
of musical results with
II minimum
of vocal injury.

lernsbegin. :rhe. reason for this is
plain:the VOIceIS the m~ans where' weexpress our feelings.
If we
b;
"f 1
re excited t h'e VOIce s IlOWS It,
~ired,bored, impatient •. cynical,
kindly,
angry, reverent, or m a thou.andother moods, the voice shows
it at once, without conscious elTort;
it is the mirror of our feelings
whether
we will it or not.
Butmost important of all is this:
thedirectormust realize that no one
canstandbefore a group of singers
andbeabsolutely sure that they are
allsingingfreely with forcing. The
,ingingmay sound as though this
istrue,for a multitude of voice in
whicha large share are of good
quality
and well used, ,....
ill cover th
pinchedrestrained singing of the
minority
of singers whose voices ar
notwellcoordinated. It is then his
dutyto know which (If his singer

--._----------------------------------------------,

For the serious

student
who wishes
inprofessional
study of music,
be.lanced with participation
in College liberal:
arts program. and general
campus activity.
Dormitories,
co-educational
dining, exten•

sive

concert

series

practice

Momber National

Associafion

Bulletin

the Wee

Granl.Allan Gramercy Square
C.F.S.
Glover,David C. Jr. Beat OILt the
Boogie S & G
Hanson,
Howard H. Clog Dance

l\Jainville,
Dcnise Valse Clwnnante
W. If. W.
1 cvin,
Ethel.bert
The Rosary B. M.
Nevin, Mark Rhapsody
in Scales
S & G
Nevin, :Mark l'repak S & G
Overlade, A. R. Swaying Daffodils
Rolselh, Bjarne The Ballet Dancer
G. S.
Rodgers. Irene Moon Mist C. F. S.
Rodgers, Irene Swtrise in the Valley
C. F.
Rolfe, Walter Kiss 0/ Spring B. M.
SiJfer, Paul J. Sonatina B. IV1.
Schaefer,
G. A. Grant Fire/lies
A. P. S.
Van Nort, Isabel Cinderella
at the
Ball 1\1. 1\'1.
Wright. N. Louise The Butterfly
G. S.
W rig h t, 1N . Louise lValtz G. S.
Wright, N. Louise Veil Dance G. S.
\Vright, N. Louise Shadow Dance
T. P.
Wright, N. Louise

/Leld G.S.

•

••
••
••
•:

01 Schoo's of Music

cataldg

describing

de-

awarded

on

:

adlTIission

and

audition:
:

of music

events

for

the

•I
•

cur-

Programs
given

Director

I

of
during

of Admissions,
Box 5102,

concerts
and
past season

Oberlin

Oberlin.

•

recitals:

College

Ohio

---------------------------------_

_------_.#

••
••
••
••
••

Send 1M ~
IrlMrnrn
©®l:PW

At Evening

W. H. W.
Low Tide S & G

. ac achlan. T. Robin The Cascades

Williams,

)[acLachlan,T. Robin Swing

Many
millions
of the foregoing
compositions
have been used by
teachers and thus are a representa.
tive means of determining
popular
taste for this type of useful educational music.
THE END

.

Prel·

ud'S&G
MacDowell,
Edward To a Wild Rose

A. P. S.
M,ttinoly
'I
L "', ) aile 1'.
agOOn W. H. W.

:

rent year

T.P.

Jessel,Leon Parade 0/ the Wooden
Soidiers E. G. M.
.
Keats,Frederick Dance a/ the Rose·
buds T. P.
Ka,schau,Howard Gypsy Whirl
S& G
Labunski,Wiktor Four Variatiolls
on a Theme by Paganini C. F.
Lecuona,Ernesto Malagueiia
E.G.M.
L-emont,
Cedric W. The Organist
C. F.
Linch,Paul The Glow Worm

G. S.

facilities.

procedures

from Page 58)

Foiks J. C.

tc.~

:

local:

for:

Calendar

.\lartin,Elizabeth B. CottOIt Pickers
'IE. M.
~[owrey,
Dent La Gaiete C. F. S.
, acLachlall,T. Robin In the Cotton

and

:

THE END

BREAD AND BUTTER MUSIC

c.r.

by guest

al·tists, excellent

grees

0/

:
:

tensive

Conservatory

Gaynor,
Jessie C. March

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
•
••
•
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Blue

Jean

SEND (without obligation)
Catalog M952E to:

A CLARIFICATION
In the September ETUDE an advertisement

appeared

for the "Re·

viewof Recorded Music"

in which the reader

was referred

:\Iusical Crossword Puzzle

in the A ugust

of that

Ti'llS was incorrect· the advertiser
September issue." ,

ErUD E-OC(OBE:R 1952

issue

intended

to

refer

to a

magazine.
to

"the

Name ..
Sfreet._..

..

City

OO®~1r®~
MUSIC
116 BOYLSTON STREET

.

_

Zone

Ml!JJ~n©
OF

ALL

Slate ..

©®Q

PUBliSHERS
BOSTON 16, MASS.
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THE YOUNG

ROOSEVELT

COLLEGE

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Applied and Theoretical Music, Composition,
Musicology, and MlliJic Education.
Bachelor
of Music and Master of Music degrees.
B~llIetin

VIOLIN

Ask for illu.trated
violins,
espeoiall.,.

catalog 011 tameus
V!SICH
Ilrl&od for lltofessionals
anti

(Continued

NICHOLAS
Crnftsll10n

13.

AlIend(lle

St.

i"

YASICH

it.ie 5 and weaknesses-

,'Actual

nolin-lI,a!:h"l

Baltimore

19,

Md.
.

430 So. l\Hchigali Ave •• Chic~lgO 5. 1Ilinflb

COMPLETE COURSE IN HARMONY
A "SELf. INSTRUCTOR"
BY JOSEPH A. HAGEN
Formerly Editor of Musical Theory lor "The l"'cmal;,mal M'lSi,;",,"

To comply
the

with

many rOQuests

fo~.a

I
t
S~~f. ~~:~odo~n:
e
bt'

~~~~~~~r :m

WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
WATERS
CRYSTAL
Fomous
Singer ocd Teacher
Stage
Radio,
ocd Concert Stars
T.V.,
HELEN ANDERSON
VoiceBuilding
Br ec thinq
Concert Pianist
Resonance
Wider Range
harmony
Interesting course-piano,
Projection
Many Successful Pupils
Phonetics
Tel. Sc 4-8385 Expression
!6t. W. 72nd St.. N. Y. C.
Dromatics
Voice Personalit\, and Confidence Developed
Popular Songs and Clossics
MME. BOXALL BOYD
(Lescheiizky)
Beginners or Advonced Students
Pionisl- Teacher-Coach-Proj:jw m BLJjldi
ng
Address-Steinway Hall-Nolo StudlosSeason storts Oct. 1st.
113 W. 57th St.. New York City. N. Y.
New York 22, N. Y.
405 East 54 SI.
EI·dorado 5·1362
EDWIN HUGHES
ID"moodl
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
MME. GIO.VIOLA
Dramatic Soprono
PERFORMANCE AND FOR COlLEGE,
ieacher
of
Singing_"Be!
Canto'.'
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
Experienced Europeantramed Arlts!
TEACHING POSITIONS
Coaching Ollero, Concert ao~ Rad.io .
Correct voice production, defective sll1Q,08
338West 89th Street, New York 24. N. Y.
corrected.
B~qin"~'5 occeofl'd
Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230
&08Welt End Ave.
New York City
Method Leimer-Gieseking
for beginners & advanced stvdenh
VELIZAR GODJEVATZ
"TOUCH& TECHHIC"II
DR. WM.MASOH'S
Pupil of Karl Leimer
(Arm weight, relaxation, rotary method)
(teacher of Gieseking)
Develops rhythm, Tone, concenlration, speed!
New York 19. N. Y.
Clos,. Private
P.O. 80x ,#131
LEILATYNDALLMOSES
(Former pupil & Assistant)
SC. 4-6351
315 W. 86. N.Y. 24, N, Y.
{FRANKl
IERNESTOI
STUDIOS
LA FORGE·BERUMEN
ADLER
CLARENCE
Voice-Piano
Teacher of famous concert pionists now tour·
....mon>!those w~o have studied wilh Mr.. La ing the world. Pupils nowteachinQ in Harvard.
FOl'ge ore: Morlao Anderson, Lawrence T,b·
beit, Richard Crooks, aod Mme. Molzenouer. Eastman, Syracuse U.. Smith College.
1040Pork Ave.. New York
New York 25, N. Y.
336Central Park West
Tel. Atwoter 9-7470
(New York City)

0'

.

.

EDWARD E. TREUMANN
Concert Pianist-Artist·Teocher
Recommendedby Emil VonSauer, MoritzMoszkowskiand Josepf) Horman~.
Siudio, Carnegie Hall, SVlte 837. 57th St. at
7th Ave., New YorkCity Tel. Columbus 5·4357
FICHANDLER
WILLIAM
Pianist. Composer, Teacher
314 West 75th St.. New York Su·7·3775
Recent Compositions published by
G. Schirmer, Inc.

CHARLES LAGOURGUE

O. I. f)

VOICE PRODUCTION-SINGING
fOf ,-nfarmation:
35 W. 57th St.. New Yark
"

L. FIELD
GRACE
Harpist-Teacher
345 Ea$f 61st St.. New York 21
(9 A.M.·I P.M.) Mo, 3·0045
{after 2 P.M.} Te. 8-5091)

PRIVATE

TEACHERS

(Western I

LEHMAN
EVANGELINE
Mus. Doc.
Voice Building-Repertoire
Opera, Concert, Church, Radio
Studio oddress: 167 Elmhurst Ave.
Detroit J, Mic:higon
Telephone: Townsend 5-8413
PETERSON
EDNA GUNNAR
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
17447Costellommare Pacific Polisodes. Calif
EX 4-6573

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern PianoTechn,cCooch ingConcert Pianists:
Group Work: For further iniarmaiion cddre,;,;:
Studio 202, 1005'12
Elm51., Dallas, Texas

FRANCISCO
CONSERVA·
INC.
TORY OF MUSIC,
3435Sa~ramento Street
Walnut 1-3496
ROBINSON
CAROL
Bachelor of Music Degree Opera Deportment
Pianist
Artish Diplomo
Pedagogy Cettificote
.
Approved for veterans
Studio: 405 East 54th St.
Children's Saturday morning Cla"e,.
PI 5·5123
New York 22, N. Y.

l....
·....__
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SAN

studies
are easier to t.alk
they're
tangible.
For
the
piano
is t~le
the conductor,
tramso, mdest basis of instrumental
as the onl y polyphonic
instruin
one to the many
meent it accustoms
contains.
The
voi c~~ the orchestra
eo, iductcr must know other insu-uperformm ents, too; not in, virtuoso
knowledge
an ce but .in a thorough
o[ what they can do. I've made rt
m~, business t.o Iearn one instrument
in each group. and every 'vacation'
a new one.
[ t ry 1.0 learn
"The conductor
must know compo sition. Even j [ he lacks creative
try to compose,
ab ility, he should
understanding
of
to win first-hand
pl"oblerns as well, as
th e composer's
approach
to [ann. 1he
U practical
should 'learn
to
Op eratic conductor
to understand
t.he
sil 19.' In order
(both good and
pr oble111s of sjngers
ba d) he must work with them inces·
sa ntly.
"Score study is enhanced
hy an
reading.
You
ea rJv start in sight
I did my
le al';1 to read hy reading.
five and t.en,
h ardest work hetween
lcl I was always at the piano readmusic
after
assignments
jn g new
This gave me a grasp of
W ere done,
re ading as well as of music. Score
eading is diffel'cnt
from sight read·.
involve
t.he purely
in g, hut both
o[ the eyes to take
pi lysicul training
rather than
in phrases and sections
your
si ngJe notes. In piano reading.
score read·
e yes move horizontally;
vertical
vision of all the
ing requires
simultaneously.
(And
yOIl
clwirs
t.his without
learning
e an't n;anage
aII the clefs!)
It is good t.o train
tIle eyes to read hack as well as
a head, so that each phrase falls into
it s proper context.
I often make mySelf
learn
a new orchestral
work
0 vernight,
simply {or practice.
"The conductor
needs long, close
s tudy of solfege
which,
{or some
r eason. is more
important
abroao
tI Ian here. This is a pity. [or soHt-ge
is R great
advantage.
It helps one
a cquire
phrasing;
sharpens
t.he
s ense of pitch
(especially
when the
fixed-DO system is used) : and offers
perhaps the only highroad
into real
f amiliarity
with
interval
relal ions hips. The fascinating
aspect of sol[ ege js that these rewards
(and many
Inore)
come
almost
unconsciously
t o the student
who applies
himself.
"So much for the barest
olltline
of formal studies. They are indispen_
sable to the conductor
but they can
never make a conJuctor.
I have an
dca that he has got to make himself. And perhaps
his first step is
1
wt to try to be a conductor-not
to
try t.o .be anything
but a well-rounded
~UStCI?n. If he achieves
this. the
Job WIll take care of itself. Tbat
at. least. is my experience.
As ~
chtld, I knew I had to be l'n music,

ab out because

IT'

_.

KEY has been addetllo
this course to eliminate
on exercises
/If the lessons with the CO!nllleted
d
certvec.
A

tleed of a teaoher. By 0h ee lnll
h
in individual instructionwill be
work in the key, the, ~me benefits
as t :S\~dafr"oethis
Self_lnstrutlurfor the nrtee uf a sillgle
m
l~~Soo~~edJ':ta~ISIO;: s~n~y
u~~~
reequest.
PATERSON, N. J.
WEBSTERAVENUE,
.
70
HAGEN
JOSEPH A.

PRIVATE TEACHERS

from

..
,.

,

_

his lif~,
there 15

ns I'
.
1
Mces/is who, 10 turn, opens up the

Page 9)

10 Greek history and mythology.

.

institutions.

on Req1l.€l:It

I

Gluck himself to look into,
, I'n,es his other works;

CONDUCTOR

TEACHER.S!

ATTENT/ON

no matter what I did or how I did it.
"Muslcianship
involves intangibles
as well as lessons. Besides showing
aptitude
and good schooling, the
young
musician
must take himself
in hand.
In my own case, I lla\"e
won most help from forcing myself
to do the things that didn't come
easily, My earliest study years were
filled with rather meaningless little
'pieces';
later. I was put on an exclusive diet of Bach and Mozart with
the result
that. around twelve. J
found myself
reading the names of
composers
[ kn w nothing abcnt-,
Debussy,
for instance. I gOL hold 01
some Debussy on my own and found
I couldn't
understand
the first thing
about
it. This annoyed me. So. for
two years.
J pIn) d Debussy every
day. outside
of lessons. I never at.
tern pted to pilly hi works in public;
I simply
kept digging my way into
Ihem-and
~uddenly Ihe veil lifted.
More important
(I'd have probably
reached
Debu~~y in any even!. with
time),
1 knew r could make myself
do somcthing
(liffi \lIt. And that has
becn a big help.
U\Vh n 1 fir~t w nt 10 concerts. I
couldn't
dige!l;L the long symphonic
progrums;
th immensity of it all
drown ,·(1 m and I'd come out be\\'il.
dered
an(1 fru Iratef!. The {'ure was
to make
Ill)sel£ sit through sym·
phoni<'
I)\,ogl'nmfl.. Laler. I had ex·
acLly the same e"l)crience wilh Ital·
ian opera.
I know there is a theory
which
8d\'0 ate
training
a child
solely
in terms or his preferences;
T al"o know it didn't work ror me.
Fight ing with ohstacles has always
given
me somclhing-perhaps
sell·
control-lhat
ne,'er
results £rom
doing only the things I love.
"At
one time.
oncenlration on
music
left m\' "eneral slUdies in a
less than
de~ir~ble state. and the
remedy
was to learn by myself. The
wonderru
I thing about getting to
Italy was the quantily or tbing.s one
could absorb in the "cry air. without
sitting
down
to study-music.
of
COurse: a Iso language, hi::'tory. arc~'
teetu reo painting.
It wasn't until I cl
made myself !i=llend hours and houri
in the gal1eries
or Rome and Flor·
ence that I began to gel from pic·
tures
the
complete
saLi~faction I
could get rrom Moz.art wilhout el'en
trying.
Forcing
yourself to master
things
gives you values that ha\'~
nothing
Lo do with 'theoretical fact"
"In this same sense, it's a gw/
idea
to work beyond one's le~50D
assignments,
I've always made 1ta
practice
to do this, and find it stim~:
lating
as well as helpful. There~
always
new mu!:ic to read. Further.
it i
enonnously
entertaining to
place compositions
,,-ithin the fraDJ~
work
of their associations-a
wo
like Cluck's
'Alc~te:
as a randilltl
eXam pIe. offers a great deal lll0~
than the mu ...ic -core alilne. There:
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gate
E . ld
k
Then
you learn that
U:lpJ es took
thi legend as the subject of one
of "his most famous plays, which
offers still another field to approach,

ARCHITECTURE AND

It is fascinating

to look into what
lies beyond
a single lesson assign.
ment l If you look closely enough,
you find yourself
brcadenin
out
into something
more than at:>mere
learner-of-Iessons
or seeker-for-jnh-,
-there's
even a good chance of be.
coming a real musician.
THE END

TEACHER

THE CHURCH

Newest Gool of the
International
Piano Guild
Write

There are frantic sessions
with
Ihe, arch'ltects. Other churches
in
whIchchancels have been used' for
Year~,are hurriedly consulted.
The
~chJtectsoffer to provide a screen.
notherchurch which has faced the
;a~e problem suggested a curtain.
t.ll!another advises a system of
rmrrors
ere wh h y t IlOse c I'lonsters
on
Ihe "hI' " ,
lDd Side of the chancel are
cnabled I
h'
All 0 s.ee t e director.
.'
these Ideas are helpful'
none
IS a perfect solution
'

Th

•

se bf problem of balance and en·
"h e between choir and organ is
IUri
er magnl'fie d when the organist
C
annotse h
i
e I e conductor. Difficulties
ncreaset h
.
even 0.1 e pOInt where one may
ch questIOnthe practicability
of
ancelch .
fash'
OIl'S, and long for the old.
Bloned"Akron-plan" auditorium.
Ullhel I'
b
cult th ac IS t at, however diffi.
he ~ dechancel plan of seating can
a e to 'Work. One would never
ETUDE_OCTOBER
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from $25 to $1500
in the

want to hear more perfect ensemble
than that obtained,
for instance,
at
Salisbury
Cathedral
in England.
Nor
is there any particular
secret about
how these results are obtained.
They
come from
many,
many
years
of
hard work. Good ensemble
is a tradition at Salisbury
Cathedral,
as it
is at many churches
.in this countr-y.
One need
not travel
far in any
direction
to find churches
which have
had chancels
for years, and in which
ensemble
has been brought to a high
and dependable
level. ~!Iany systems
and many
ingenious
short-cuts
are
used. They
all have one point in
common.
The choir is able to see
the director
at all times. In churches
which
have
consistently
good ensemble.
the choir
director
and/or
organist
are invariably
placed well.
The only alternative
to such an
arrangement
is a choir which is so
well· rehearsed
and so letter-perfect
in the music
that direction
is not
necessary.
Such choirs.
T fear, are
not very often encountered
nowadays.
Choirmasters
can and do debate
with some heat over seating arrange·
ments for the chanceL
Some are convinced there must he sopranos,
altos,
tenors and basses on each side of the
chancel.
Others
maintain
that
the
only workable
system is to have all
the sopranos
on one side, the rest
of the voices on the other. Without
doubt one could question
almost any
arrangement.
What would sound well
in one building
might not sound well
in another.
Here are some of the things which
an alert choirmaster
can do:
1. Rehearse
processionals
constantlv.
2. Experiment
with all sorts of
seating arrangements.
3. Make it a point to rehearse
the choir in the chancel
before every
service.
even when the preparatory
work i~ done in the rehearsal
room.
4. Rehearse
spoken
portions.
of
the service
with the choir,
takll1g
care to have the whole choir stand,
kneel and turn in the chancel
together.
.
5, 1m press
upon
the chOIr the
necessity
for
perfect
deportment,
with no communicating
among themselves during
the service,
.
6 Teach the choir to look straIght
.
I
across
tIe
c h ance, I never down at
the congregation.
7 Remind
the

for Detoils

Pupils are enrolling now
to qualify for cash prizes

SERVICE

(Continued from Page 24)
service of worship effectively.
• The preparation of a processional
is a major undertaking. It requires,
at leastin its early stages, the services01 someone who has had a great
dealofexperience, The divisions at
thechancel steps must be carefully
workedout. The choir, which is accustomedto hearing the organ al·
waysfrom the same part of the
church.must become used to hearingit in front of them, behind them
eroneither side. Otherwise they can
oem keep together as they move
upanddown the aisle. Choirs which
hHenotpreviously been divided, as
theyarewhen seated in the chancel,
alwayshave difficulties.
Andthis is only the beginning.
"Ourchoirmaster," writes a choral
singer."does a magnificent job with
ourchoir,but when he conducts we
can'tseehim unless he is out in the
middleof the chanceL"
Herewe haye a real perplexity.
Togowiththe new church. the choir
haselegant robes with stoles. The
choirdirector has an especially
fine
onewithlong flowing sleeves. When
he conducts so that the choir can
seehim.his hack turned to the can.
gregation,his flying steeves resemblesomesort of exotic bat. When
heslandsback, so as to be invisible
10the congregation, the choir can.
notsingbecause only half of them
canseehim.
Thereare consequently no cues;
e.nsembJe
suffers; and the congrega~Ioncomplains that "when we were
III the old church,
we had a good
choir.but now it is becoming medi.
ocre."

CERTIFICATION

0"

,
chOir

(at e.ve~y
.
'f
y)
that It IS
rehearsal,
I
necessar
'the
their task to lead the people Ind'
. e of worship
in the most
Ig·
scrvIe
THE END
nilled manner
possible.
.

INTERNATIONAL
RECORDING
FESTIVAL
National Guild of Piano Teachers
Founded

hy Irl Allison

Box 1113

CLASSIFIED
HARiUONY, Composition,
Or cnestr-atiun,
MU8icai Theory.
P!'ivale
or
COl'respondence
Instruction.
Manuscripts
revised and cOITected. Music
arranged.
!"ranl< S. Butler,
32~4G 107
St., Corona. N. Y.
I,EAIlN
PIA .\"0 'I'U :\"ING-Simplified,
authentic
instl'uction
$4.00-Literature
free, Prof.
Ross.
456 Beecher
St., Elmira,
N. Y.
NE\V
prA~O
~I UTE
1.,1~;'l'S YOU
PU.AC'I'ICE 1).4..1' on :\"IGI'I'I' \VI'I')fOUT DIS'I'UIUU:\"t;
O'I'HEn.S, !\lutes
piano about 85%. Ea.sily attached
or
detached
without
harming
mec)lanism. State upright,
gnl.lld, 01' spmet!
Sold only on money \)ac];: gu?-rantee.
Send $5.00 fot· mute and fulllllstru~1 ions. RiclHl.I·d Mayo, Dept. 004, 1LO
[..a.tona Street. Phila.
47. Pa.
\VnITI~
~O\"(;S: Read "Songwriter's
Review"
Magazine,
]6,:0-ET
~ro:dway, New York ]9. 2"e COpy, $".00
.vear.
'UEI ..ODY HARlUOXIZA'l'ION
cho.rd
clutrt
Stackpole's
Sllorthand:
rapId,
exact'
notation,
$1. Paul
Stackpole,
2ilO-i2
'Vest Venango,
PhiJa. 40. Pa.
IIA.CK POPULAll. SHEE'l'
~IUSlc.'ro
Ballads,
Ragtime.
E\:erytllln~.
your
\vants.
Fore s, E31:)1
Denver 5, Colorado,

:lS:>CJ.

'Nrite
High,

S",VING PIAXO-lIl'
:UAII~. 30,se.lfteaching
lessons,
$!l.00. blX 10]1OS
(classical
and popular),
each $1.00.
Chance to win $200.00 on new. theC!ry .
Order
46-page original
claSSIcal lmpl'ovisat!on
cOlnposed
on a new theory, price $20.00 (m<;mey bacl;: g-ual:antee)
samples.
PhIl Breton
Pubhcations.
P.O. Box
1402, Omaha
S,
Nebrasl<a.
THE SCIEN'rIFle
,UUSIC TEACHER
-Monthly-$2.00
y,ear. Request
san:pie. Morong,
Box
21, Brooklyn
2o,
New York.
D_-\.NFORD
HALL,
CO~IPOSEH:-:-\.RRANGER.
All types
of comp?sltlons
corrected.
Lyrics
set to musIc. 1914
'V. Lun! Ave., Chicago,
TIL
PLAY
BY SIGHT.
Pianists
Sight
Reading
made
easy.
Improve
your
playing
by studying
THE ART OF
SIGHT READING.
5 lessons comp]e~e
$3. Danford
Hall, 1914 VV. Lunl, Clucago. Ill.
PI.-\.NO TEACHE.RS:
"'rHE,
PL~..NOGRAPH"-Note
Indlcatol'
and ;SIght
reading
aid. Invaluable
for b~g1llner
students.
Complete
with 5 Dlscs" ~~.
Danford
Hall,
1914 'V. Lun!,
CIllcago, Ill.
SPECIAI.IZED
ARR ..
\.NGING
.'\:\'D
COltIPOSING.
Plano,
vocal,
band
(dance
concert)
and orchestra
sc.or·
.
M'elodies
composed
for lyncs.
~l:~uscriPts
.revised
.and cor:rected.
Prompt
servICe.
Stein
Stud1O, 602
East
End Avenue, Lancaster,
Penna.
OLD AND NE\V ""lO.L~NS, Cellos,
B ws
Supplies.
RepaHlllg,
En,ken,
vVashington
St., Chambersburg. Pa.

ato

E.

WAN'rED:
ITALIAN
SOLO VI.OLIN,
FINE
BOW. State
mak~r,
h~stor~,
condition,
price.
M. Levllle,
618 E.
2nd, Pueblo, Colorado.

in 1929

Austin.

Texas

ADS
ORCHESTRA
STATIO:\"ERY
A:\"D
POSTERS,
AD CAUDS. Exclusive
2color line. Samples. ,Yo S. Kutel·bacll.
Box 664, Pottstown,
Pa.
CLASS PIANO COURSE
How to organize
a class.
How and
wbat
to
teach
beginners
at tlleir
own age
level. A mimeographed
course
tlw t
i:'l a MUST
FOR EVERY
PIAXO
TEACHER
whether
she teaches
privately
or the class method.
College
and public
school teachers
are now
enrolling
for the COllI'se. This demand
makes it possible to offer the COlll'lo:e
at $10 Ol'der il'om Mrs. Bertlla
1\T.
Daarud,
2621 Sullivant
Ave., Columbus 4. Ohio:....~·
_
SO:\'G",VRI'I'ER.S!
UEA.U'I'IPUL
:111"SIC ']'0 YOUR LYHICS. Send lyrics
and
stamp
for
estimate.
l';:erlllit's
Song
Service,
120G l'dOllsey
_-\.ve..
Scranton
fl, Pa.
COLLECTOR'S
VI01~L\"~ FOR SALE.
Guadag-nini.
Gagliano,
Rogeri,
Pressenda, Hi]]'s Certificates. Gold :\founted Bows,
Peccate,
Voirin.
Silllon.
Fetique,
Thommasin,
Tubbs.
Loban.
92r; Avenue Road, Toronto, Ont.. Canada.
ltrONEY FOR YOUR SPARE
THIE.
J\1an or woman part or fuJI tlnle to
call by appointment
on piano
students
who will welcome your visit.
A car and some knO\\'lerIge of musk
will help. For details,
contact:
The
University
Society
Inc" 468 Fourth
Ave .. New York 16, N. Y.
AH.It,A:"I1GING fot, Band - Orcllestl"UPiano Vocals. ManuscI'ipts
corrected
and pl'epal'ed
fOl"pUblica.tion. "Vol'd.'"
set
to
music-school
songs.
Send
mannscl'ipt.
[or
estimate.
Prolnpt
service.
Val's Arranging
Studio,
310
West lOth St., Sarasota,
Fla.
LEARN PIANO 'I'UNl,~G ,4..'1' HO,'II~i.
Coul'se
by Dr. '~'-m. BnJ.irl 'Vhite.
world's
leadIng piano technician
and
teacher.
Write
Karl
Banenbach,
JOOlA Wells St., Lafayette.
Ind.
OLD illUSIC ",VAN'I'ED. Have you a
collection
of old mush:
gathering
dust in your attic or barn'? Turn it
into cash. Write to George Goodwin,
Box 49, New York 19, N. Y.
VIOLINiUAIi:ERS -Amateurs
- Professionals.
Fine tone European
wood,
materials,
supplies, patterns,
instructions, Illustrated
catalog 10¢, refunded. Premier
Violin Supplies,
Dept.
V.E .. 430 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles
13. California.
PLAY ACCORDION, S'l'UDENTS A~O
'l'lilACHERS
of other
instruments
can easily
master
the bass buttons.
"Guic!e to the Basses", with Indicator
and Index
Slide, covers
everything
necessary
for a thorough
knowledge
of the accordion
basses
and
their
uses. Reading
from accordion
music
and piano music, Relationship
of the
buttons,
Fingering.
Building
othel'
chords. Substitute
CilOI'ds, etc. Every·
thing
you can possibly learn
on the
baSH button:;
of an accordion.
Sent
POSTPAID
for $2.00. CY BROUGHTON, 2834 Que St., S.E., Washington
20. D. C.
FOR SALE. Rare records. Lists. Collections
bought.
E. Hil'schmann
]00
Duncan Ave., Jersey City, New Je~sey.
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DENMARK'S

from Page

tile

Mirror") and Knudage Riisager.
From Me. Hiisager's facile pen has
come original music for the ballets
"Cockaigne." "The Bird Phoenix,"
"Twelve with the Mail Coach," the
exciting
"Qarrt.siluni"
(once described as the Scandinavian
"Sacre
du Printernps"}. as well as a clever
orchestration
of some of Czerny's
piano exercises for Harald Lander's
ballet. "Etude." Nov. recognized as
one of the most distinguished
of
contemporary
Danish
composers,
Knudage Riisager has had a fascilire

devoted

--

-

ROYALTY BOWS TO THE BALLET
(Conlinaed

nating

-

partly

to

the

study and composition of music, and
partly to the study and practice of
political science. A lew years after
his graduation hom the University
of Copenhagen, he became secretary
in the Danish Ministry of Finance.
In 1939 he advanced to the post of
Chief of that section, not resigning
until eleven years later. Simultaneously he studied music with masters whose names are known all over
the world, composed notable large
and small works which are being

10)

played in America more and more
Irequently. became chairman of the
board in the Society of Danish composers and musical advisor at the
Danish State Radio.
Two distinguished
composers
of
the past who have written music
directlv for the Danish Ballet are
Niels -Cade and August Enna. Of
course, certain standard ballets are
danced by the Danish
dancers to
the original music as, for example:
Stravinsky's "Petrouchka" and T chaikovsky's "Swan Lake" and "Aurora's
"hdding."
All in a.ll. the achievements
of
this unique company in welding
every possible element of the theatre
-c-from royal patrons to creators,
performers and discerning publicinto a harmonious whole marks an
epoch in the saga of modern dance.
In addition, the knowledge of such
high standards and splendid accomplishment
cannot fail to increase
the respect and admiration of people
all over the world for democratic
Denmark!
THE END

-t.ion. too):
open the hand for an
octave every time the thumb is used:
play them with eyes closed; pIa;'
them in sixths and tenths. For more
advanced
students double thirds and
many other
forms may be added.
Even the circle of fifths is interest.
ing when considered as a building
project.
since the second tetracbord
of one scale becomes the first tetrachord of the next scale in the circle
and continues
in this way through
the twelve scales until the startins
point is reached and the circle i~
completed.
It is often advisable for the
teacher
to play a smooth, Howing
so-called "pearly" scale for the pupil
to hear. as he seldom has an opportunit y 10 hear scales played by any.
one but himself and d s not. realize
how beautiful
and musical a scale
can be when play d with good tone,
faeil
technic and with a crescendo
and diminu ndo as it rises and falls.
Yes. seal s are interesting from
a histor i £II. musical and technical
point of view, and where this is
realized
the question will no longer
be ask d "Must 1 practice scales?"
but hupplly
it will become ll~lay J
pract i c seal ..?"
TlIE ENU

A good way to attend
to the
mental angle of keyboal·d scale-work
is to play the scales "up-in-th~-a~r".
Ordinarily it is not good for P18ll1sts
to be too much up in the air, but
for developing
concentration
it is
an excellent
practice.
Raise
arm
from elbow. use a decided
fingerthrust and punch the air with the
proper scale fingering, while at the
same time pronounce
aloud the lettor-names
of the tones of the scale
wit.h the sharps or flats. Any pupil
is capable
of accomplishing
this
airwav
exercise
and the teacher
should keep an alert eye to make
sure the correct
fingering
is used.
When letter-names
and fingering are
accurate. this practice
brings quick
resu Its.
There are many intriguing
ways
of playing scales besides the usual
parallel and contrary motion. such
as one hand forte. the other hand
piano: one hand staccato, the other
legato; one hand in quarter-notes,
t.he other in eights (a spread of two
or four octaves will give a complete
phrase in this pattern).
Play them
beginning at the t.op; play with various rhythms;
play them with hands
crossed (this is good for concentra-

by their wide acceptance
they speak for themselves

uHatltilde f!1JiIMo
Middle C Kindergarten Book
410·40066
.75
Clever lessons for the five year old. Teaching notes counting, little songs to play and Sing. For complete fi~st year
of study.
My First Lesson Book
430-·10021

VIOLINIST'S
(Conunued

(Continu~d [roni Page 15)
not decide which he preferred. Rimsky-Korsakoff's Song of India would
Ex.S
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-

I
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to

not have its wistful charm ·without
the many short modal shifts.
And now. for pianists_ what about
practicing scales on the keyboard?
This can be fun, too. There are a
few short cuts that help the memory,
and there are many interesting ways
to play scales that lift them right
out of the spinach class. In the first
place. the keyboard
fingering of
scales. like their construction,
never
changes. For right hand, ascending,
it. is 1. 2, 3, 1. 2, 3, 4. The fifth
finger is merely an ending or turning-pivot. (Left hand follows the
same pattern descending.)
But. and
however, in some scales beginning
on black t.onics. the fingers would
naturally become tangled up were
t.he scales t.o be started with thumb,
and so, in such cases. the scale is
not begun with t.he first finger of
a finger-group. but begins in the
middle of a finger-group,
wit.h the
second or third finger. The usual
finger-pattern
then falls into place
so that the fourfh finger. right band,
always falls all B-flat (A-sharp).
The fourth finger, left hand, in such
cases, always falls on F-sharp (G·
flat) if that tone occurs in the scale,
otherwise the fourth finger faJls on
the fourth tone of the scale. This
seems easier to remember
than is

Ihe ,,"omew!lat prevalent method of
recalling
individual
fingerings
for
each black-key
scale. In minors.
scales with black key tonics. right
hand. the fourth finger still falls on
B-Bat if tbat key occurs in the scale;
if B-flat (A-sharp) is not in the scale
the fourth finger falls on the second
degree of the scale. In left. hand.
minors with black tonics. the fourth
finger falls on f-sharp;
in scales in
which F-sharp
(G-Rat) does not
occur. it faBs on the fourth degree
of the scale. In other words. ·whenever possible in scales. the fourth
finger falls on B-Rat (A-sharp) right
hand. and on f·sharp
(C-flat) left
hand.
The only rough spot in scale technic is putting thumb under 0'· hand
over. and a short daily workout
brings this into line. A-For
t.humb
under. pract.ice the C major scale,
using only thumb and third finger;
then repeat with only thumb and
fourth
finger. B-For
hand over,
pract.ice a "turn" pat.tern.

First Grade Book
410-40057
1.00

•

•

1

2

,

SOlne teachers today advocate a
changed
fingering for some scales.
for instance,
D-major, left hand
starting on second finger, with the
fourth
finger following the usual
fall on F -sharp, and the same for
A-major.

your letter in full, for it expresses
the viewpoint of the amateur
who
has an intelligent
and ambit.ious ap·
proach t.o his violin playing. You are
not content t.o leave things as lhe)
are but want to improve them all the
time. That's the right spirit! If yOli
are willing to get down to {undamentals your playing of double-stops
can be improved a great deal in three
mont.hs. But a systematic
approach
is needed. and the first thing I would
,;uggesl is that you do not practice
the double-stop studies .in De Beriot
for 11 while. They are complex and
can creat.e a whole series of mental
blocks unless
the necessary
technique has been acquired.
To begin. let us take thirds. Spend
·one whole mOllth~no
less-on
prac~icing. the rise and fall of the finger::III VaTiOlIScombinatjons
of major and
minor thirds on all three pairs of
strings and in all positions up to the
fifth. In first pusition.
for example:

The"e exercises
may seem easy
but. they are not quite easy to pIa;
rapidly,. and are certainly
difficult
enough III the fourth or fiftl, positIOn.
..
F or the ~econd
lTlontl,
.
.
·f .
practice
sI11 tlllg on the same pair o f strmgs.
.
<

Ex.E

~

:mJl;~

beginner

above the

FORUM

from. Page 25)
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The Boy's Qpen Door to Music
420·40012
1.00
Written in a style to encourage and stimulate the young
boy to sight re~d well and to play by ear. Songs selected
that are of particular appeal to boys.

.75

Notes, rests, technic and exercises for the young beginner.

Fundamental studies Ior the young
kindergarten age.

CORNER ON SCALES

Piano Pathways
410·40086
1.25
A series of car~fully outlined lessons covering the fundamentals of music, presented in conversational form for the
teaching of piano in classes.

,,,

.• etc.

The Robyn-Hanks

See Ex. E. first to third position.
Pra I ice similar exerci~es on all
three pair'" of strin{?,~. shifting first
to third. ::econd 10 fourth. and third
to fifth positiun.
FtH· the third monlh. practice shih·
ing across lhe ~tring8. third position
to firs!. fourth to second_ and filth
t.o third. in variou ... combinations 111
major
Bnd minor third,:: as in the
following
example~:

Harmony

Louise Robyn and Howard Hanks
A junior

course in written
and ear training.

Musical Alphabet

and Figures
430·40101
.75

Book I.
Book II..
Book III.

A preliminary acquaintance with figures, finger numbers,
letters of the alphabet, identification of black keys and
finger and letter dictalion of melodies on the white keys.

harmony,

keyboard harmony

. .430-40067

1.00

.430·40068
. .430·40069

1.00
1.00

The Robyn-Hannon
430-40029

.75

Twenty-five exercises with special annotations and explana·
tions for the teacher.

Busy Work for Beginners
43(1·40091 .60
A w~iting.book for little pianists which aims to teach the
relatlOnshl~ between fingers. piano keys, and their note
representatIOn on the grand staff.

~'-'-'
~~.
"

.

A

Tlti::: ma)' ...eern to be rather all
onerou~ schedule.
bUI if you remem·
ber that it i...
not nec~ary to prac·
tice e\er~ po&:ible tombination el'efl
clay it will not ~m a... heavy as it
appcar~.
)Iake note of what yuu
work \H1 one da\ and do other com·
bina lion~ t he n~xt. and t:O on.
Tugether
with the ahove. you
should.
if time allow~. work on the
exerci:-e.. .. in thirrl::- in ., ,·cik·s Prc·
parator)
Double-.slops. There is mucn
to be
learned
from that book.
Granted
that the e:xerci:;es are dfl'·
they do develop control and solidi!)'
of technique.
If you wiJl follow the ideas gil·en
above_ in three month~ your con·
fidence ill playing third~ and octare,
will have increased considerably. It
may have heen necessary to oll1it
some items of your regular practice
schedule,
but what bllS been gajne~
will more than make up for what,II
anYthing,
you may hare IOl:t.TH£I~P
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More Busy Work for the Young Pianist
430·40100
.75
Careful outline c;>f wriuen work for pupils
schoolstages. Enjoyable as well as instructive.

A Method
beyond

Pre-

A successful plan of teaching for the beginner.(o learn the
keyboard and gain an intimate knowledge of music. Includes interesting pieces and teacher and pupil duets.

Boy Music
430·40089
.75

School for the Pianoforte
Vol. I
Beginner's Book

A first piano method specifically designed for boys between
8 and 16. Includes Wnes that will appeal to y~ung
bo ys.

410-40053

1.00

An elementary work for young students, from the beginning up to the scales.

First Class'1(5 an d F oundatlOn
.
Harmony
430·40093
1.25

Vol. II

~ll:~nd year book with familiar classic selections and
Sland. gares and color charts which lead to an underIng a the fundamentals of harmony.

Student's
410·40092

Book
1.00

A systematic study of scales with arpeggios and wrist mo·
tion. Excellent material for the second and third grades.
Vol. III

The Adult Approach to the Piano
430·40087
1.00
This techni 1 d
..
.
on an iot ca _stu Y of the fundamentals of musIc IS built
erestm~ and adult level for the older beginner.

THEODORE PRESSER

for the Piano for Little Children
420·40010
1.00

Player's
410A0093

Book
1.00

Study of technic-trills,
octaves, repealed
cluding memory study and ear training.

CO.,

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

notes, etc. in-
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SONATINA ALBUM
Compiled by Louis Kohler
Thirty favorite sonatinas, rondos and pieces with a
detailed analysis of the musical form and structure, together with fingering and phrasing by Percy Goetschius.
430-40031
$1.75

HIGH SCHOOL HARMONIES
Ten modern melodies with rhythms,
appealing to the teen-age group.
410-41011
$.15

THEMES

Stanford King

CONCERT TRANSCRIPTIONS
FAVORITE
HYMNS

t'~ ....
OF

Clarence Kohlmann

For the 3rd and 4th grade pianist these skillful arrangements of the most beloved hymns are a constant source
of pleasure. They may be used to accompany church
singing, in Sunday School, or in the home as they are
all written in the same keys as found in hymn books.
410-40131

$.15

titles and tunes

FROM THE GREAT BALLETS"
Arranged by Henry Levine

Excellent arrangements of some of the better-known
themes from original ballet music. Cover a period extending from about the middle of the 19th century to
the end of the first quarter of the 20th century.
410-41016
$1.25

THEMES FROM THE GREAT
PIANO CONCERTOS
Henry Levine
Another in the appealing "Theme" series by this prominent arranger.
Of moderate difficulty, these selections
cover ten of the well-known concerts of the master
composers.
410-40221

$.15

PLAY AND SING
"
,
Ada Richter
Easy arrangements,
with words, of appealing, songs.
Divided into school songs, songs of other lands, songs
of my country, songs from operas and songs my grandparents sang long ago, these catchy tunes are of grades
10 and 2 level.
410-40188

$.15
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